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FOREWORD
by
SrI Nrsimha Seva Rasikan
OPPILIAPPAN KOIL V.SADAGOPAN
(Editor, Sadagopan.org)
*****
The Vedartha Sangraha is the first of the nine works bequeathed to us
by Acharya Ramanuja. It is the first among his nine treatises from a
chronological point of view and thus precedes Sri Bhashyam, his
magnum opus. It is also a very sacred work in that it was presented
before Lord Srinivasan of Tiruppati as a pravachanam. It has therefore
been recognized as a Testament at the sacred feet of the Lord of Seven
Hills. Sri Sudarsana Suri has written a Sanskrit Commentary on Vedartha
Sangraham. Sri Bhashyam is an elaborate philosophical work and is
considered as “an independent exposition of the philosophy of the
Upanishads including all controversial passages of the Upanishads“ as
well. Vidwan S.S.Raghavacharya of Karnataka and M.S.Rajagopalan
Ayyangar of Kumbhakonam have translated Vedartha sangraham into
English. It is a monumental task undertaken by these two scholars. It
serves as a commentary on the upanishads that paved the way for the
writing of Sri Bhashyam.
The subject matter and scope of Vedartha Sangraham has been
organized under twelve headings according to Dr.V.K.S.N. Raghavan in
his Doctoral Thesis on the History of Visishtadvaita Literature completed
in 1976:
(1) Exposition of Visishtadvaita
(2) The Views of the rival Schools
(3) Criticism against the tenets of Advaita, quoting scriptural texts,
examining this view
(4) Criticism of Bhaskara's system
(5) Criticism of Yadhavaprakasa's school
(6) Visishtadvaita exposition in detail such as Tattva-Reality, Hita
meaning the attainment of Brahman and Purushartha, the Supreme goal
of Life
(7) Sources of knowledge
(8) Supermacy of Vishnu
(9) God as material and Instrumental cause
(10) Criticisms on Mimamsa
(11) The existence of the Supreme abode/nitya Vibhuti and

(12) The Teachings of the Vedas.
Dr. Raghavan further observes that the Vedanta deepa and Vedanta
Saara are shorter commentaries than Sri Bhashyam and Vedartha
sangraham. Among the four, the Vedanta Deepa discusses the main
purport of each Sutra while Vedanta Sara describes the essential
meaning of each Sutra and adhikarana and is intended for the sadakan
with aspirations to delve deeper into the study of Sri Bhashyam.
The translation of Vedartha sangraha into English is a great help by the
two scholars to aspirants, who wish to enrich their knowledge
about Visihtadvaitam as taught by Bhagavad Ramanuja. Sri
M.S.Rajagopala Ayyangar swamy, the sishyar of Chinnamu Patrachar
Swamy of Kumbhakonam has created an excellent translation of
Vedartha sangraha and we are indebted to him for his Translation in to
English with ample foot notes for our benefit to enhance our
understanding of Acharya Ramanuja's magnificent treatise revered as
Sri Bhashyam. Sri Rajagopalan Swamy has also completed another
major Kaimkaryam (Viz.,) the translation of Srimad Rahasya Traya
Saram of Swamy Vedantha Desikan. As a part of the effort to archive
rare
English
translation
of
source
granthams
of
Visishtadvaita darsanam, we are presenting out of Print books such as
Vedartha Sangraha, Sarvartha siddhi and Srimad Rahasya traya Saram,
in our portal Sadagopan.org.
Sri Hayagriva Likhita Kaimkarya Ghoshti invites you to enjoy this English
translation of Vedartha Sangraha by Sriman Rajagopala Ayyangar
written few decades ago.
Namo Sri Veda Purushaya,
Dasan, Oppiliappan Koil Varadachari Sadagopan

Preface
--+-

In this English rendering of Sri Ramanuja's
Vedarthasangraha, I have tried to be as close and faithful
to the original as the idiom of the English language would
permit. Here and there, ·when I felt that the addition of
words, phrases or sentences would make the author's
meaning clea1er1 I have inserted them in the body of the
text within b:aackets. In the section de:aling with the
doctrines of the Mimamsakas, the original is too terse to
be easily understood. I have, therefore, made the transla•
tion explanatory, as I felt that a faithful and close transla
tion might not be clear enough. When longer explanations
are necessary, they are given separately as notes in small
typo.
I am bound to express my deep indebtedness to the
late Sri Vangipuram Vasudevachariar Swami's excellent
edition of Veclarthasangraha in Grantha script with Tamil
translation and notes. Sri K. S. Patrachariar, M, A.,
scrutinised the English rendering with the Sanekrit
original by his sido and drew my attention to several
omissions as well as inaccuracies. To go t+irough an
original treatise and make suggestions for its improvement
is comparatively easy; but to go through a translation and
compare it with ihe original, word by word and sontence
by sentence, with a view to examining its accuraey ,10qnires
much greater concentration and patience. Only those who
have done this kind of scrutiny c&n appreciate the trouble
involved in it. It is, therefore. impossible for me to thank
him adequately for his kindness in h.aving undertaken this
task.
My grateful tha.nks are due alao to my gu-,u, Sri
Ubhay&•Ve, Sinnamu SrininH Pa,trachariar Swami ef

Kumbakonam, to whom I applied for the clarification
of the meanings of certain passages, I am grateful
also to Sri R. Kesava Ayyangar, B, A,, B. L,, Advocate,
Triplicane, for elucidating a, point that I referred to him.
My heartfelt thanks are due to my friend, Sri K. Varada
chariar, B, A,, B. L., Advocate, Knmbakonam, for help
readily and willingly given in connection with the reading
of the proofs.
In conclusion, I should like to express my warm
appreciation and gratitude to the Cauvery Colour Press
for the speedy execution of their part of the work.

M. R, RAJAGOPALAN.
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SRI RAMANUJA ·s VEDARTHA SANGRAHA
INTRODUCTION
Bhagavan Ramanuja, the great exponent of the Visishta
dvaita system of philosophy, was the author of nine treatises:
Ye<lcrnta Deepa,
Vedartha 8an_qraha,
firi Bha1,h yr1,
Vedanta Sara, Gita Bhaslt vli, three prose works called
Vaik1111ta Gadya, 8aranar;ali Gad1pi a.ud 8ri llar.(,'a
Oadya and a book called Nil yri \Vhich deals with the daily
rites and duties that should be performed by every Sri Vaish
navite. Among these, Sri JJ!utsh !Jri is his famous commentary
on Badarayana's Brahma 811 tms. The commentary on the
first sutra is a lengthy thesis in which the author shows the
untenability of rival systems of philosophy and expounds a
number of disputed passages in the Srutis and 8mritis as
being in favour of his own system, Yedanf ci Sara and
Yedcinta Deepa are also commentaries on the Brnlmia
8ntras, but are briefer than Sri Dhashya and leave out
lengthy controversial discussions. They were evidently inten
ded by the author to suit the average reader wl::o is unac.
quainted with the methods of logical and interpretative

disputation. -Vedart1w. 81rnqrahri) which was written before
8ri Bhashya and which is referred to in the later work, may
be considered primar.ily as a dfrsertation on the Visishtadvaita
doctrine to show that it is more in keeping with the spirit of

the Vedas or srufi:,; than Advaita or Bhedabheda. Though
this seems to have been the author's purpose, he has also
appended, to this discussion, short essays on the validity of the
Upanishads as a source of true knowledge which had been
questioned by the Mimam�akas, the truth concerning the

Supreme Deity whether ic is Brahma, Vishnu or Siva and the
existence of a region of eternal glory ( Nitya vibhu,ti), a
transcendental world beyond this world of matter, where
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Narayana, whom Rama nuja

identifies

with the Supreme

Brahman of the Upanishads, ever dwells with His Consort and

His atte ndants, in His mansions

of wonderful beauty and

grandeur and to which the souls of those that have attained

release from the bondage of litlmsarci proceed.
The ocbet five treatises are not wholly

philosophical.

They are religious ouc-pourings and not di ssertations on the

doctrines of Visishcadvaita.

l 'eda,rllta Sangarah'.r, being controversial in nature, 1s

written in the usual m,rnna of philosophical disputations 111

Sanskrit

literature.

Dialectic

subtlety and ingenuity

interpretation are of the very essence of such treatises.

of

Occa ·

sionally, however, w!,en the <'.uthor has to speak of the glory
of Narayana and of His idini te compassion, he

bursts into

a rhapsody of devout frrvour_. which comes from the

very

depths of his soul. While arguing his case against the Advai
tins and the exponents of other systems, Sri Ramanuja assumes
that the reader is acq 11ainted wich their fundamental doctrines,

as

also their interpretations of well.known passages in the

Upanishads,

1 he

likely co find the

facilitate an easier

reader who has no such acquaintance is
discussion unintelligible,

In order to

understanding of the text, it may

be

necessary co present, in brief, the main doctrines of the systems

It is not the object

of philosophy dealt wich in the book.
of this

introduction

Visishtadwaira or

by

co give

a comprehensive study

Ramanuja to refute riv.l doctrines.

to provide,

Its purpose is just

as it were, the back-ground of

forum, in order to enable the reader to

in the text without much difficulty,
Every system

of

to summarise all the arguments employed
the controversial

follow

the disputation

of Hindu Phiilosophy except that of

the

Charvakas has a bearing on religion and holds distinctive

views on tattva or the real nature of what we see

.around
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us and of what we believe to be around us and within us, on
pnrushartha or the goal or aim of life and on· hita or the
kind of means or 11p:1yri which will enable i:s to attain the
goal. A brief account of these views held by the exponents
of rival systems is essential for a study of controversial
treatises on these points.

Tattva or what is real
Our senses present to us a worl<l with a wonderful variety
of objects, men, beast!, birds, insecn-, worm�, plants and
the likr, as also inaninutc things like the sun, the moon and
the stars, each with its own pe.culiar qualitks like colour, form,
flavour. fragrance: an.:! the like. There are also objects not
capable of being perceived b y the sc-nses hut believed to exist
nn the authority of tbc Scriptures. The l)llestion arises, ''Are
all these things that exist and are bdieved to exi5t real? lf all of
them are not real, is any of thim real? If so, what are they?"
Before answering thi� question, a preliminary definition of
what is meant by 'real' or reality has co be give11.
The Advaitins, who follow the teaching of Sri Sankara
charya, define reality as that which endures for ever, for all time,
without any change or modification, whatsoever. In their view
whatever exists only for a short time is unreal. It is a irere
appearance or illusion similar to that which occurs when a
serpent is seen by mistake in what is only a rope, There is

only one 'real' which accords with their definition and that is
Brahman. It alone lasts for ever without change. Tr.e wcrld
that we see a!'ound us, so varied and so wonderful, is a faJse
and illusory appearance, adli y ris.�, superimposed on the
�ubstrate or adhishta1ur, which alone is real and true, namely
Brahman. Brahman, somehow, became associated wich a
factor causing this illusory appearance, which is called Mr1.ya
or Ai:i'.dya, (ignorance or. nescience), and the illusory world is
seen superimposed on Brahman in the •ame way as the · form

t
of a serpent is super-imposed on what is really a rope.
To rhis illusory appearance or creation Advaitins give the namt,
vivarta. The c1 eation of the world means really the origin of
the illusory appearance of the world on Brahman. If you
ask the Advairins why they consider the world, which appears so
real, as illusory, they reply as follows:- 11 To sense-perception or
vratyal.-slm the world seems real, hut we know many instances
in which z,rafyriZ.Slm misleads us into false knowledge or
illusion (l,hramrt), The shell is often mistaken for silver l::y
sense-perception; the rope, as has been stated before, is mistaken
for a serpent; when in a moving railway train, the passenger
sees the trees and other things as moving, while the train seems
to be stationary. It is only a little later that the mistake is
realised and the false knowledge replaced by the truth. So also
in the case of the world's reality". If you ask the Advaitin, ••If
sense-preception is, as you say, deceptive and unreliable, is
there any other means of kn0wing the truth''?, he replies,
11 Certainly there is. The Sasfra(S'ndi or Veda)is always reliable
and can give unmistakable knowledge of the truth of things.
The • sast •·a' or Scripture is a sure and trustworthy means of
knowledge and it says that only Brahman is real and that all
the rest. namely, the world, is illusory. The srnti says 0 All
this (namely, the world that we see} is Brahman'• (Charulogya
Upanishad III-14). This means that there is nothing else than
Brahman. Again in the sixth chapter of the 'Chandogya
Upanishacl, where Svetaketu is taught what is called Sad Vid
yrz, it is stated,•·This existed, my dear, as Sat at first, 'alone and
without a second'''. Sat here means Brahman, which is reality
or true existence. The words 'alone and without a second'
clearly state that nothing else existed then. •This' means "the
world." So the objects that we see aroun.d us are only modi
fications and names which have no real existence. The point
is also thus illustrated, 1 •If you know a lump of mud, you have
known all things macfe of mud like pots, and pit�hers,
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because the latter arc cnly forms and names which arc
unreal. Only mud is real. In the same way cnly
Brahman is real like the mud in the illustration and the
world, with all the sentient and non-sentient things in ir,
consists merely of illusory forms and names superimposed en
Brahman. So when the one, namely, Brahman, is koown, all
the rest are known as well. This implies that these other
things do not exist in reality'', "Again'\ continues the
Advaitin, "could there be anything more emphatic than the
teaching addressed in the same sntfi to Svetak�tu namely,
11 That Thou art"? It states, in no uncertain terms, the identity
between Brahman and the individual self (here, that cf
Svetaketu.) In other Upanishads, too, the same fruth is taught
in texts like '•I am Brahman'' (Aham Brahma asmi.) The
existence of anything other than Brahman is, in the same way,
denied in many Midis which say 'There is no such thing
as pluralirr here (nelia 11a1ui asti l.i11rlianr1.) The existence
of the manifold world is here stated to be false or illusory,''
At this stage, if the student of Vedanta asks tl:e
Advaitin, •'Well, what do you mean by Brahman about which
you say that it alone exists?", he replies as folJows:- ••I have
already stated that the M·1di calls it the only reality satyam,
Further since the self within us, the Jivatma, is said, by the
sruti, to be identical with Brahman and since the self is self
luminous and shines without any oth&r aid, it has to be called
chit ( i. e •• it is different from the non-sentient things like
pots and cloths which require to be lighted up by something
else before th-ey become manifest to perception. So Brahman
is sentience or consciousness or, as the sruti calls ir. jnanam
(Taittiriya Upanishad)''. The student might here interrupt
the Advaitin with this question; "If Brahman is consciousness
or knowledge, as you say. it must be conscious of something
else. When we say we are conscious, we always mean that we
arc. consoious of some object either wichjn us er withO\lt,
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If there is any such object of which

Brahman, which is

consciousness, is conscious, ir would follow that there are other
objects besides Br,;ihman of which Brahman is conscious."
The Advaicin is ready with his reply to this objection:
"Brahman, ic is true, is consciousnes�, bur. ic is not conscious
of anything else, for there is no such thing of which it could
be consciou�. lr is pure consci"u,11ess without any discrimina•
ting features, like consciousness of pot, cloth an::! the like.

There is an ins'.ance of su:h consciousness experienced by every
one of us almost every <l.iy. In our vNking hours, we are
conscious of the external world and of the thoughts anrl fceli .. gs

within us; when we go to sleep and dream (.,c.1.p11 1 ), we are
consciou5 of a world of ill us 11-y shows or pharir.,sm", Bnt

without dreaming of anything
,qn8lw Jdi, there is consciousne s,, pure and a lone, fut otherwise
the man would be sJid to have died and rer the s 1 eo:per is not
when we are in d�ep sleep,

conscious of anything.

That is why T11itfiriyri lT·irzliishad

says of Brahman:-8n/yam; .T11anm1, .'1'llonf, r,, Tfralnna,
Brahman is Real it Iv, Consciousncs1, Infini t e1:ess, Yo.r see what
Anantam, means.

Brahman is everywhere an:i there is noth.ing
The student of Vedanra is likely r.:, put the following
questicn now:- ••Do you mean to say that Bi·ahman bas

else."

these three attribute�,

reality, consciousnes5, ,md infiniteness?

Is the srnti that you quoted just now a definition

of the

nature of Brahman?".
The Advaitin hastens to correct the misapprel:ension in
the following words: '• No, no. Brahman has no attributes
or qualities. If it ha<', there would be not only Brahman but
its atrributes, as well. But the 8rnfis clearly say 11 Br,1hman is

one, without a second'', Further there are texts in the 8r11ti,r;

which express1v state that Brahmm is without parts (nir-'
avayava), without activity (n1'slt kr i ! J(t), and without ·qualities

(nirguma)

or differentiating

(earures

des�ribed only in negative terms,

( 'Jlzeda)..

It ia not

It,can.

this,·· not

be

this,

'l
neti neti'. '•What, then, do you mean", the student asks, "by
'satyam' 'fnaJl,(tm', 'anantam', if they are not attributes?"
The Advaitin answers: •When the sr1di says ' satyam }na
nam anct11lmn 'Brahma, 'it means to say what Brahman is not,
Brahman is other than the unreal or non-existing (satyam); it

is other than non-sentience (jnann:m), itis otherthanthefinite
That does not mran three different attributes,

(a1ui.11ta111).

The three negatives mean only a single thing, "Brahman''.
mean three ddfac.:nt attributes, it would follow

If the�e word�

that there are threi: objects or �ubsrantives (cisesh uas) of which

( ri.,e:,;/1a11u).

Bue there is only Brahman.
According to our Adv.iita doctrine, Brahman is knowledge or
comciousnef1-, not che knower or possessor of knowledge. It
they are attributes

is infiniteness and not

the possessor of infiniteness. Some
8rufis add also 'L11w11dn' ro the three words already quoted
from the sruf-i,
It means that Brahman is other than
"
.
•
,
1117
'l
an d misery.
pa111
or
1cun
,.
( .a,,,,.,
From what has been said so far, it may have become clear
that Advaica, in irs pure5t and most uncompromising form,

does not recog111se the real existence of anything other than
Brahman. Then what about the world of sentient and non
se;-itient things which are 5aid to exist?

Advaita

three orders or degrees of existence (satta),

recognises

One is transient

or temporary appearance or existencr, 7n·atibhaisika satta like
that of the serpent which appears in the rope as an illusion.

In a few moments the illusion disappears, or, as it is termed,
is sublated by true knowledge; far higher or superior is the
existence of the world with all that it contains. It is real for
all practical purposes ( vyavaharika satta, ). This existence
persists as long as the Jivatma is in the bondage of sarnsara,
but when the atma attains release or mnkt ·, the world
disappears like any other illusion and the pure afrna shines
alone and without a second.· This atma which_ is the same

as \Brahman

is the

only

true Reality

{,paranrarthika Batta)•

There are some schools of Advaitins who hold also that
there is only one Jiva in samsam, namely, the speaker er
thinker himself and that all other sentient beings (Jivas) which
appear to exist are as unreal as the non-sentient things. This
view is called Rka Jica Vada and Sri Ramunuja makes a
reference to it, while refuting Advaira in general.
It was stated before that Advaitins consider Sastra or
Sndi as a more reliable authority or 1,ra1nana than prat
yaksha or sense-perception. This statement has now to be
qualified and clarified. There is one form of vrat y,ik.,lui which
they look upon as a rdiable source of knowledge. Take the
case of a pot in front of us. Even before we preceive the pot
as a pot, we perceive, says the Advaicin, that there is existence
or sat or what corresponds to -i� (a.sh'). At the very first
instant, moment or kshana, what JJratyal.·3Jui reveals is is or
mere existence and in the perceptions that follow in later
instants, 'pot' appears illusorily on the i.� and we say "There
is a pot." This second or facer perception is illusory and
presents differentiating features like the quality of being a pot
and others (bheda) which mark it off from, say. a cloth; when
the pot is taken away, and a cloth is seen in its place, the
perception of the cloth is super-imposed on bare existence,
namely, the i.� spoken of before and later still, other things
like table, ch1ir, pen etc., are super-imposed, illusorily, on ir.
The one permanent feature that persists throughout and for
ever is is or bare existence or sat and the- other percepts,
pet, cloth, table and the like supersede one another without
persistence. So this bare existence or sat is alone real, being
persistent; the temporary appearances, such as pot, cloth
etc., are unreal. The first instant's perception which does not
J>resent differentiating features is called nirvikalpa prat
yakslui and it is a source of true knowledge and the later per
ceptions presenting differentiating features are called sav·ikalpa
pratyriksha and ·are illusory. What persists for ever is alone
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true or real and this is one of the fundamental doctrines of
Advaita, viz., whatever is temporary or transient is unreal or
illusory. When the Advaitin claims greater authority for
Sastra or Sruti, other students of Vedanta arc tempted to
ask, "According to your doctrint', everything other than
Brahman is false or illusory. This would mean that the
Sruti i-e Vecla, is illusory and false. How, then, could
the Sruti, which is itself false, give true knowledge such
as Brahman alone being real, the identity between the
Jivatma and Brahman, and the like? Is not the know
ledge given by an illusory or tainted source likely to be
false also?'' To this the Advaitin replies as follows:
"Sometimea information coming from an illusory source may
be true or give a knowledge of the truth.
Those who
have made a special study of the science of dreams say,
for example, chat if ont dreams of a man with black
teeth, one's death will soon follow. Such prognostications
arc afterwards found to be true. The dream is, however,
unreal,''
A further question might be �sked also, "If Srnti or
Sa<Jtra destroys all illusions and reveals the only Reality,
Brahman, what about the Sndi itself? Is there anything
else chat destroys 8 ·· 11 t i, which itself is also an illusion?''
The Advaitin answers thus:- uThc fire in a forest
bums away all trees, . creepers, bushes and the like and
when they arc all burnt away, the fire is consumed of
itself and perishes Without any other agency causing its
destruction." If, according co Advaica, the only Reality is
Brahmim and if Brahman has no attributes, no activities,
no parts, no desire!, no knowledge and no will, one
might ask. 0 ls there no place in the Advaitic scheme
for the Personal God of religion who is omniscient,
omnipotent and full .. of compassion for all the beings
created by Him and who is worshipped with love and

I
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devotion for the sake of His grace and fot final salvation?''
The Advaitin says in reply:- "Yes, there is. The only
Reality is, of course, Brahman, but as stated before,
this Brahman, which is without form, without colour,
without attributes, or in other wotds, without differentiating
features of any kind, becomes associated •somehow' with
a factor which obscures it or shadows it, called, maya
or avidya. When Brahman is shadowed by maya, Saguna
Brahman or Iswara or the Personal God of religion
with attributes like omniscience and omnipotence results
and it is He that 1s the cause, maintenance, anci
destruction of the world.appearance and that is the
object of venerat1on
and worship. But as Bxgwna
Brahman results from rnaya, He is as unreal as the
Jivatma shadowed by the same principle which, in the
case of the Jiva, is usually called avidya or ignorance
or nescience. But rnaya and avidya are not essentially
different. SayU,na Brahman or God exists, of course,
but His existence is of the second order referred to,
namely, vyavaharika satyarn. He is true for all practical
putposcs, and may be adored or worshipped as long as
the Jiva is in bondage or samsara due to avidya and
may even be the means of the Jiva proceeding thence
to the realisation of Brahman or mu,kti which will be
defined presently.
Siguna Brahman di�sociated from
maya is identical with the Jiva dissociated from avidya,
for such dissociation would mean pure Brahman.
The student of Vedanta has one more doubt which
he would like to get cleared. He might ask the Advaitin:
"You say that Brahman is the only Reality and that
there is no other Reality at all, but from what you
have said just now, it appears that there is another principle,
tattva or reality named maya or avidya which� by its
asso ciacion with Brahman, causes the illusion of God and
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the world of sentient and non-sentient
beings.
If this
is so. would there not be two 'Reals' Brahman and
this avidya? The Advaitin has a ready answer.- "No.
aoidya has no real existence and is not real.'' What
then, is aoidya, one might ask. The Advaitin says:
'Avidya is not •sat' or a really existing thing, which is

Brahman alone, nor can it be said to be non-existent
like the horn of a hare or the flower in the sky which
does not exist at all. So a '.'idya is not asat or a non

existing thing,'' The student may find this curious and
ask himself how a thing can be neither sat nor a.sat

neither true nor untrue. The Advaitin's explanation is as
follows:-A.vidya is a thing that exists for all practical

purposes, but may, sometime or other, cease to exist. So
its existence is something peculiar, it is different from both
the real and true on one side and the untrue and the non
existent on the other, like the horn of a hare. As an instance

of this peculiar existence which can be defined neither as t;cd
nor as asat and which has to be called an indefinable kind
of existence ( anirvachaniya) we may take the mirage that is
seen by travellers in hot countries. Something like a pond
appears before the weary traveller; the images of trees and
other objects arc seen in the water, as it seems to be, of that

He proceeds thither perhaps with the object of
pond.
quenching his thirs t, but when he is actually on the spot,
there is neither pond nor water. The mirage existed and was
seen for sometime. So you cannot say it did not exist; it
disappeared when the man came to the spot; so it cannot be
called real. So it is neither real nor non-existent, Avidya
now exi:;ts for us, but when we arrive at m,nkti or release from
bondage1 it would cease to exist and only Brahman will then

remain, alone and without a second".

It would be evident from what has been said that
Advaita postulates two Brahmans, a higher or Para Brahman
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without
which is
Nfr_qu,wi, Nt'.rw1yw1, Nishkriya
attributes, without part�, without activity, which can be
called only Pure Consciousness ani a lower or Apara
Brahman or Iswara, who is omniscient and omnipotent,
who creates the manifold world of appearances and sustains it.
But this lower Brahman is unreal, beirtg the effect of maya.
He exists, it is true, for all practical purpo ses (vyai·aharika
t:atyam) but would cease to exist after mukti. Since
Brahman alone is real, according to Advaita, it follows that
the individual self or Jiva (to which class you and I and
all other sentient beings belong) is also unreal. But we
should clearly discriminate what i,s unreal in rhe Jiva from
what is real. Brahman, it has already been stated before,
is pure consciousness or experience which is conscious of
nothing and experiences nothing. The Jiva says, "I see the
pot, I know this is a pot'' and so on. Here, in "I see" and
"I know", there is an element calling itself 11 I" and it looks
upon itself as a Ster or one who does the ace of seeing or as
a knower, who does the act of knowing. This 11 1" which
i s the knower, the doer, the one who sees and so on is super
imposed illusorily on pure consciousness or Brahman which
underlies the Jiva and is the substratum of the knower, the
seer, the doer. This substrate is alone real and that which
gives rise to the notion of •I', of the knower, seer, doer etc.,
is illusory, Consciousnes 0, which is pure, can have no such
thing as the feeling or notion of 1 1' or of its being a knower
seer, doer, and the like. So the .A.tm'.'Z or pure consciousness
on which these illusions appear is alone real and it is identical
with Brahman. It is no such thing as being a knower, seer,
doer and the likt. These art unreal appearances and are of
the nature of jada or nonsentient things. In dreamless sleep
the notion or feeling of JI' and of being a knower and doer
disappears and pure consciousness or Brahman alone· r�mains.
Such will be the state in mu,kti also. . The atman or
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Brahman or pure conscioumess (or (l,nuhhnti), has no
qu1Iiries or relationships such as being a knower or doer. In
every form of knowledge, such as 11 I know the pot'', there
are three concepts, that of the knower •I', that of the pot
which is the object of knowledge and knowing. These three
are illusory, what is true ot real is mere consciousness and
this is Atman or Brahman.

PURUSHARTHA or the Supreme Goal of Life in Advaita
Every system of Hindu philosophy which is religious
has to answer the question,
"What is the ultimate
aim or supreme goal of life?'' The great majority of us
go on living without this thought ever nsmg 10 our
minds, but the moment we begin to think and feel
that we should not drift like logs on rhe sea without
any aim or object, this question will ask for a reply.
Since Advaita considers rhat we, Jivas, are really
Brahman but that we rave, owing to beginningless
avz'.dya or ignorance, fallen into the current of births
and deaths, subject to the sufferings of sanu1arn, it
would follow that the supreme goal or pu rushartha
would be, according to Advaita, to get rid of this
av•idya which has been the cause of our identifying
ourselves with the body and the mind and to realise
that we have all along been and are really Brahman
(Aham, Brahma Asm.i).
In the Upanishads, however, there are some p:;ssages
where the soul or self is said to be led along a
luminous path (Archfradi) by Amanava Purusha to
Brahman, where it enjoys perfect bliss. The Advaitin
explains away these passages as describing a lower form
of mukti, or release from bondage, where the s�lf which
has been meditating on Saguna Brahman or Brahman
with attributes reaches the region, of Baguna� Br9'hma,n,
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To such souls there is no coming back to 81,msara
but it is not the final state of mukt-i. It is what
Advaiiins call krama muJti. There is yet another step
to be taken by the self or soul which it will realise
as the result of Jnana anrl that is Pure Consciousness
or Brahman. This alone is real rn,,ukt-i.

The means of attaining Mukti or upaya or Sadhana
Since Advita teaches that the bondage of Samsara is
due to avidya or ignorance, the only means by which
auidt;'a, the cause of this bondage, could disappear is Jnana
or knowledge. The Sa�tra or Sruti teaches this know
ledge by which the self understands that, in nalicy, it is
Brahman, ( •Tat �I.1cam A.�i: That thou arc") The kn ow ledge of the identity of the Jiva with Brahman is the
only means by which the ignorance or A.ridya could be
got rid of.
The Gita describes three ways or Yoga, to be
followed by the seeker a:ter s:ilv.ition or mu]d-i. One
of them is karma yo_q(1, the performance of the rites and
duties pertaining to the man's station in life, his rarna
and his a�rama in a spirit of complete detachment,
without any thought of their consequences or fruits
The rites and duties are to be
(nishkama karma.)
performed as forms of worship to the Lord. The Gita
also teaches a second way, bhakti yoga which consists
in loving devotion, adoration and meditation of the Lord
(upasana.)
The third way is jnana yoga or the way
or jnana and the Jnani is praised
of knowledge
highly in several passages.
The Advaitin holds
that,
the direct means or sadhana which
leads directly
and at once to moksha or liberation is only jnana.
In support of his view, he cites the authority of
such paHages in .the Srutill as the following: "He who
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knows Brahman becomes Brahman,'' 0 Having •known' Him
(Brahman) he attains immortality and there is no other way."
The performance of karma in the spirit of utter
detachment is, of course ordained, but it can, at best,
create only a desire for attaining true knowledge of
Brahman by causing mental purity (Chitta suddhi), Dev otion
adoration and meditation (ztpasana) or what is called
bhakti yoga is concerned only with Saguna Brahman and
its fruition will result only in karma mukti or sojourn
in the world of Sar)una Brahman. Thereafter a ttaining
true knowledge of the identity of the self with Brahman,
the self will realise that it has all along been and is
in reality Brahman. Thus in the Advaitic system, only
j,nana is the means cf mu,kt,i. The j 11ani might give
up the performance of the rices and duties ordained m
the Sistra as he no longer needs these props.

Sri Ramanuja's Visishtadvaita
I. On Tattva
Afrer this preliminary study of Sri Sankaracharya's views
on Ta,ttva, Purushartha and Upaya in the system of
Advaita philosophy, we may proceed to the study of Sri
Ramanuja's views on these points as set forth in his Vedartha,
Sin,qra1ia, The reader would have noticed that the Advaitin
approaches the inquiry into these points in two ways ; first,
through the Srutis or revelation, which he considers as
superior even to sense-perception, inference and reason and
afterwards through reason, inference or yukti.
Sri Ramanuja adopts the same method in his approach.
Taking the evidence of the srut-is first, what do we find 1
There are some: srutis or passages in the Upanishads which
describe Brahman as being without imperfections, widtouc
qualities or attributes, without change or modification,
without activity and as being of the nature of pure conscious�
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ness or Jnana and bliss ananda. In the Katopanisllad and
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, it is said that there is no
such thing here as the many, or as plurality. "These and
other such texts deny the existence of the many. There are
other Sr·ntis, however, which say of Br.ihman; "He is
omniscient'' (ftiundaka Upan,ishad;) ''By his mere will, He
creates the Universe" "He gives forms and names co all
things''. "He is free from faults, from old age, from death,
from sorrow, from hunger and thfrst and is aII-perfect and
omnipotent'' (Ohanclor111a Upanishad). These Srulis deny
the existence of faults and imperfections and affirm the
existence in Him of positive qualities and attributes like
omniscience and omnipotence. A third set of passages in the
Sridi<I declares;- "All this is Brahman, bec:iuse all things
are created by Him, sustained by Him and are merged in
Him". "All this has Brahman for its Atma." These affirm
the world with all its varied contents as the creation of
Brahman and also their oneness wiih Him. There are, however,
other SruUs which say, •'Man can attain immortality by
realising that the individual self is different from the Supreme
Self which inspires and directs it.'' "Having understood the
difference between the sdf that enjoys or experiences, the
object cha� is enjoyed or experienced, and also the Supreme
Self that directs everything etc''. (Svetasavafara Upanishad)
"He has all things under His control and rules over all".
(Br-ihadaranyaka Upanishad) and again, "He is the Lord
of the world," 11 He is the Supreme Ruler among all rulers
and is the Supreme Deity over all deities." These Brutis
state that Brahman is different from all else and that He rules
over all. Other Srntis again declare as follows:- ••He has
entered into all beings and rules them from within as their
self or soul. This .Atma is the Inner Ruler, Immortal.
"The earth is His body, the waters are His body, Light
is His body, the soul (or the jioa) is His body. He is
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the inner self that controls all from within" (BriJ1a,i/)J,
ranyaka Up anisha�l). These passages
state that the
relationship that exists between Brahman and the world
consisting of sentient and non-sentient beings 1s that
which exists between the soul and the body.
When there are such apparent inconsistencies in the
Sru,tis regarding the essential nature of Brahman 1 how are
we to explain them? One explanation might suggest itself
at first sight, namely, that the Srutis were composed by
different seers at different times and that these seers
held divergent views about the nature of Brahman; but
none of the orthodox commentators of the Upanishads
or Brahma Sutras, would subscribe to this view, neither
Sankara, nor Ramanuja, nor Bhaskara, nor Madhvacharya
They all agree in thinking that
the
nor any others.
Sru,tis are not divided among themselves and that all
of them declare the same truth without any inconsistency
or contradiction. The Srzdis, they say, are not the w ork
of any human or divine being and are eternal revelations
of Tattta, Pnrushartha and Hita or Upaya. Their
authority is unquestioned. If inconsistencies or contradictions
are noticed, they are only a pparent and due to wrong inter
pretations of the meaning of the passages.
How Advaitins explain away these apparent inconsis•
tencies and contradictions has already been indicated. According
to them, the Srut-is describe two Brahmans, a higher Para
or Supreme Brahman without attributes and without activity,
change or modification and a lower or Apara Brahmau, who
has the attributes, and accivites mentioned in some passages.
This lower Brahman is lswara who is called the Ruler of the
world, its director and so on. But He is unreal in the
ultimate reckoning. Only pure, attributeless Brahman is real.
Another explanation of theirs is that the passages which assign
attributes and activities to Brahman express the prima-ja,cis
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view which is rejected by the passages which deny attributes
and activities. The passages which deny attributes are later
than the passages which affirm and therefore sublate or super
sede them,
Sri Ramanuja is a realist. To him, Brahman, Iswara or
God is real, so also the Jivatma or the individual self or soul.
These souls au infinite in number and nor ont", Further
matter or prakriti with all its modificatiot's or evolutes is
real. So there arc three •Reals' or Tattcas, Brahman or
lswara, the Soul or self (Jiva), (speaking of it as a class) and
Prakriti or matter (inclusive of its evolutes).
Speaking of the first Tattva, namely, Brahman or Iswara.
Ramanuja is emphatic in declaring that the Brutis do not
speak of the existence of two Brahmans, a higher and a lower,
and that the one Brahman, the Supreme Being which is
described in the Srutis has infinite auspicious qualities. Those
passages which seemingly deny attributes in Brahman and call
it Nirguna deny the existence in Brahman only of the three
qualities ascribed to Prakriti, namely, sattvam, rajas and
tamas. What ,is denied is only the existence in Brahman of
faults and imperfections. How rise could we explain such
attributes as omniscience and omnipotence which are ascribed
to Brahman in the very passages which deny a number of
attributes? Nirguna means "without blemishes, faults or
imperfections". In reply to the Advaitin who states that the
passages in which Brahman is said to possess atttibutes express
the vrima facie view and that they are superseded or sublated
by the passages which deny attributes, Sri Ramanuja says:
" All the knowledge concerning the nature of Brahman has to
come to us only from Scripture or Sruti. y:lc can have no
valid knowledge of it from any other source. It would indeed
be funny if the Sru.tis first said that Brahman had qualities and
activities only to deny it afterwards, Why should the Srutis
state at first something that is not true and then deny it, truth,''
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The Advaitin may ask: ••But how do you explain those
passages which state that Brahman can be described only in
negative terms (Neti-Neti)? Do they not mean that Brahman
is without attributes and that it is not this, not this, not that
and so on?''
Ramanuja answers the que5tion as follows;,-The Bruti
which says Neti-Neti '•not this", ''not this'' really means
that Brahman's nature or Suarupa and qualities are incapable
of adeq;.!ate and complete description and that what is at all
possible is only a partial or fragmentary description. What
the Sr-uti states by saying ''not this'' •·not this" is that Brah.
man is n ot to be considered as being limited to this or chat,
but that it is these and an infinity of others as well, which
defy adequate enumeration. The passage in question is in
Brihadaran!Jaka Upanishacl IV. iii. 6. It is said there
that Brahman is two-fold, that it has a tangible form and is
also formless. Then follows the statement neti - neti, which
means lt-i 'Ila, lt-i na, ' not this only ', ' not this only'. The
author of the Brahm,2 Sutras ha£ �xplained the meaning of
this text or Sndi in III, ii, 21 as follows:-" What is denied
is, of course, ( that Brahman is only l this much. Therefore
the Sruti proceeds further to describe Brahman. What is
said in the Bruti after Neti-Neti, is that there is nothing
superior to Brahman and that it i!> the real (Batyarn) of all
reals (satyasya); for the individual souls (pranas) are real
and Brahman is the Real among all reals''. The individual
self is called ' Real ' because, in its essential nature, it
does not undergo any change or modification like matter er

prakriti.

The Advaitin will now ask, '-But what do you say to the
passage: •There is no such thing here (ie) in Brahman as the
many or plurality (nana) ? Does it not clearly say that only
Brahman exists and that there is nothing else, no oche� (ea\
and noi even any attributes within itself ?''
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Sri Ramanuja's answer is to this effect:- 0 This idea
that there is no such thing in Brahman as the many (nan.1.) is
found in the Kata Up anishad II, and in the 'Brihadaran
yaka Upani.<Jliar.l' VI. Immediately after this statement, the
Sndi declares that Brahman has all things under His control
(sarva.�ya vasi) and that He rules over all (.<arvasya isanah).
In the face of these later passages, how can it be maintained

that Brahman has no attributes at all, while rulc-rship and
control are ascribe-cl to Him?'' It may be said by the Advaitin
that the passage in question denies the existence of anything
other than Brahman. To this Ramanuja would reply as
follows:- That is certainly not the meaning". To decide
what the true interpretation of the text is, we should go back
to a consideration of the apparently divergent Brufis quoted
before, some seemingly denying the existence of anything
other than Brahman, some stating that all this is Brahman,
because it is created and sustained by Brahman and is merged
in it, which seem to recognise the reality of the world with
its sentient and non-sentient beings and others stating that

Brahman is different from the individual self which enjoys
or experiences, and from matter which is the object of such
enjoyment or experience. What are we to make of these
apparently inconsistent statements?
The Advaitin flatly
declares that the Srutis whieh speak of the reality of the
world and of the differences be tween Brahman and the jivas
on the one hand and Brahman and matter on the other, are
not valid and that only those passages like 11 This existed, my
dear, as Bxt without a second" are authoritative. This
would imply rejection of all the passages in the Upanishads
which speak of the Jiva a nd of Praleriti or matter and of
the attributes of Brahman as real. Similarl y if we take the
Bvetasvatara passage cited before, which says that Brahman,
the Jiva, and Pr,.kriti are real and different from one another
as valid aud authoritative, we shall have to reject the authority
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of those texts which declare that Brahman is the only reality
and that there is n:> such thing as the many. Is there any
interpretation or view which would enable us to explain and
reconcile these apparently divergent Sndi.� without rejecting
any of them as invalid ? Ramanuja says, " Ye�, there is and
this key which would reconcile all the texts is found in the
Brihriclaranyaka text usually called Antciryami Brahma
n,:im. It says that the world of matter or ncn-sentient things
is the body of Brahman and that Brahman is its soul. Likewise,
it says that all sentient beings or Jivas are Brahman's body,
Brahman being their soul. This relationship between body
and soul existing between the world and Brahman is the key
doctrine of Sri Ramanuja's Visishtadvaita system. According
to it, Brahman has chit and achit. which are as real as
Brahman itself, as His body. He is their soul, their Inner
Self, controlling and directing them from within. If this
central doctrine of Sri Ramanuja's system which is explicitly
stated in the Antaryami Bralnnanam is accepted, it
would enable us to reconcile all the divergent texts referred
to before, without rejecting the validity of any of them.
Since Brahman is the soul or inner self of all, Brahman with
chit and achit, the St.ntient and non-sentient things, as His
body, forms a unity or a Single Real and there is indeed
nothing else, for the world with all its variety is included in
Brahman as its body. This body is really an attribute or
prakara of the soul; and we often speak of the soul of a
man with its prakara or body as a single thing or unity. In
the same way Brahman is, according to the Sridis. a single
Real and there is nothing else. for all else form the body of
Brahman which is inseparable from it and may therefore be
included as one with the Svarupa or the substantive part of
Brahman which has, for its attributive a1nsa or part, the
world of chit and a.chit. Thus the texts that, in the opinion
of the Advaitin, teach unity, find an easy explanation with•
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out denying the reality of the world and calling it an illusion.
At the same time, the body of man is different from his soul.
So also the world of chit and achit, which is the body of
Brahman, is diff.:rl!nt from the Inner Soul or self of all, namclv,
the Svarnpa, of Brahman and the Svetasvatara and other
texts which speak of the differences between Iswara, the
individual selt, and matter or prakrd-i are easily explained as
being consistent wirh this Sruti called A.nfaryarnZ: Brah111,ana. Thus Brahman with chit and acldt as its pralcaras
or attributes is the only Reality and Ramanuja's system is
therefore Vis ishta A.dvaita.
The stud !!nt of Vedanta is likely to raise an objection to
what has been said about the world being the body of Brahman,
Iswara, or God. The body of the J-iva is usmlly sai d to be
due to past lvirma and to be the cause of all the ills of
,,;amsara If BrJhman has a body like ourselves, does is not
follow that Hr, too, is subject to karma and the consequent
sufferings of scimsarai Ramanuja would answer this question
as follows;-''Brahman':. body is not the result of any
past karma of His, In order to understand this aright, we
should first define what is meant by the term 'body'. The
body is sometimes defined as composed of matter and as being
the seat of the senses and of pleasures and pains. But this is
not a proper definition. The body of a sentient being is
something that is supported and controlled by its soul or self
and that exists solely for the fulfilment of the purposes of the
soul or self. If this definition is a true definition (and its
truth cannot be denied), the question of Brahman suffering
from samsara owing to the possession of a body will not

.

as1se "

The 8 rutis which say that Brahman is without change
or modification ( nirvikara) arc easily explained in Visishtad
vaita. because the Svarupa or substantive part or Viseshya
amsa of Brahman never qndcrgoes any change and remain•

ever Satyam, Jnanam, A11antam, ('Reality, Consciousness
and Infiniteness.) In the attributive part or amsa of Brahmae
which is its body, there are two re als, chit and achit. These
alone undergo changes.
The achit portion or prakriti,
which is in such a subtle state or sukshma dasa, in pralaya
(ie) before creation, that ic can hardly be said to exist at all,
becomes modified in creation or Srisht-i into Sthnla or gross
matter and evolves into various forms like earth, water, fire,
air, ether (akasa), the senses, etc., and we see them in the
pot, cloth, wood, metal, the bodies of animals and so on.
The chit or sentient part, which also lies in Brahman during
pralaya as indistinguishable and insignificant, so much so
that it may be said not to exist at all, becomes associated
with prakrit-i in the gross or .�thula state in accordance with
its past kanna and is seen as the self in gods, men, animals,
plants and so on. And let us remember that Brahman is the
Inner Self of chit and achit, both in their subtle� and in their
gross state; the sentient being chit thus enclosed in the body,
enjoys or experiences pleasures and pains due to sarnsara,
while the Bcaru,pa of Brahman, the substantive, which
has the chit as its body, remains changeless_.and unaffected by
the sorro:Ys of the latter.
We are now in a position to understand Ram:muja's
interpretation of what is stated in Badvidya which Advaitins
consider as strongly supporting their doctrine. 0 This, my
dear, existed before as sat, alone and without a second."
This is the text in question. ••Before" says Ramanuja, means
"during pralaya''. "This" means, of course, the world of
chit and achit. Bat, which, Advaitins )ay, means pure
existence (satyam)
or Brahman, means, according to
Ramanuja, Brahman with chit and achit in their subtle state.
Bat does not mean "pure and mere existence"; for, in other
Upanishads, the same sentence occurs with substitutes like
A.tmca or the Self, Brahman and even Narayana; so it refers
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to the Supreme Being with attributes; for, immediately after,
the Sruti, says :- •It willed to become the many'. Then
follows a description of srishti or creation. So will is
ascribed by the Sru.,t,i itself to Bat in this very passage which
is considered to support the Advaita doctrine of a Brah.man
without attributes.
This naturally leads us to another passage in the
Chandogya U]'anishad:
Chapter VI, where Sadvidya is
taught by his father to Svetakecu, The father asks, at the
beginning of the chapter, whether Svetaketu asked his teachers
about that, by knowing which everything else becomes known.
Sveraketu docs not know how, by knowing one thing, all
things could become known and the father afterwards explains
his meaning to Svetakr.tu,
The Advaitins explain the
meaning of this passage thus: " Brahman being the only
Reality, when it is known, all other things become known,
because they are only illusory appearances which have no
reality. Since no other 'reals' exist, by knowing Brahman
all become known." Svetaketu finds it difficult to under
stand this. So the father, says the Advaitin, gives illustra
tions to explain the statement as follows:- "When you
know a single lump of mud, all things made of mud are
known (such as pots and pitchers), for all changes and
modifications are mere forms and names which have no reality.
Only mud is real''. The passage in the Srnti, says the
Advaitin, means, that Brahman alone is real like the mud in
the illustration and that other things which are super-imposed
on it are mere forms and names having no reality. Ramanuja
denies that the original statement and the mud illustration
which follows it are a statement of the Advaitic doctrine of
Brahman being the only "real". His explanation of the
passage is to this effect:- Sveraketu is here taught the trurh
that Brahman with chit and achit as His body in the subtle
state in pralaya, (ie) before creation, gives rise to Brahman

with chit and arJhit in their gross state (nameJy the worid
that we see). The former is the material came ( upadana
karana) from whi:h arises the effect (karya) namely the
world with Brahman as its Inner Self. What the father
teaches his son is this:
When Brahman, the cause, is
he
effect,
namely,
the
world of chit and achit with
known, t
Brahman as its soul is also known, for the effect, karyn, is
only the cause, karana, with new states, forms and names
which enable it to serve certain practical purposes. This does
not deny the reality of th e world. Pots and pitchers are
modifications or new states of mud with new forms and names
and serving certain new purposes, but as substance, they are
only mud and are not essentially different from mud w hich
has only entered a new state or condition.
Towards

the

end

of this

same

sixth

chapter

of

Ohandogya Up anishacl ,the well-known sentence, Tll,t Tumn

Asi, is repeated several times, as ic were, to enforce the
teaching in Svetaketu's mind. To the Advairin this is a
Maha Vakya teaching the identity of the Jiva with Brahman.
Tat is. Brahman, t.he ultimate and only Real, on which the
illusory world appears. T uam (thou) is Svetaketu, who is
addressed by his father. The two are said to be the same.
The Advaitin asks, "Can there be a mote emphatic declara-•
tion of the unity or identity of Brahman and the Jiva than
thes� words which are repeated ever so many times in that
context? This Mahaoakyci declares that there is only one
•real', namely, Brahman, which is the cause or substrate of
the ori2in, maintenance and dissolution of the world and it is
declared to be the individual self of Svetaketu in ' 1 That Thou
Art''; but on the face of it, the sentence would appear to
.
convey no coherent meaning, for how can the individual self
of Svt-taketu with its limited powers be the same as Brahman
which is infinite? So the direct or primary meaning of the
word "Thou'' will have to be given up as being incongruous

'
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ind a secondary or indirect meaning (lakslzana) will have to
be taken. The result of this would be: " That " would
mean pure Brahman. without attributes, activity, change or
relations of any kind and ' thou ' should be taken to mean
not the individual self of Svetaketu, which is the direct mean
ing, but Brahman without the
limitations, attributes,
act1v1t1es etc., of the individual, a meaning arrived at by
having recourse to the indirect meaning (or lakshana).
There would then be no equation of two different things but
an identity or unity, namely. Brahman". The Advaitin, who
gives this explanation of the Jiahacakya " That thou art "
illustrates it with an example from ordinary life. Having
seen a person, called, say, Devadatta, in the past, in a
certain place, we now see him, say, in some other place and
say, • This is that Devadatta'. Since the Devadatta seen
formerly in one place cannot be the same as the Devadatta
seen now in a different place, we have to resort to laksltana
and give up the qualifications and relationships such as
' formerly ' ' in one place ' and ' now ' ' in a different
place '. What results in thus giving up the direct meanings
which would not convey a coherent meaning, is the- bare
identity, namely, Devadatta. So also, Brahman in • That
Thou Art'.
In reply to this Advaitic explanation of identity as
contained in ' That thou art', Ramanuja submits the whole
question of appositional or coordinative use of words, as in
'That thou art ' "Janaka is a king '', "This is chat
Devadatta '', ' Ayodhya was the capital of the Raghus ' and
so on, to a careful investigation. It is really a question for
grammarians to decide. What do we really mean when we
say •Janaka is a king I ? ls it simply the identity of Janaka
or something more? So also in " Ayodhya was the capital
city of the Raghus '', is the purport merely • Ayodhya ' or
something more ? This kind of grammatical apposition or
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co-ordination of two substantive words is called samariadhi
karanya in Sanskrit and as• That 1hou art', the Advaitin's
Mahai-akya, is an instance of .c;amanadhikar:inya,
Ramanuja considers it necessary to determine the meaning and
purpose of this appositional use more than once in Vedartha
san,(Jraha. The purpose of .�amanarlh:ikaranya is to show
that two or more different attributes, qualities or relationships
refer to a single objecr. For example in 'Janaka is a king ',
the word ' Janaka ', signifi('s a person with a specific form
and with that name.
The word ' king ' means something
different, namely, his being the ruler of a kingdom. The
sentrnce having the co.ordination or samar,adh-i'karanya
aims at showing that these two sets of different attributes
meet in the same person and not the bare identity of Janaka.

In the example cittd by the Advaitin, •This is chat Devadatta',
Ramanuja �ays that there is no incoherence or absurdity in
taking the direct meaning of the words just as they are (ie)
the Devadatta seen formerly in the place A is the same as the
Devadatta seen now in the place B. The same person could
have been in one place in the past and in a diffent place at
present. Where is the absurdity in it ? So we may take the
direct meaning of the words •the Devadatta seen in the past
in the place A, • is ' the Devadatta seen at present in the
place S! In fact the aim of the sarnanadhikaranya is just
to show that •being present in A at a former time' and •befog
present now in B ' are both in Devadatta. There is absolutely
no reason why we should give up the direct and primary
meaning. It may be askrd what is the relevincy of all this
discussion of the meaning of samanadhikaranya to the
interprttation of the Maharnkya 0That thou arc"? Ramanuja
replies as follows:-When the direct and pri�ary me anings of
• That ' and ' thou ' may be taken just as they are and a
sound, coherent and valid meaning can be had for the sentence�
where is: the need for resdrdrig to ... lakshAna or th� indireet
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and secondary meaning • ? He then proceeds to explain what
he considers to be the real meaning of Tat Tram .Asi,
• That thou art '; • That ' of course signifies the Supreme
Brahman who is the cause of the origin, maintenance and
dissolution of the world. • Thou ', at first sight, would
seem to mean Svetaketu or Svetaketu's self but it really
means here the soul or the Inner Self within the soul of
Svetaketu, When we use the word or name •Devadatta',
it refers to the bodily configuration of Devadatta, but does
not scop there. It is not merely his body that is meant by
the word • Devadatta ' but his Atma soul or self as well.

The denotation or meaning of che word does not stop there:
it refers also to the soul or Inner Self or .Antaryami who has
the soul of Devadatta for His body, as set forth in the
Brihadaranyalca Upanishat. So ' That thou art ' mrans
Brahman who is the cause, che support etc., of the world, is
also the inner Self or .Antaryami who dwells within the soul
of Svetaketu. Here two different actribures, that of being
the cause etc., of the world and that of being the inner self
of Svetaketu are ascribed to the same object, namely., Brahman,
and this is the real purport or significance of samanadhi
karanya as understood by grammarians, whose authority in a
matter like this should be unquestioned. But it may be
asked: "ls not Ramanuja also giving up the primary a nd
direct meaning of ' thou' r:amely, Svecaketu's self and taking
up lalcshana or an indirect and secondary mean 1 ng viz•. the
inner self within the self of Svetaketu ? ' Ramanuja' s answer
is as follows, • Take anv word, say, cow. It has three
meanings, all primary and direct, namely, the bodily
configuration of the cow, the self or soul of the cow and
likewise, the Inner Self within the soul of the cow, which is
Brahman or God or lswara. Laymen who are not acquainted
with Vedanta are not aware of this third significance. or
meani� whjch is its 9�ect anq 3s primary as the other two,
�
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So my interpretation is sound and in accC"rdance with the
Antaryami Bralima,wm and the science of grammar.
To sum up: In • Visishtadvaita I as expounded by
Ramanuja, the Upanishads impart to us knowledge of only
one Brahman and that is Sagunrt Bralnnrtn 0r Brahman with
infinite auspicious qualities. Ht> has chd and ac11it as His
body. The words Nirguna, Nira//ja11a, etc., mean only
that Brahman has none of the faults and the imp<:rfections
found in the Jiva. Visisht:dvaita agrees with Adv.-.ita in
holding that the essential nature or Bvarupa of Brahman is
Jnana or comciousness. but maintains, in addition. that
Brahman. who is consciousness. has for its attribute, jnan�.
Brahman is thus the knower as well as knowledge or con!cious-.
ness. Without a knower, there can be no such thing as bare
consciousness. The knowledge or jnana which is an attribute
of Brahman is called dharmabltuta jnana or attributive
knowledge. to distinguish it from the Svarnpa (or substance)
of Brahman which is also called Jnana. As has been pointed
out 1 the Brahman of the Upanishads is also the God of
religion who creates, maintains and sustains the world. It
is He who rewards the Jiva with mukti, when he strives
for it.
The Jiva in Visishtadvaita is as real as Brahman itself.
Its essential nature svarupa, is also ;'nana but it differs
from Brahman in being atomic (anu.), whereas Brahman is
all-pervasive or omnipresent ( vibhu). The Jivatma, has
knowledge for one of its attributes and this knowledge is caUed
dharma bhuta jnana, or attributiYe knowledge. Though the
individual self or Jitatma is anu, its attributive knowledge
is capable of infinite reach. Owing, . however, to beginning
less avidya or karma, this attibutive knowledge has undergone
contraction, but in the state of mukti or release from samsara,
it will become infinite in its reach and will �e capable of

so
understanding all things at the same time.

Sri Ramanuja

states also that there is another class of individual souls called
Nit y a; in the region of eternal glory, which he calls Ndya
ViUinti. Their attributive knowledge has always been
infinite in its range as they have never been in the bondage of
sanurira. The arguments by which he establishe-s this will
be seen in chapter-9.
Prakriti or matter is also real in Ramanuja's system.
It undergoe-; modiflcations into various taftra.� (24 in number)
whi.:h are the same as the 24 reals in the Sankhya system.
Prakriti and its evolutes exist for the enjoyment or experience
of the indiTidual souls in a,cord:mce with their past lrarma,

PURUSHARTHA in VISISHTADVAITA.
The ultimate or supreme goal of life- is to attain release
from samsara, and er.joy the bliss of Brahman and not, as in
Advaita, to beccme Brahman. The arirlya which is the same
as karmi belongs to the Jiva and not to Brahman. Ramanuja
accepts the view that the released soul will enjoy infinite bliss
in Nitya Vibhnt-i or God's Region of Eternal Glory.

THE MEANS or UPAYA.
three Yo_qas, taught in the Gita,

bhakt1: or
Of th e
devotion with its highest development, which Ramanuja calls
parama bhakti, is the direct and only means of attaining

muldi.

Karma

and jnana are essential but are only
accessories to bhakti; karma or the rites and duties prescribed
for each i:arna and each asrama, have to be performed as
long as life lasts and are, on no ac.:::ount, to be given up.·
One of the texts in the Mnndalta Up am'shad says that
Brahman reveals Himself only to him with whotn He is
pleased. Brahman would be pleased only with him', who has
drserved well of Him by supreme devotion in accord.ance with
the Ba,straa.

Bhakti is, therefore, the

only

means

or

upaya,
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for attaining the bliss of Brahman, At the same time,
Ramanuja states that bhakti and jnana are not essentially
different. Bhakti, too, is knowledge or jnana.
When
jnana deepem sufficiently, it attains the form of bhaMi. It
is this deep jnana which has developed int'l U:aldi that is
the itpaya or means to mitkti.
le was said above that the Bvarupa or essential nature
of Brahman and of the individual self in its purity is jnana
and that Brahman and the Jiva have jnana er knowledge as
an attribute. It may be asked how jnana which is a
substance or dravya could be an attribute of jnana
(srarupa-jnana). Attributes are usually of the nature of
yunas or qualities and not substances or dravya. Ramanuja
replies to this objection by stating that there is no such
invariable rule. Even a substance may be an attribute of
another substance as when we speak of a dandi or a man with
a stick or danda. Here danda or stick, which
• is a substance,
is an attribute of the dandi.
The only difference is that the
stick is not inseparable from the man, whereas attributive
knowledge is inseparable from the knowledge which is the
svarupa or substance of the J,fra or Brahman. So also the
Jiva, and Prakriti, or matter, though substances ( dravya),
are inseparable attributes of Brahman, being His body.
It was pointed out before that the Advaitin postulates
a factor called maya or avidya, which, by some kind of
shadowing or association with Brahman, causes the illusory
appearance of the world. Ramanuja submits this theory to
an elaborate and critical examination and shows that maya,
cannot he defined in any manner to the satisfaction of others
and that it lands .Adi,aita in inconsistencies and contradic•
trons. These arguments may be studied in the text itself
of Vedartkasangraha .
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So far the evidence of the Sru,tis. Approaching the
question from the point of view of reason, Ramanuja docs
not accept the Advaitin's contention that only what persists
for ever is real. Jt may be remembered that in pratyakslta,
according co the Advaitin, there is only one aspect that
persists right through, namely, mere existence or what corres
ponds to a8li or • is • and that this existeuce or CL8t'i alone
is real and that pot, cloth, table, etc,, ;is in the perceptions
• this is a pot, ' ' this is a cloth, ' ' this is a table' , and so
on, do not persist, as they replace one another and arc
therefore unreal. Ramanuja states in reply that if an object
like pot is seen to exist in a certain place, at a certain time
and another object, say, cloth, is seen there at the next instant
or afterwarcs, it does not follow that the thing which does
not persist is unreal. To put it in other words, the Advaitin
holds that only what exists for ever and is not superseded or
sublated by anything else, is real. Ramanuja, on the other
hand, maintains that the reality or unrealiry of a certain
thing has nothing to do with the duration of its existence.
A thing may exist only for a short time and yet be real. The
Advaitin might ask thereon, ' The objects that we see in
dreams are seen only for a very short time and arc replaced or
superseded by others. Do · you think chat t'1ese objects or
experiences in dreams are real ? Is it not agreed on all hands
that dreams ate unreal ?' Ramanuja would reply to this
effect:- " I do not admit for a moment that because a thing
exists only for a short time, it is unreal. Dreams, too, are
real in our system. They are created by lswara to reward or
punish the Jivatma for his karma. The face of their
transience cannot be considered as a reason to deny their
r�ality, So it would come to this that in Visishtadvaita,
there is no experience or object that is unreal. ''
The Advaitin may ask, " What about the shell that is
mistaken for silver owing to a defect in the vision or in the

light?" Ramanuja's answer is that, in the shell there is an
' element ' or aspect of real silver which accounts for che
mistake or illusion. le is this fraction of real silver that is

taken to be all silver.

In Visishtadvaita, Brahman, Iswara or God,
for all
these mean the same, is both the cause and the effect. As
has been indicated before, Brahman with ckit and achit in
their subtle state is the u,padana karana or material cause
and Brahman with chit and achit in their sthula state as the
world is the effect.
In reply to the Advaitin's contention that first perception
(pratyaksha) or perception at the first instant or kshana
presents only bare existence without any differentiating
features (bheda) and that this nirvikalpaka pra,tyaksha
is alone true and valid, presenting as it [does, pure Brahman
without any differentiating features, Ramanuja denies that,
even in the first instant, there is any such thing as

nirvikalpaka pratyakslta

and that even in that instant, the
perception presents not bare existence but the configuration or
physical structure of the object which has differentiating
features. All perceptions, whether of the first instant or of
the later, are only savikalpaka or .sakara pratyak.sha.
Besides the criticism of Advaita which occupies · the ·
greater part of Vedarthasangraha, brief references are made
also �o the Bhedabheda systems of Bhaskara, and Yadava
prakasa,

mayavada or the theory
In · 'shask.ira' s system,
of the wor1d . being an illusory appearance d_ue to the
shadowing
Brahman
by
maya,
is
strongly
condemned. The reality of the world is affirmed as strongly.
as in V1sishtadvaita; but · the identity of the Jiva with·

of
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Brahman, which is the apparent purport of such texts as •That
thou art' is sought to be explained in a manner different from
that adopted by Advaitins and Visishtadvaitins, Brahman is
considered to be full of infinite auspicious qualities, as in
Ramanuja's system. But owing to some limiting adjuncts or
upadhis Brahman becomes the Jii:&s subject to samsara and
in ills. Unlike maya in Advaita, which is postulated to
account for the Jivas, these adjuncts or upadhis are real in
Bhasbra's system. Brahman, in a sense, is different from the
Jiva, as it has been conditioned by the 11,padhi. At the same
time, in mukti when the adjuncts will be got rid of, the
jiva or individual self becomes one with Brahman by knowing
its unity with Brahman as taught in such passages as 0 He who
knows Brahman becomes Brahman", Thus in another sense,
there is no difference between Brahman and the individual
self, This system is therefore called Bhedabheda. In holding
that in mukti, the individual self becemcs Brahman, from
which its difference is only adventitious, Bhaskara's system
has affinities with Advaita.
The adjuncts or u,padhis, arc the body, the senses and the
mind. The means of attaining mu,kti or becoming Brahman
are both karma and fnana, neither of them being merely
accessory. In Yadhavaprakasa's system, Brahman has, within
itself, a certain power or energy by which it evofves (parinama)
into Iswara, chit and achit,
· The means of attaining mukti, which is the same
as becoming Brahman, are karma and jnana, both being
equally important as in :Bhaskara 's system. The jiva, which
is a modification or parinama of Brahman, becomes Brahman
again and this. explains the purport of the Maha1.:akya ·• That
thou art'. This system is also called Bhedabhed,a, as the
Jiva, in one sense, is different from Brahman and, in another,
the same as Brahman.
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Sri Ramanuja'1 criticism of these two systems may be
studied in the text itself.
The short essays on 'The Supreme Deity.' 'Nitya
Vibhuli,• and Brahman's being both the 'Upadana Karan:i',
and the ' Nirnitta Karana of the world are easy and do not
require any explanatory notes. A separate introduction is,
however, given at the beginning of the essay on the views of
Mimamsakas.

Non: :-In Yadavaprakasa•s system, the Jiua in mukti becomes one with
Brahman by remaining within it as its sakli with a separate
consciousness of its own,
(See s,uiap,aliasilia ;

4-4-4) '

Vedartha Sangraha
by

Sri Ramanuja
I offer adoration to Vishnu on whom depend all
things without exception, sentient as well as non
sentient-Vishnu who reclines on the serpent Sesha
and who is free from all imperfections and is,
likewise, the treasuro--houso of all auspicious
qualities.

NoTE :-In this Mangala Sloka, Sri Ramanuja offer; his obeisance to his
Ishtadevata and, at the same time, implicitly and explicitly states
brielly, some of the doctrine,; of his philosophical system, By
stating that all things, sen > ient and non-sentient, depend upon
Vishnu, he refers to what is
called Vishnu's Lila vibliuli,
namely, this world of ouB with all its variety, which exists for His
play or sport, By sayin � that Vishnu reclines on the 1erpent
Sesha, He hints at the region of eternal glory, which is Vishnu's
Nitya vibhuti. As against Advaitins who hold that Brahman is
with rnt attributes :lDd differentiating features (Uheda), Ramanuja
states that Vishnu, who is Hrahman, has attributes which are
innumerable and auspiciou,. By thm worrls Asesnachitaehit (all
sentient and non-sentient things1 tLe author also hints at the
existence of many souls and not a single self or at,.,a,.,
as Advaitins hold. The wo· d Va,lu which aseshachitachi• qualifies
hints at sentient and non-sentient things being real and not
illusory as Sankara maintains. By oflering his adoration, it may
also be inferred that R1manuja suggests to us the means of
attaining Brahman, Sansl,rit cr;tics have laid down 1.1 rule that
the introductory sloka or mangal,, slolia should give the gist of the
book briefly, or at least hint at it,

2. Pre-eminent shines the sage Yamuna by
whom was dispelled the darkness of delusion
(1) which maintained that Brahman was subject
to ignorance or cwidya and fell into the bondage of
births and deaths (,sam8ara), (2) the delusion
which held that Brahman became helpless owing to
its connexion with adjuncts other than itself (para•
upadki) and likewise, too, the delusion that Brahman
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is the seat of imperfections (owing to its evolution
into the sentient and the non-sentient world).
NoTB :-In the second sloka, Sri Ramanuja pays his homage to hia great
Guru, Yamunacharya (otherwise known as Alavandar) who, by
his treatises, Aimasrddhi, Samvit Sidlihi, Iswar" Siddhi, Gita,tha
Sang,aha and the like, refuted the doctrines of rival systems like
Advaita by showing that they were against the S,ulis and against
reason.
In (1) the delusion is that of the Advaitins; in (2) it is that of
Bhaskara, the exponent of one school of Bhed•blleda and in (3)
Ramanuja refers to the view of Yadavaprakasa who favoured
another school of Bhedabheda.

This is the gist of the Upanishads whose aim is
to impart distinctive knowledge of what is good to
the whole world:- Meditation, adoration, obeisance,
eto., of the two feet of the Supreme Being. done
with intense love, are the means of attaining Him,
when they are accompanied by the performance of
the duties of one's varn-i (caste) and asrama (stage of
life) and preceded by a knowledge of the real nature
of the Jiva and of the Supremo Being. "He who is
in the soul and within the soul, whom the soul is not
aware of, He whoso body is the soul (of the Jiva),
who controls the s0ul, that spirit is the Inner Ruler
Immortal". Brh. Up. (5-7-22) " This (Being) is
the innermost soul of all beings, free from all
imperfections, resplendent, the same everywhere.
He is Narayana". 811bala Upanishad (7).
"The seers of Brahman long to know Him with
help
of the Vedic texts, by the performance of
the
sacrifices ( yaj,11a) in accordance with varna and
asrama, by charitable gifts, by tapas (meditation) and
by freedom from desires. Brh. Up. 6-4-22.
"He who knows Brahman attains the supreme".
(Taittiriya Upanishad),
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NoTB :-According to Ramanuja, the word knows (veda) here means adores

"He who knows Him iu this manner becomes
immortal (free from bonds). 'rl1ere is no other way
of attaining" ( P-urusha 8uktu), and there are other
texts like it.
NoTlt

t-Knows means worihips or adores.

Vide Note above.

The soul of the Jiva, in its real nature, bas none
of the varied differences arising from the specific
modifications of Prakriti or matter, such ttS gods and
men and has knowledge and bliss alone as its
attributes. When the difference such as exists
between gods, men and the like, arising from karma
has been destroyed, the difference between one soul
( Jira) and another is not capable of beiug expressed
in words and can only be felt by themselves. Only
this much can be said of the soul, that it is of the
nature of knowledge or consciousness. This is true
of all souls.
The Inner Ruler Immortal is Bhagavan
Narayana who. as Purushottama, is different
from all else. He is the sole cause of the origin,
continuance and dissolution of the Universe of
sentient and non-sentient things described ar.ove,
as also of granting release from samsara. His nature
is different from that of all things other than Himself
by virtue of His being at variance with all imperfec
tions and by virtue of His being the home of infinite
bliss. He possesses hosts of infinite and countless.
auspicious qualities. He is referred to in all the
Upanishads in varied terms like sarvatma (the
Universal Soul), Parabrahman
(the Supreme
Brahman), Parajyotis (the Supreme Light or
Splendour), Paratattva (the Supreme Truth),
Parama,tma (tho Supreme Spirit) and Bat (Reality),
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In their attempt to explain His greatness. the Sruti.tJ
(Vedantic texts) refer to the wot'ld in phrases like
tacchakti (His power), ta.damsr,. (a, fragment or portion
of His), tatlv·i!Jh.nti, (His magnificence). trulrup1, (His
form), taccharirri (His body), t:dfalln (His body) and
so also by co-ordinating Him with the world because
He controls it by being the inmost soul of all things,
sentient and non-sentient.
NoTB :-Samanadhikaranya. When two things are put in grammatical
apposition with each other, there is said to be Samanodhika,anya
between them. In the famous Upanishadic text That Thou a,t,
That and Thou are in apposition or coordination with each other,
When we say •• J anaka is the king", Jan aka and the king are put
in coordination wirh each other. Two words having differen t
meanings are employed to describe the same object. In the text,
"That Thou art" addressed to Svetaketu, 7 hat and T hoii are used
in co-ordiuation or grammatical apposition with each other.
According to Ramanuja, Thal refers tu the Supreme Being who
creates, sustains and destroys all thing�; Thou refers . to the
Supreme Being, the Inner Ruler who controls the soul of Svetaketu
frc,m within. The meaning of the text is, thl'rcfore, as fol10ws :
.,The Supreme Being who is the Lord of the Universe is, 0 Sveta
ketu, the Inner Ruler who is the soul of your soul''. Ramanuja
argues thus: When we say •svetaketu', we refer not only to the
bodily form of Svetaketu but to the soul of Svetaketu as well.
The signification of the term does not stop there, It refers also to
the Supreme BPing who is the soul of Svetaketu's soul and of whom
Svetaketu's soul is the booy, S ankara, on the o ther hand,
maintains that samanadhikaranya or appositional use or coordina
tion of words expresses identity between the two things, "That
Thou Art" means, according to him, the identity of the individual
self with the Supreme Spirit,

The philosophical systems of Sankara (Advaita}, and of
Bhukara and Yadavaprakasa (Bhedabheda},

In their attempt to explain this co-ordination
(between Brahman and the self as also Brahman
and the world), as found in "That Thou art" and
"All this is Brahman", whose purpose is to bring
out the greatness of Brahman by stating that He is
in all things, some (commentators) maintain the
following view :-
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"Brahman is pure knowledge or consciousness,
devoid of any difference or specific particularity
( visesha); though Brahman is eternally free and self
evident or self-luminous, it is identical with the
individual self as understood from the coordination
(samanadldkaranyam) contained in texts like That
Thon Art. Brahman itself is in the bondage (of
samsara) owing to ignorance or nesoience (am:dya);
and that which obtains release is Brahman. The
whole Universe with its endless differences like
Iswara and sentient beings and non-sentient things
oontrolled by Him which are other than pure
consoionsness without difference are illusory (mith ya);
the disti notion that one is in bondage t1nd that
another is free from it has no basis; it is also illusory
to think that some *souls attained salvation or
release from bondage before now; only one body is
animated by the soul or self and the other bodies
are soulless; it is impossible to state which that one
body is. The acharya or preceptor who teaches
divine knowledge is illusory; Sastra or scripture is
illusory too; the one who understands the scripture
is illusory and likewise the knowledge arising from
scripture; and all this is understood only from
this illusory scripture.
Nora :-This is Ramanoja's sommitig up of Sankara's advaita and his
doctrine of Maya and illusory appearance,

• NoTB :-• Like Suka, Prahlada and Vamadeva.

Bhaskara's Bhedabheda.
Others maintain that Brahman, though possessed
of all auspicious qualities like freedom from imperfec
tions, should be considered, in the light of the texts
declaring identity (between Brahman and the world
· and betw(3en Brahman and the individual self), as

becoming subject to bondage an'.l relea,ge owing to its
association with some limiting adjunct ( Upadlii)
and that it is also subject to various modifications of
an impure nature.
NoTE :-This is Rimanuja.'s summing up of
system.

Bhaskara'1

Bhedabheda

NoTB 1-Modification.,; Changes in matter or changes into various non•
sentient objects.

Yadavaprakasa's Bhedabheda.

Others stil1, in explaining the truth of the texts
teaching identity hold that, though Brahman is the
sea of unsurpassed and boundless qualities, it is of
such a naturo as to become gcxls, men, animals,
dwellers in hell and in Bvarga, and souls that have
attained release. By nature, He is different as well
as not differeut from them and is subject to various
modifications of an impure nature.
NoTE :-What do the Srutis mean when they speak of the individual ■elf
as being identical with the Supreme Self or Brahman and of all
things being Brahman? The answer to this question is different
in the different systems and it is this answer which gives each
sy1tem its definite character, According to Sankara, since the
individual self is Brahman shadowed by avid,,a (ignorance or
nescienceJ and since this avidya is itself illusory, there is only one
Reality, namely Brahman
and no
other,
The individual
self, when it realizes its identity with Brahman becomes
Brahman. Brahman is pure ,hit or consciou1neH. It is not
conscious of anything else, for there is nothing else that i■ real,
Nothing can be predicted of this ,hit except that it is or that it
is sal,
Bhaskara and his followers say that Brahman has attributes or
qualities and that it is not mere indifferent chit, Brahman is
possessed of countless auspicious qualities and is Rot bound by
K11,ma; but owing to its association with upadhis or limiting
adjuncts, it ia seen as gods, men, animals and the like. These
U:J,adhis are the bodies and senses like those of gods, men, animalt
and plants. Brahman changes into gods, men, animal ■ and plant•
and so also into inanimate forms of matter. thi■ eaplaira■, accord•
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ing to Bhaskara, the statement of identity in texts like "That
Thou art'' and "All is indeed Brahman". The Upadhis are, in
Bhaskara's 1ystem, real. Hence, the individual selves and the
world of inanimate objPcts are raal.
Bhaskara condemns the
doctrine of Maya and the theory of the world's illusory appearance.
Brahman is, in re,lity, not different from the individual souls
except for the latter's adventitious association with U;adhis.
When the Upadhis disappear in mukti, there is no difierence at all
between Brahman and the individual souls. Brahman is, by
nature, not different from sentient and non-sentient things. The
differance betwten Brahman and non-sentient things is natural,
In the case of sentient things the difference is due to the adventi
tious a�sociation with Upadhis.
Yadavaprakasa agrees with Bhaskara in de,cribing Brahman as
possessed of attributes or <1u,,lities, He holds that Brahman is
capable of existing as g0ds, men, animals and plants and iikewise
as non-sentient objects. By nature, it is both different and non
different from them.
To Bhaskara, the difference between Brahman and the conscious
self is adventitiouP, being the result of Upadhi. Essentially, there
is 110 difference between them. In the case of non-sentient objects,
the difference is natural and essential, To Yadavaprakasa, on the
other hand, in the case of both sentient and nonsentient objects,
the differences are natural and not adventitious and so also the
non-difference. Even without Upadhi, Brahman has the capacity
of becoming sentient and non-sentient things.
These two systems are called Blledabhed 1 /ie) bheda and 11bh1da, be•
cause, according to them, Brahman is both different from the ]iv11s
and non-sentient objects and w.t the same time not different.

Critidsm of Sankara's Advaita.
Against the first of these three views (Sankara's

.A.draita), those who have made a comprehensive
study of the meaning of the Srutis adduoe the
following unanswerable objections:-

For instance : The word That (in " That Thou
art ") refers to Brahman as the subject treated in
the context. The origin, sustenance, and dissolution
of the world are said to arise from its will in such
words as begin with "It willed to become many" and
end with "The world with all the souls (P-rajas) in it,

tt
my child, has its origin in Sat (Reality) or Brahman,
its support aud sustenance in Bit (Reality or
Brahman) and its dissolution in Bxt". In other
contexts, boundless, unsurpassed and innumerable
auspicious attributes like omniscience, omnipotence,
the lordship of all, the attribute of having all things
as its modes (prakaras), having neither equals no r
superiors, the nature of one who has all the means
of satisfying whatever is desired and whose purposes
are for over realised and the power of illuminating all
other things are predicated (in the Brnt-is) and
likewise His being at variance with every form of
imperfection as in the words " untouched by sin ".
All these are adversely affected on this view (A.dva:ita),
as it holds that Brahman is without any difference
or particularity or attribute (nirvisesha).
(By way of answer) it might be said by the
Advaitin, "At the beginning of that context (in
Ohandogya Upanishad), it is declared that, ·'by knowing
the One, all things are known". This implies that
only the ultimate cause is true. The Bmti then
proceeds to explain how the cause alone is true and
how all effects are false by giving the illustration of
mud, after which, in the passage "81,t (Reality or
Brahman) alone, my child, existed at first, One and
without a second", all difference is said to be non
existent-difference from like things and from unlike
things. Other texts in different contexts which
clarify this passage teach Brahman's being without
any difference, particularity or attribute. They are:
" •Brahman is truth, consciousness, infiniteness".
"+(Brahman) is without parts, without action,
without attributes and without faults." "+(Brahman)
•Taittiriya U panishad.
t Taittiriya U panishad.
t Taittiriya Ar11,nyaka.
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is of the nature of consciousness and bliss 11, and
the like. It is wrong to say that, if many words are
employed to signify the same object ( as in truth,
consciousness, infiniteness), they would become
synonymous (and consequently tautological and
unnecessary), for
though the object signified is
only one, all these words are appropriate as they
bring out Brahman's being opposed to every form of
difference or particularity (visesha).
NoTB 1-When the Sruti says, Brahman is "truth, consclousne11,
infiniteness'', the Advaitin explains its meaning thus :-Brahman
is other than untruth or that which is unreal. It is other than
that whick is non-sentient, it is other than the finite. These are
three negative statements about a single entity and are nol three
different and positive attributes,
NoTB :-Th, illu,tralio,s •J mud; When hie father says, ••By knowing the
one all thinga are known", Svetaketu does not understand how
that could be. His father explains the statement with an
illustration. He says;- ••In the same way as everything made
of mud is understood from a single lump of mud'• (out of which
the others are made/. The teacher elaborates the point by
adding •'The effects a rising from mud are only words and names.
Only the mud is real". This is the Advaitic interpretation of the
text and is brought in to justify the view that only the primal
cause, Sat, i11 true or real and that all the effects which appear
thereon are mere names and appearances which are illusory''.
Ramanuja', interpretation of this text will be found elsewhere,

This is not a proper answer. According to this
view ( Adi·aita), since everything is illusory (mithya),
there is nothing else that requires to be known. It
cannot then be proved that all things are known by
knowing the One. If the meaning of "all things are
known by a knowledge of the One (i. e.) Brahman)"
is that, since they and the One are of the same
nature, when the One is known, the rest are also
known, it will have to be admitted either that
Brahman and the world (its effect) are both real or
that they a.re both unreal,

6
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On the view (held by us) that everything (in the
world) has Brahman as its innermost soul, it would
be easy to understand how by knowing the One·,
everything (else) is known.
Non:-Ramanuja's view is this; The world bas Brahman as its soul and
is therefore an attribute ( Viseshana) of Brahman, So, when
Brahman is known, everything else is known, because Brahman
is the substantive of which everything else is an attribute. The
substantive being the same in both cases, when the One is known,
the others are known as well.

This is the meaning ( of the Smti):- The father
said to Svetaketu, "You are puffed up (with pride).
Did you at all ask about that Adesa ?". (You seem
elated as if you knew everything; did you ask about
that Adesa also?).

Adesa is one by whom everything is ruled, Adesa
means Prasasanam ( rule or government as in the text);
"It is •in accordance with the rulership

of this

Aksltara (Brahman), 0 Gargi, that the sun and the
moon receive their support". Manu uses the word in
the same sense: t" Prasasitarani sarvesham: the ruler

over all", Hero, too, after declaring by the wo rd
'One' that Brahman is the material ea.use of the
world, the idea that He alone is the ruler of the
world is brought out by the word Advitiya "without a
second", which denies the existence of any other
ruler. So. what was said (by Svetaketu's father)
means: Did you ask about the One who rules the
Universe and who is also its material oau·se? It is
by hearing of Him, by thinking of Him, by knowing
Him, (all other things) that have not been heard of,
thought of, or known, become heard of, thought of
and known". The idea in the mind ( of the father)
• Br. Up. 5, 8, 9.
t

Manu: Smriti 12-1-22,

1

l1

4:7
is this:- "Have you learnt (from your teachers about
Brahman who is the ultimate cause of such things
as tho origin, the welfare and the dissolution of the
whole world, who is also omniscient, who has always
all objects of desire and who is the ocean of infinite
and noble attributes ?"
Non: :-Adesa: Sankara looks upon this worJ as synunymous with
Upad,sa, •teaching' and that which is taught. It means
according to him, Brahman, the subject matter of in�truction
and not Brahman who is the ruler. If the la ttcr interpretation
were accepted, it would imply that Bra.hmm has attributes,
So, he rejects it.

The cause itself is called the effect when it
assumes varied and peculiar configurations (.wun
sthana). Therefore, since Brahman is the cause of
all, by knowing Brahman, the cause, which has,
for its body, sentient and non-sentient things in
their subtle state, the whole world. which is the
effect, becomes known. Having this (truth) in
mind, the father said to his son, "Did you ask
about That by hearing of which everything is heard
of, by thinking of which everything is thought of
and hy knowing which ev-erything is known?".
The son does not understand what · is in the
father's mind, namely, that all these things have
the same one cause. He thinks that when two things
are different from each other, it is not possible to
know one of them by knowing the other. So ho asks,
•· Of what nature, revered sir, is that Adesa?."
. The father being urged in this way proceeds to
explain the idea iu his mind. This idea may be
stated as follows:- The Supreme Brahman who is
characterised by consciousness, bliss and freedom
from all imperfections, whose ma.gnificenoe is
infinite, who is possessed of infinite, unsurpassed
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and innumerable collections of attributes including
omnipotence ( satyasamkalpatva) and who is ever the
same without change or modification ( avikari) has,
for His body, sentient and non-sentient things and,
by His leela or sportful activity and by His will,
assumes, in a part or portion (am.�a) of Himself, the
configuration of the world with its countless and
varied forms consisting of things that move and
things that do not move. Hence, by knowing Him
(Brahman), all the rest is known. He explains,
with the help of an example, what is seen in the
world of everyday life, viz., that the effect is none
other than the cause.
NoTB :-According to Visistadvaita, the world is the body of Brahman.
It may be asked what is meant here by the body, The body
should not be defined a■ the seat of movement and of the senses.
That substance whicl•. is invariably supported and controlled by
another and which exists to serve the purpo1es of that other ia the
body of that other substance. In this sense the \1torld of inani
mate matter and the souls of sentient beings are the body of the
Supreme Lord, In Himself there is no change or modification
(,ihara) ; changes and modifications occur only in His body as a
result of: His�will.

"In the same way as, by knowing a single lump
of mud, my dear, all things made of mud would
become known; in order to become fit for the
interchange of thoughts in words, modifications and
names are attained by inud. The truth is that they
are all mud". (The meaning of the Bruti is as
follows) :- The same substance, mud, attains
modifications which are of the nature of varied
configurations or states, such as pots and dishes,
and acquires also varied names, but since all these
states are only particular configurations of mud, it
is only the substance, mud, that exists in these forms
and not any other substance. "In the same way as
by k:Qowing a lump of mud, its modifications like
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dishes which are only particular configuraiiions
thereof become known". �l.1his is the meaning.
Thereafter, the son, who does not know how
Brahman is the sole cause of the whole world, says,
" Revered Sir, kindly explain this to me ". · In order
to show that Brahman, who is omniscient and omni
potent, is alone the cause of all,1 he (the father) says,
" This • was, at first, my dear, only Sxt, only One
without a second",
In this passage, "this" refers to the world. "At
first" means "before creation".
By (the words)
only Sat, (the truth\ that the world existed in the
form of Bat (its cause) is brought out; even during
creation, it is likewise in the from of Sat; but,
before creation, the world existing as sat could not
be distinguished by names or forms. From this
explanation itself, it is clear that sat is the material
cause ( upadana karana). The word a,lvitiya (without
a second) explains how Brahman alone is the
instrumental or operative cause (n·im·itta karana)
and denies the existence of any nimitta karana other
than Brahman.
NoTa :-In the case of the pot, mud is called the material cause and the
potter the instrumental cause.

The thought in his mind that the one who
governs (or controls) is also the material cause
(upada,na karana), as implied in the question put at
the very beginning, viz., "Did you ask about that
.A.desa by hearing of which everything else that is
unheard of becomes heard of - this thought he now
explains very clearly; 81.-t which is itself the material
oause and the instrumental cause willed (as follows):*

Oh. Up, 6-1, 4,
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I will become the many ; I will be born (as the
mrwy) ". Chandogya Upanid1ad: 6-2-3

rrhe Supreme Brahm1111 Himself, who is referred
to in the word Sa 1 • who is omniscient and omnipo
tent aud whoso purpose is ever realised, willed to
become the world with all it-; diverse and countless
beings, sentient and non-�entient, (saying), "I will
become the many and, for that purpose. be born as
tho many'', Though He bas i1ll the objects that may
be desired, (He willed so) for (His) sport. (Having
so determined), He created from a fragment of a
part of His, (namely, His body which is an attribute
of His), the elo1mmts beginning with ether ( Akasa).
Again the same Supreme Deity denoted by the word
Saf willed (R'-l follow::;):- "Lo! I I will enter into
th6so three deities with my body, ciz., the individual
self and clHlow them with names and forms", The
S111/i explains, by tho "individual self which is my
body", tlrn,t tlw ill(lividual self bas Brahman as its
soul; it furtl10r shows that all non-sentient things
(acliil) become entities only owing to the entrance
into them of the individual self which has Brahman
as its soul and that only all things that are of this
description (acliil) acquire names and forms.
No-rr£ ;-These 11t .. ee d1iti1s; - Ether, air and fire. the three elements are
c:1l1eJ deities here. Water and earth are also referred to by
implication.
N(JTI! :-Even n<rn-�entirnt things have. according to Vis;shatadvalta,
an element ul chit or consciousness, though it is extremely small,
Non, !-A fragm,nt of a parl of 11,s: Before creation, Brahu,an existed
with sentient and non,scntitnt things (<hi, and achil) in their
subtle slate, when they could not be distinguished _by names
or forms. In creation, the sub3tantive part or. (11isishya) amsa
or svarupa of Brahman creates, by its will; from. out of tho
)

-1

Oh. Up. 6-8,-2.
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attrilllutive part (11iseshana amsa), namely, His body consisting of
■ubtle ehit and a,hit, the grosser forms of animate and inanimate
things which we now see in the world. What changes or under•
goes modifications is the body or the attributive part of Brahman
and not its sva,upa or substantive part which is unchanging
( ni,villa,a).

What has been said (so far) means this :- The
individual self (J·ioatma), being tho body of
Brahman, is an attribute or mode (pral.·ara) of His
and has Brahman as its soul, as is ( declared) in
another 8rnti: "He whoso bocly is tho self (Jfrafoza);"
things which have tho configurations of gods, men
and the like, being the bodies of the individual self,
are its modes (or attributes) and for that reason, all
these have Brahman as their soul. Therefore, all
words in familiar use in the world as denoting
(things) which are formed by the combination of the
root (prakriti) and the termination-(all words) such
as god, man, Yakshas, Rakshasa, cow, deer, bird,
tree, creeper, wood, stone, grass, pot, cloth. etc.,
denote, through the things which have the respective
configurations implied as their signification, both
the individual self presidin!.! over it n.nd the Supreme
Self whi.oh is the soul (of the individual self).
NoTB :-According to Ramanuja, when we say Dei•odatta, we mtan not
only the bodily configurarion of Devadatta, but also the self or
soul of Devadatta and, likewise also, the Supreme ::elf who is
the soul of Devadatta's soul (which is ih hody).

Thus, the world which consists of all the
sentient and non-sentient things has Sat as its
material cause and Bat as its instrumental. cause.
Likewise, it has Sat as its support ( adhara), and is
governed by Sat and exists to s11bserve the pul'poses
of Sat. All this and the like are explained at length
in Brutis like "These • beings (praja.'i) .a.rise,:/,my
dear, from Sat their origin, have their being in
• Chandogya Up&nishad: 6--8-6. ·
r
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Bat and are (ultimately) absorbed into Bat."

Having
established this, by such means as the relationship
between cause and effect, the Sruti: "All this has
this (Brahman) as its soul and that alone is real
(satya,m)" points out that Brahman, being the soul
of the whole world, is alone true. Having declared
that He alone is the soul of the whole world and that
the whole world is His body, the Sruti concludes
with the application of the general truth established
before that all things have Brahman as their soul
to the case of a particular individual self (namely,
Svetaketu) by saying "That Thou art". Therefore,
this mode or individual self signified by the word
What bas been said
'Thou' is also Brahman'',
means this :- When it is said "All this has this as
its soul", by (the phrase) 'all this,' . the world
consisting of sentient and non-sentient things is
referred to and it is declared (by the Srui'i) that of
this world, this (viz., Brahman) is the soul. In
relation to the world, Brahman is explained to be
the soul". This is the meaning.
We should consider what (exactly) is meant by
Brahmatmakatvam or having Brahman as its
atma or soul. "Is it because of the relationship
that exists between soul and body or is it identity of
nature? If (it is said that it is due to) identity (of
the world and Brahman) that the qualities of
Brahman implied at the beginning, such as ever
realised purpose or will, in the text, "It willed that
It would become the many and be born" · would
become • contradicted
(or sublated). That the
world has Brahman as its soul owiug to the relation
ship (between the two) of body and soul is understood
sru,ti, viz., " Having
speoifioally from another
. '
NoTB:-• contradicted because neither aoa-1entient tbings nor H�tieat
things in tile world have ,uch qualiti,,.
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entered within as the ruler, He is the soul of all
persons". From this, it is specifically understood
that Brahman is the soul or self of all, that He is
the soul of all persons and that everything is His
body. (Further), there is another sruti which says:
who stands in the soul (of the Jiva) and is
•'He
within the soul, of whom the soul is not aware, to
whom the soul is the body and who controls the soul,
He is thy soul, the Inner Ruler, who is immortal.''

*

Here (in the present context) also, by the phrase
"by means of the individual self who is my body",
the same is meant as has already been stated,
Therefore, since all sentient and non-sentient things
are the body of Brahman, Brahman who has every
thing for His body and everything as His attribute
(prakara) is also signified by all words, "That (art)
Thou"- by this co-ordination, only Brahman which
has the individual self as its body and, likewise,
the individual self as its attribute is signified. When
it is stated in this manner, this is understood to be
the purport:- He (i. e. the individual self) who is
at first understood from the word " Thou " as the
presiding spirit in the body is himself the body of
the Supreme Self and the attribute of the Supreme
Self; he is sustained by the. Supreme Self and is
unable to exist and act apart (from the Supreme
Self), Hence, the word 'Thou' signifies the Inner
Ruler who has 'thee ' as His attribute.
In the
Sruti "I will enter through the individual self who
is my body and endow (all things) with names and
forms", the individual self, who has a body of his
own, aoquires his name only by being the body of
Brahman.
In t;he co-ordination or grammatical apposition
(Samana,dkikaranya) between "That" and' 'Thou '
• Brh11tlar1Htyall1J ·Up11t1i1hatl. A nhlrytJmi B,e11tt11anan.
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(in II That art Thou "), the two words refer only
to Brahman, Of the two, the word ' That ' signifies
Brahman, the ultimate cause of the world, the
treasure-house of all auspicious qualities, free from
all imperfections and changeless. The word' Thou'
refers to the same Brahman who has the individual
self, which is His body, as His attribute by being the
Inner Ruler of the Individual self. Thus, the two
words ' That_' and 'Thou ' refer to the same Brahman
by the difference in their meanings.
Brahman's
being free from imperfection and from all change
(or modification), His being the treasure-house of all
auspicious qualities and His being the cause of the
world are not contradicted ( or affected in any way).
Non:1-Co-ordination or samanadhikaranyana, Sankara holds thet
the co-ordination in • That art Thou • means only identity er
oneness of the Jiva and Buhman. Ramanuja contends that
there is co.ordination or grammatical apposition only when two
words having different meanings apply to the same thing and not
when they signify their identity.

Those persons who have not studied Vedanta do
not realise that all non-sentient things and all
individual selves have Brahman as their soul. They
think that the signification of all words is confined
only to the respective objects whic-h are (only) a
portion of what is expressible by them. Those who
have studied Vedanta are, on the
other hand,
a.ware, as a result of their study of Vedantic texts,
that, since all things are created out of Brahman
and have Brahman as their Inner Ruler, they have
Brahman as their soul and that all words signify
Brahman who has all things as His (modes or
attributes) (prakara).

(It may be asked), "Well, if so, the signifioe.noe

of words Hke'cow' as denoting the rospeoti ve object
(commonly understood in ordinary life) will be
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affected adversely." It is not so. When it is stated,
''I will endow them with names and forms", it means
that all words are expressive of (signify) Brahman
who has for His attributes chit and arhit. Since the
Supreme Being, who is the primary part of the
signification of a word, is not capable of being
understood by such means as perception (pratyalcsha),
laymen who use the word think that its signification
becomes complete in what is only a part (and that a
secondary part) of the signification. By the study
of Vedanta, the knowledge of the signification
becomes complete. Thus all words employed in the
Veda point to their rerpectivo meanings ending with
the Supreme Being. All words are only Vedio.
After creating all things as before ( as in previous
creations), the Supreme Brahman took the words
again and again from the Veda and employed them
as names to denote those things, as also their
ultimate (soul) viz., the Supreme Being.
So says Manu :" He t (the Supreme Being) created the names
of all things, their varied activities and also their
specific forms (samstha) from the words in the Veda".
The word samstha (in the sl,oka) means 'forms' or
configurations. Likewise Bhagavan Parasara says:
"He, § the Supreme Being, established, at the
beginning, the name:; and forms of all beings such
as gods and all activities only from the words in
the Vedas."
So also the Bruti :- "The t Supreme Being
created the sun and the moon as before ". The
· t Manu Smriti : 1, 20. :
. § Vishnu Puranam: l, 5, 68, ·
t Taittiriya 1 ( Anuvaka).
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meaning is "Having created the sun and the like as
before, he gave them also names as before".
In this way is explained the statement that the
world is none other than Brahman. From this, it is
clearly understood how by knowing the Oae, aJl
things become known. Since all things are the effects
(or modifications) arising out of Brahman, they are
real, only in so far as they have Brahman as their
soul and in no other way. That is why it was said,
"That is truth (Reality)" in the same way as in the
illustrative example, all modifications arising out of
mud are true only in so far as they are mud.
Nou1-Arnong the passages in the Upanishad� that refer to Brahman,
some are called •• causation texts" \Ka•aKa Vakya), One such
is the passage which begins with • Sat alone, my dear, existed
at the beginning. It "illcd to Lecome many•. Other passages
explain the nature of Brahman, who is the cause of the world.
These are called • cla1ifying texts• (sodhaka vakya). An instance
of this is the text in the Taittiriya Upa,risnad which describes
Brahman as Reality, Consciousness and Infiniteness.
Hitherto, Ramanuja hu been discussing the real significance of
the ' causation texts '. He now proceeds to examine, in the same
way, the real import of the clarifying texts.

The clarifying texts also make the nature of the
Supreme Brahman clear (by describing Him) as free
from faults (or imperfections) and as the treasure
house of all good qualities.
Even if the words (truth, consciousness and
infiniteness) are understood as signifying the opposite
of all (those) qualities, since difference, attribute,
or particularity cannot be avoided in deciding
the oppositeness to the respective quality, a thing
which has no difference or particularity (bheda),
cannot be proved as existing.

-
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NoTsa-From. now on, Ramanuja seeks to show that Brahman wbic:h
is stated by Advaitins to b� without any attribute, difference or
particularity (blleda) cannot be proved to exist as 1uch.
Notes:- The words Ramanuja has in mind and does not state
are those in the cl�rUying passage, "Brahman is Truth (salyam)
(Reality), consciousness (jnana) and infiniteness (anantam)"
in the Tailliriya [lpanisllad, What d "> these words mean?
Advaitins who deny difference, particularity or any positive
attribute in Brahman explain the words thus. Brahma n is said
t o be Truth or Reality, It means that Brahman is other than
the untrue or unreal, Brahman is the non-existence of unreality,
When Brahman is said to be Jnana, the meaning is that it is
other than the uncons�io•JS. Infiniteness means the opposite ol
finiteness or non.existence of finitenes�. The,e three words do
not, according to them, mean three different qualities or even
three different aspects of Brahman, They refer only to the non•
existence of threo things and therefore signify only the same
unity.
The absence of a pot, the absence of a cloth, the
absence of a dish and so on, do not �ignify three or more positive
entities but only a single unity. Ramanuja presumes that the
reader knows the Sr1di and the meaning given to the passage
by Advaitins and proceeds to criticise their interpretation.
Advaitms say that these t hree words, "Truth, consciousness and
infiniteness" should not be interpreted as three different
qualities relating to Brahman. Their reason is t hat if there are
three different adjectives or attributes to a substantive, they
would mean three different object, possessing these respective
qualities, They cite, as an example, the phrase "the cow with
broken horns, without horns and with horns intact•'. These
three attributes would imply three different cows and not a single
cow.
So also, if truth, consciousness and infiniteness are
taken as three poeitive attributes of Brahman, the unity of
Brahman would be impossible.
Ramanuja's answer to thia
objection is as follows, It is only if the three attributes are
opposed to one another, as in the example cited by the Advaitins,
that the substantive will have to be three entities, But, if there
Is no mutual incompatibility among the attributes, the unily
would not be affected. For example, if it is said ••The young,
dark-complexioned, redeyed Devadatta'', the single Devadatta
may have all the three attributea; as.they do not contradict one
another,

The Advaitins might raise the following objec
tion:- Well, when it is declared that Br�man is
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mere knowledge (or consciousness), the conclusion
is inevitable that it has no attributes or particulari
ties like knowledge, (It cannot therefore be stated
that Brahman who 1'.s knowledge po,1sesse.<J knowledge
as a quality. How can knowledge, which is Brahman,
be said to possess knowledge as an attribute?).
Words
(This objoction does not hold good).
denoting attributes and which distinguish an object
signify also the object through the attributes
(as is seen in words like 'cow'.
So, the author
of the Snlras says:
" Since * it possesses that
quality as its essence (r,iz. knowledge), it (the
Atman) is called by that name as in the case of the
Praj,1.a." Since Brahman who is referred to as
'PraJ1,a. · (the wise one), Brahman, the wise, He
who knows all and sees all, the one who knows all
is alone called " Truth, knowledge and infiniteness ",
because He has knowledge as His essential quality.
The Sutrakara says also, "This is t not improper
as (the quality in question) lasts as long as the self
exists", By the attribute 'knowledge', Brahman's
nature is also indicated. It does not mean that
Brahman is mere knowledge (without the attribute
of knowing). If it is asked, "How is this learnt?",
the answer is that it is learnt from humlreds of Vedic
texts like the following :- " He who 1 knows all and
sees whatever is in all " and such others as indicate
Brahman as the knower, "His 2 might is declared to
be supreme and varied and His knowledge, strength
and aotion are natural to him;" "By 3 what means
can one know the knower?". Since knowledge is
• Brahma Sutras : 2-3-29.
t Brahma Sut ras : 2-8-80.
1
Mundaka U panishad : 1-1-9.
2
Svetasvatara U panishad: 6-8.
1J Brihadaranyaka Upanishad:
4-4-14.
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only an attribute, it cannot be proved to be also a
thing. Therefore the words truth, knowledge and
infiniteness denote only Brahman who is qualified
by attributes like knowledge signified by these words.
Note:-P,ajna (or Brahman) is called ananda or bliss because blias is an
essential attribute of His,

The meaning of Samanadhikaranyam or co-ordination
as In Tat Tvam Asi ( That Thou Art.)
Nota:-(So far Ramanuja has been arguing that the Srulis give plenty
of evidence for a Brahman with attributes, a Brahman that
know11 and not a Brah man without any attributes, a l:lrahman
that is mere consciousness which is conscious of nothing, He
now points out that grammatical co-ordination or apposition
(samanadhillaranya) as understood by grammarians agrees only
with his interpretation of Tat Tvam Asi " That Thou Art "
as given on pa3e 54 and that the Advaitic interpretation is
unwarranted).

• If it is said that, in :'That Thou art", the two
words, That and 'Thou' lose their primary meaning
and declare only the pure object ( without any
adjuncts or attributes), there will also be the fault
of ignoring the primary (or direct) meanings.
The Advaitin might say, 'Since the aim of the sen
tences is only to show that the two are one, the indi
root interpretation or (figurative interpretation) of
the word (lalcsliana) is no fault. For example, in the
statement "This is that Devadatta", the word ·'that''
denotes Devadatta related to a particular place and
a. particular time and the word 'this' Devadatta
related to a place close by and the present time;
the unity or oneness of Devadatta is thereby indi�
oated�. , Hel'e, it. is impossible that the same (person)
should simultaneously appear to be related to places
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and times opposed to one another. Therefore the
two words establish only the mere object "Deva.da.tta."
and its oneness. But this argument of the
Advaitin cannot be accepted. Even in the state
ment, "This is that Davadatta", there is no trace
of indirect signification (lakshana), as there is no
objection to the (primary and) direct meaning being
taken. There is no inconsistency in the same object
(or person) being related to two actions, one in the
past and another in the present. In the docalaration
that the object which is related to a past action
and to a present is only one, there is no absurdity
(or objection), as the object's existence in another
place was in the past and its existence in the
immediate neighbourhood is in the present. The
opposition betwen the past and the present is removed
by the difference in the time. Even if indirect
signification is admitted to exist, the opposition
is removed by the indirect signification being taken
of one only (of the two words). But, we maintain
that there is no indirect signification at all (in it>,
since what was connected with one place in the
past may. without any contradiction, be connected
with a different place at present. In the same
manner, here also, it has been pointed out that
there is no contradiction (or inconsistency) in the
Supreme Brahman, who is the cause of the world,
being also the soul of the Jiva or the individual self
as his inner ruler. By grammatical co-ordination
is understood only the identity of two things with
their respective attributes as they are, and not ha.re
identity which is arrived at by ignoring them (viz.
the attributes). Those who know the meaning of
grammatical co-ordination declare that it exists,
when words expressive of different meanings apply to
the same object, It is this kind o f identity that is
proved by us.
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Note:-When we say "tlte Emperor Asoka ", there is grammaticai co•
ordination or apposition between the words 'Emperor' and
• Asoka •. The two words have different meanings, '' the one who
was an Emperor " and the one whose name was Asoka. These
two attributes meet in the same individual, when there ls
grammatical co-ordination (samanadhillaranyo).

Further, it is not proper to determine the purport
of!the sentence occurring at the end (of the context) in
a manner different from ( or opposed to) what is
said at the beginning. For, at the beginning by
(the text), "It willed to become many", and other
texts, Brahman's will being over realised and (His)
being the sole cause of the world are declared,
And opposed to this is (the doctrine) that Brahman
is the seat of Av-idya (or nescience or ignorance)..
Note;-Advaitins hold the view that Brahman is pure consciousneBS
without any difference or particularity or attribute and that it
sees the manifold world appearing illusorily over itself owing
to its contact with avid;i·a,

Moreover, sabda, verbal testimony (Sruti),
obtains its validity as the result of words signifying
different meanings and of sentences signifying the
relation 'between these meanings. Therefore Sabd4.
or (Sruti) is incapable of signifying objects with
out differences ( or particularities) and cannot be
the
authority for the existence of an object
without particularities (nirvisesha, 'Vasfa). Words
like 'without particularities' signify an object
understood as qualified by some (attribute) or parti
cularity as being without particularities understood
as existing in other objects. Otherwise, they can
signify nothing. Words which are constituted of
roots and terminations (prakriti and pratyaya) imply.
through them many particularities or attributes. and.
much truer is this of sentences, as they signify_ tlie'
connection existing among more words than one. ' · ·'

a
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N6te;-Ainong the sources of valid knowledge (fm1tNa1ta), the following
are important ;-Sense perception
(p,atyaksha),
inference
tanulflana), and sabda (verbe.l testimony) (i. e.) the words of
one whose reliability is unquestioned. Advaitins who speak of
Brahman as something without particularities or attribute, ret,
on the authority of sabda or Smli which they consider superior
to sense perception in its validity. This explains the relevancy
of Ramanuja'a argument given above.

It might be (said by the Advaitins), "We do not
say that sabda, verbal testimony or Scripture, is the
authority for the existence of a self-luminous thing
which has no particularities. A thing whose exis
tence is self-established (si·atas siddha) does not
require any (proof or) authority. By all the texts
(in the Bru,tis), all attributes or particularities that
a.ppea.r illusorily on Brahman, such as being a
knower, are denied. When all particularities dis
appear, the thing in itself (Brahman) unrelated (to
any attribute) and self-luminous stands by itself".
But this cannot be. By what word is this thing
(Brahman) indicated when its (attributes) or parti
cularities are denied?, If it is said 'By the word
Jna.pti or knowledge', it cannot stand (to reason).
That (word), too, relates to a thing with particulari
ties or attributes as particularities are denoted by
the base and the termination (prakrif-i and pratyaya),
(The root) Jna means "to know". It implies an object
(that is known) and a subject or agent (that knows)
and denotes also a special kind of action (kriya)
which has the particularity of distinguishing it (or
marking it off) from other actions. By the termi
nation. the gender, the number (singular, dual or
plural) and the like are indicated. If these parti
cularities given above are if,nored, the self-luminous
nature of Brahman cannot be proved, for it is by its
power of illuminating other things that the self
luminosity of Jnapt-i (Brahman) is established.
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Note;-We infer that a thing is self-luminous from the fact of its being the
cause of illuminating other things by its relation to them. 'Illu
minating• means making them fit to be talked about•

Furthermore, if the whole of Brahman shines for
ever, and by itself, no false super-imposition of illu
sory attributes would be possible in it. While the
nature of the rope shines ( as such), no illusory attri
butes oan be superimposed on it. That is just the
reason why you postulate an avidya (ignorance or
nescience) which conceals or obscures (Brahman);
henoe, that phase (amsa) of Brahman which has been
obscured is the scope (or aim) of the corrective or
rectifying knowledge found in the scripture. Other
wise, there would be no manifestation of corrective
power in it. The (illusion) of 'serpentness' dis
appears when the 'ropeness' which is other than the
rope (and is in the rope), shines. If a single attri
bute or particularity ( riseslia) viz., its being capable
of being obscured or concealed is expressed in sabda
or verbal testimony (Sruti), then it would become
possibl� for Bra,hman to be qualified by all the attri
butes assigned to it in all the texts of the Veda. So,
to those who feel bound by the authority of the pra
manas (va,lid sources of knowledge), there is no ·proof
of any kind for the existence. of the thing without
particularities or attributes.
Note:-Adhyasa or superimposition occurs when, on seeing a rope lying on
the ground, the illusion that it is a serpent occurs .owing to aome
res'emblances between the rope at!.d the serpent. The serpent or
'1erpentness • i.s sai,I to be falaely imposed on the rope.
Noter-Advaitins hold that Brahman is the oniy reality and that the
world of sentient and 'not-sentient things is an illusion or (t1lfaya1a) ·
super-imposed on Bl1lhman, owi�g to ,th• ohscnra.tion blolqllt;
about by a11idya. If this a11idya or ignorance is rem�ved or,
dispelled :by the corrective lrnowledte afforded b-y · the
avidya and its -0bscuration
e,dst aod
shines
. :i
alo,-e, Jla.lbanuja asks, · '' It ·:U your view
the 1fhole of
Brahman, which is self•luminoua.
concet�
or

,

do -not
is

Bra:lima�
that
by •�

S'astrtls,

o�ly
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a part of it ? If you say ' the whole of it it would then mean
that Brahman ceases to exist. If yon hold that a part of it 11
obscured and the rest shines, then Brahman must be considered
to have parts (or ava;•a11a) and this would mean Brc1.hman with
particularities like parts (savisesha).
If Brahman shines
always, then there would be no possibility of illusory appearan.
ces. When the rope is seen as such, no one would mistake
it for. a serpent.
Note;-Advaitins maintain that there are three orders or degrees of
reality. When a rope is mistaken for a serpent, the mind or
(antahka,an11) projects for the time being an ezternal serpent
which is later sublatcd. This they call pratibl,asilra satya. The
world is itself a similar projection but it will last until the end of
the cosmic process. This they cali vyavaha,ika satya, In mukti,
the wor Id disappears and on Jy Brahman Fhines alone and without
a second ; the reality of Brahman is ,J,a,ama,thika 1atya,

Even in indeterminate perception ( nirvikalpaka
pratyaksha), the object (always) appears as possessed

of attributes.
Otherwise, in the
determinate
perception (savikalpal.a 11ratyahha) tthat follows),
an object would not appear to be that which was
seen before (as when we say) "This is that."
'Cowness' ( or the distinctive nature of the cow) has
the character of a specific or special configuration
of the object. Therefore, even at the time of
indeterminate perception, the object possessing
that configuration appears to us as "of this form."
In the second and other later appearances of the
object, the same configuration appears to exist
also in many other objects. What is peculiar to
the second and later perceptions is that the
feature which is characterised by the configuration
is seen to persist in more objects than one and
so is an attribute of more objects than one.
Therefore, the second and other perceptions are
oe.lled determinate perceptions.
Note:-,-So far Ramanuja stated that verbal testimony or 1cripture
does not support the existence of an object without attributes.
, He now ltates that the existence of such an object ill not evl4•�•
. ; , , Je4 J>y ver<::ei>ti9n ,,,,.,,,�k,f�•

>·
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For the same reason (viz) that, even in in
determinate perception, the object is perceived
only with its attributes, the Bhedabhedo, view
(held by Bhaskara and Yadavaprakasa) that the
same objeot has a two-fold nature, being both
different and
non-different (from others) stands
refuted.
The
configuration (samsthana) is an
attribute (prakara) of the object possessing the
configuration (or outline) and is
therefore a
different entity from the prakar1:n or object which
has the attribute. But, since it is an essential
or inseparable attribute, it cannot stand apart
fr om the object and is also incapable of being
perceived
separately,
From these two causes,
the object should not be considered as being two
fold in nature (bh-innxl;hinn�).
NoTB:-All along the author has been criticising the doctrines of
Advaitins, In this paragraph, he points out that his refutation
of the doctrine of indeterminate perception held by Advaitins is
enough also to disprove the main doctrine o1 the Bh1da'bh1da
thinkers,
NoTB :-Advaitins hold that, in the fir■t or indeterminate perceptioll,
the attributes of an object are not perceived, The perception ia
only of the nature of an •is' without any distinguishing feature
or attribute. They maintain that the perception is only of asli
or existenee and that the particularity such as pot, cloth, etc..
is illusory.
NoTB •-Bhaskara and Yadavaprakasa reaaon as follows,-Experience
shows that all objects are perceived both as different and as non
different. The cow appears different from the horse, but in a,
much •• both are bea1ts, they are also non-different. Therefore
both cows and horses are different and not different. Again
between the material cause and the effect (what is made out of it),
there Is both difference and non-difference. The pot appears
dUferent from the mud, bat we alao say that the pot la .mnd.
The two are equated and thi1 would be possible 01111 if there were
no difference.
c' " '

,,,

�OTB.�!I'hey argue further ·-It i� not.possible.to perceive the individaaJ.,
. ' 'without,. at the same time,. perceiving the genu1 (je,ti). to which.
it belon,1. The two are alwaia HOD tocether, So, there i•
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both difference and non-difference between an individual object
(vyakti) and the genus ( jati ) to which it belongs. Further, the
same word denotes both the individual (vyakti) and the g,n«s
(jati ). When we say ''the cow", it refers to the cow with horns,
the cow without horns, and the cow with broken horns, while it
denotes also the genus •cow'. So, the individual and the genus are
both different and non-different.
Ramanuja's answer is that bccaus(tbe same word expresses .both
the individual and the genus, it does not folio� that th'ere is no
difference between them. It only shows that the genus or
configuration (samsthana) is an attribute inseparable from the
individual (vyakli) and not that the attribute is the same as the
object possessing the attribute,

Resumption of the arguments against Advaita.
Again, he who maintaines the existence of an
object without attributes (Brahman) and says
that all illusory appearances which conceal the
self-luminous object (Brahman) are rejected (as
false) by all the texts of the Veda, should state
what these texts are that reject them. They
might quote the Sruli * '·Modification and name
like 'pot' and 'dish' are only for the purpose of
speech, the mud alone is real", and say that, since
modification and name are only in speech, the
mere substance that is seen there as the material
cause-that alone is true (real) and the rest are
untrue (unreal). If it is said that this is what
the V,edic text says, it cannot be considered as
convincing. When it is declared that when One
is known, all become known," Svetaketu does not
think it possible that, by knowing one thing,
another thing could be known, (It is to explain
to him how this is possible that the guru answers).
If the same substance exists in varied put real
(and true) states, owing to specific modi:lioations
and the like, when one thing is known, though
* Chand. Up, 6-1-4,.
.·1 .• ... : 1;

C
jt bas acq�ired · configurations different from it,
it rell)ains the same substance and may therefore
be stated to be known as well. It is to explain
this. that the example (of the mud) is employed.
In this passage, there is no word at all denying
any attribute. *Vacharambhanam:- vacha - by speech
or for a purpose, arabhyate is arambhanam. Mud
which exists in the form of a lump has a certain
name and a certain usefulness. The same mud,
when it exists in the state of pot, dish and
the like, has different names and different uses.
In spite of this. the substance, mud, is the
same in all, By different configurations and diffe
rent names, mud is touched for different purposes (or
uses). Therefore, this alone is the true (meaning).
By this illustration), the possibility of knowing one
thing by knowing another is brought out. No
attribute or (particularity) of any kind has been
rejected or (denied) here. This has already been
explained at length.
Besides, if, by passages like, "By hearing of
which� what is unheard of becomes heard", it is
declared that everyth1ng except Brahman is illusory,
then the illustratiYe example like "just as, my dear,
by one lump of mud" will be of no use. because the
illusoriness of modifications, pot, dish and the like,
is not, like the illusion of the serpent in the rope,
previously known to Svetakotu, the disciple, either
by reason or by any other valid source of know
ledge. If it is said (by the Advaitins) that even
the illusoriness of pot, dish and the like is sought
to be proved thereby, the introduction (of them)
as examples by the use of the word ''just as" would
be improper (for it would be proper only on the
assumption that Svetaketu was already aware of it).
· - • ·Chand. Upr 6-1-4.
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(kinds of) power is not inconceivable. So, the
phrase .,without a second" denies the existence of
any other instrumental cause or agent. It is only
because Brahman is omnipotent that some Vedic
passages first declare Him to be the material
cause and then state that He is also the instru
mental cause or agent as this Sruti does, Other
Vedio passages, having first admitted B rahman's
being the instrumental cause, ask how he could
(at the same time) be the material cause and the
like, They answer (the question) by saying that,
owing to his possession of . all forms of power,
Brahman can be the material cause and also
other accessory aids (required for the production
of the effect). (Consider) this text • "0 Sages., with
what trees did He build up the sky and the
the
forest
earth? Where was
from
which
the
trees were brought? Does it not support
the world and remain as its controller? Is it this
Brahman is the forest.
question that you ask?
Brahman is the tree (timber) for the construction
of the sky and the earth. I tell you, in reply,
that He supports the world an::1 controls it." Here
having raised a possible cbjeotion from what is
commonly seen, the objection is removed on the
ground of Brahman's being diiierent from all else.
So also in the passage, "This, my dear, existed
only as sat," many attributes or particular features
( Viseskas) like 'at first' are indicated. There is not
a single word expressive of denial of attributes,
which Advaitins favour. On the other hand, to
explain the causal relation between Brahman and
the world, the Bru,tis indicate thousands of
attributes (or particular features), unknown before,
like the existense of a particular time, as in the
• Ashtake. II, Prasna VIII, Anuvaka VII, Pan. VIII,
9
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words 'at first,' a speci:fic kind of action as in the
word "was·•, Brahman's being both the material
cause and the instrumental cause and so also,
by the answer to the objection that the instru
mental cause is (usually) different from the material
cause, Brahman's possession of omnipotence.
It is because this (passage) aims at explaining
the truth or (reality) of the causal relationship
existing between Brahman and the world, that
the view that the effect arises without a cause
(asat karya vada) is refuted in the passage beginning
with '·This, at first, was non 1 -existent." The question
follows, ''How could this be 2 so. my dear?" The
meaning is "The origin of a thing from that
which did not exist before is impossible, as there
would be no basis or sub-strate.'' The same is
explained again in "How could a thing that
really exists arise from something that has no
real existence?". What arises from a thing that
does not really exist must also be unreal, in the
same way as a thing that is made of mud has
the qualities of mud. This is the meaning. The
words, 'origin from sat', mean the association (of
sat) with a special state or condition which
renders it fit for certain specific purposes (vyavahara).
What has been said (so far) comes to this- The
same substance which, at first, was the cause. and
later became associated with a different state or
condition-the same substance is said to be the effect.
The truth that is sought to be explained (in the con
text of sadvidya is that, by knowing one (thing), all
(things) become known. This would be impossible on
the view that the effect did not exist before (in the
cause) asat karaya vada and for the following reason:1

Chand-Up. 6-2-1.

t

Chand-Up. 6-2-2.
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The asat karya vadins (the Vai.�eshilca.s) state that
there are three kinds of causes: the instrumental cause
(},l,im#ta karana), the material cause (samavayi karana}
and (asamava1ti karana) the action which produces
the effect or result. From these three, they say that
a new substance dravya with the name of a composite
or a whole consisting of parts (avayacam) is produced
as effect. It would follow (on this view) that the
effect is different from the cause. If so, by a know
ledge of the cause, a knowledge of the effect could
not result. (The Vaiseshikas) might ask, "How can
you deny that the effect which is a composite or
whole consisting of parts is a new substance?". The
answer is (as follows):- "That the effect is a new
substance is denied on two grounds.
What you
call a new substance is the same substa.nce which
has acquired a new state or condition. The same
substance, having acquired a new state or condi
tion, is called by a new name and serves a different
purpose, There is no need to postulate a new
substance, as we do not see a new substance.
Therefore, it has been stated that the cause it
self is called an effect, when it has acquired a new
state or condition,"
NoTE :-The Vaisesliik:1s argue as follows;When a pot has to be
produced as an effect, three kinds of causes or antecedents are
necessary;- (r) the potter, his wheel, stick. ,,,. These are
called nimitla karono or instrumental cause, (:z) mud, the
material cause or ( sama11ayi ka,a11a) and
(3) the action
( •samar,ayi karana ) by which the potsherds unite to become
the pot. They hold that the final re 0 ult or karya is different at
substance from the mud as well as the potsherds.

.

Nora: :-"The relevancy of Ramanuja's argument in the paragraph give-n
above may not be clear at first sight. He maintains that the
Vedic text, •'This, my dear, had, at first, no existence" 1tate1
the view of the Vais,shikas that the effect, namely, the world,
had no previous existence and that, in the process of creation,
lswara created it anew. ltamanuja 1tates tb.at the m�tati� of

thia view which follows in the S,Kti shows that the whole context
is a statement of the doctrine of asatkrya vada held by tht.
Vais,shikas r nd a refutation of it by the Sruli itself.
N OTB :-Sankara, on the other hand, is o I opinion that the passage in
question is a statementol 1he doctrine of the Matlhyamika school
ol Buddhists. They maintain that whatever exists is only
momentary (kshanika) and do not accept the view of the Advaitins
that sat is the Reality which is eternal and that all momentary
or other illusory appearances cannot occur unlus there is" perma
nent and real substrate. Advaitins think that, without a real
and permanent substrate like ropC', no illusion such as of serpent
can take place, So, Sankara and his followers consider that the
Sncti i� here refuting not the Vaise1hikas, (as Ramanuja thinks),
but the Madhyamikas, who deny the existence of any permanent
or eternal realit,· such as Brah:r.ao. All this knowledge is
presumed as known for the discussion which fo Hows in the text of
V1darlha1angralla.

The Advaitin might here object and say:- The
Bridi here refutes asat!.aryavarla or the doctrine
that the effect did not exist before in the cause
(or as the cause), in order to show that no illusion
can take place without a substrate or basis. For,
so it is. The single Reality (Brahman), which is
consciousness, when shadowed by avidya (ignorance
or nesciencc), is illusorily seen as the world.
This avi<lya requires, for its association or shadowing,
some thing that is real as the ultimate cause,
This view must be accepted and (it would follow
therefromJ that the passage in question refutes
the view that there is no such ultimate and real
cause as Brahman. This objection of the Advaitins
is not valid. The proposition that, by the know
ledge of one, all things become known and the
illustrative example of mud show that the aim
(of this context, sadvt'dya) is to prove satkaryavada
(i. e,) that the effeot existed before as the cause
and does not arise as a new substance. Further,
it is not possible, on the view of Advaiti ns, to
>:efute . the Madhyamika doctrine that no permanent
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substrate or basis is neoessary for the ooourrenoe
of an illusion. He who holds that the defeot in
a oonsoious being is real and that this deiect is
as:-;ooiated with some thing that is also real-for
him, illusory appearances like the city of the.
Gandarvas, mirage etc, are easy to explain, But,
he who oonsiders that the defect (in perception)
iR unreal and that the mind which has this
defect is also unreal, may well admit that, even
when the substrate or basis is unreal, illusions
might take place. Therefore, in the Advaitio system,
it is impossible to disprove the occurrence of
illusions without a (real or permanent) substrate.
In the clarHioatory passages also, like "Brahman
is the true, the oonscious, the infinite" and *"Brahman
is bliss (ananda)," it has already been pointed out
that only a Brahman with all manner of attributes
is referred to, since the purport of grammatical
apposition ( samanaclhikaranya) is not opposed to
the indication of a single object qualified by more
attributes than one.
(The Advaitin) might say:- In the text "Then
( oomes) the "instruction not so, not so, t(net-i neti),"
there is a repeated denial (of the world). (We ask):
I
What is denied here must be stated, The Advaitin
might reply:- t •'Brahman has two forms, tangible
and intangible" '• The world of two kinds-that with
(a visible material form (like earth and water)
and that with an (invisible) intangible form
like air,
ether,
etc.) is all denied here
as existing",
(We answer), "Having explained
what was previously not known as His form viz.,
that the world is the form of Brahman, it would
be improper (for the Bruti, immediately afterwards, to
deny iv (as existing), "Better not to touch mire

• Taittiriya Br. 6.

t Br-Up 4-8-6.

t Br-Up 4-8-6,
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at all than to wash it off after getting smeared
with it" says the proverb. What, then, it might
ho asked, is the moaning of the negative sentence?
The author of the Braliwi Sutras has himself
stated the meaning ( in 3-2-21 ). "The denial
·is only of the possibility of limiting Brahman's
nature to the tw<J forms stated before in the context.
Therefore, the Sndi, after this denial of limitation
in two forms, proceeds aga,in to state ( a number
of Brahman's qualities). Immediately afber the
sentence neti net-i, the 8r11ti says, 1 "His name is
the True of the True, the individual souls are true and
He (Brahman) is the rrrue, more true than they".
Since, in this way a number of attributes are
declared of Brahman, it is only the, limiting of
Brahman to what has been already stated that is
objected to (ancl not attributes). This is the
meaning of the 811tra.
The Advaitin mi�ht say (neha 11a11a.�ti kincliana).
9
''There is no such thing as plurality (or the
manifold) here. In this and other Vedia sentences,
the denial of plurality alone is seen." If it is
stated so, we answer:- 3 "Here also, immediately
afterwards, the Brut-i says, "He has all under
His power, He rules over all." This brings out
Brahman's irresistible will and lordship over all.
The passage in question therefore means, "Iswara
has all things, sentient and non-sentient as his
body and is seen in all modes (or prakaras), He
is the Lord of all," What is denied here is the
existence of anything other than those that have
Brahman as their soul and not the plurality that
Advaitins have in mind. This is the real meaning
1
Br. Up. 4-8-6.
11
Br, Up. 6-4-19.
3
Br. Up. 6-4-22.

of all such Sru,tis. Therefore, nowhere do we find
any Sruti which denies Brahman's being qualified
with attributes.
Here ends the argument that the doctrine of
Brahman's association with ignorance is against
the spirit of the Srutis.

The argument
that Brahman's association with ignorance is also
against reason.
Further, the contention of the Advaitins that
Brahman is pure consciousness without any attri
butes (or particularising features) arnl that, its real
nature being concealed by avidya (ignorance or
nescience), Brahman sees plurality imposed on it
(illusorily), this contention is untenable. Conceal
ment means obstruction to luminosity. You do not
admit that Brahman, which is consciousness (light
or luminosity,) has any attribute called luminosity
other than itself, If (you say) that there is obstruc
tion or concealment of luminosity which is (Brahman),
it would mean that Brahman itself ceases to exist,
To say that consciousness (Brahman), which is a
synonym for luminosity, is eternal and, at the same
time, to say that this luminosity is concealed by
avid;ya, is childish, (because it would be making
contradictory statements.). When it is said that
luminosity is oonoealed by avidya, it should mean
(one of two things)-obetruotion to the origination
(u.tpatti) of luminosity or (obscuration or) destruction
of already existing luminosity. Since (it is held)
that luminosity is not a thing which has been newly
created, it would follow that luminosity already
existing perishes. (How then could it be sa.id ·to be

eternal?), If, on the other hand, it is maintained that
I uminosi ty is eternal and unchanging, nothing could
be said to be concealed in Brahman by avidya, even
though the latter exists, To say that, owing to avidya,
Brahman suffers obscuration and sees plurality is
inconsistent. This position of the Advaitin is indeed
inexpressible, anirvachaniya, (not worth putting
forward) in th� presence of thinking men.
NoTa :-Advaitin, say that avidy.:i is n�ither an existent like Brahman
nor a non-existent like the flow.ir in the sky, but a
thing ,that has ...n inexplicable or inexpressible (a1Jirva,haniya)
existence, Ramanuja uses the word here in a different
sense, meaning that their position is indeed indefensible,

But, sir, the Advaitin might say, "You have
also to postulate a self whose nature is knowledge
or consciousness and state that this consciousness
is self-luminous. When this self imagines that it
is a god and the like, it will have to be admitted
(by you al':l:l) that this self-luminosity undergoes
obscuration, for if there is self-luminosity, it would
be impossible to imagine the super-imposition on
itself of any other form (like that of god, man and
the like). Therefore, the untenability that you have
pointed out in our doctrine is common to you also.
Furthermore, the untenability pointed out by you
against us is only in relation to a single self (viz.,
Brahman), whereas, since you postulate an infinity
of souls (the jivatma'5 or individual souls), this untena
bility will, in your case, have to be disproved in all
of them".
To this we reply, "There is nothing difficult
for us to prove since we believe that the aim
of Vedanta is a knowledge of God or Brahman,
that Brahman is, by nature, free from all imper
fections, that He is solely of the nature of knowledge
and bliss, that He is the abode, by nature, of boun<1-
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less, unsurpassed, and innumerable noble qualities}
that Brahman has two regions of magnificence
(vibhuti), that of these two, one (nitya vibhu,ti) is
in.finite and untouched by the modifications or
changes due to time which is the accessory (nimitta)
cause of all modifications like the origin, conti
nuance and perishing of all material things,
(Prakrita)-time which is subject to modifications
like nimesha, lcashta, kala, rnulu1;rtha and other mea "'.
sures extending up to para1·dha, that the other region
of magnificence (lila v-ibhuti) consists of in.finite
sentient beings, bound and free (baddha and mukta),
who are parts of Himself and, likewise, of all non
sentient things which are subject to infinite, wonder
ful and varied changes and which form the objects
of enjoyment for the sentient beings, that Brahman
has all these as accessories for His sportful
activity ( Lila); a.nd that by being the inner ruler or
controller within them, He has all things as His
body and as His modes or attributes. We believe
also that the sources of our knowledge are the Vedas,
Rik, Yajus, Saman, and Atharvan, which are true
and consist of endless branches (saldi.a) and have come
down to us in a continuous oral tradition without
beginning and without end and that these Vedas find
their elucidation and elaboration ( Upabrahmanam) in
the Purr, nas and Dha,rmasastras, which are themselves
based on the Vedas with their three parts, injunctions
lvidki), explanations (arthavada) and hymns ( mantra)
and which were composed by many sages capable
of realising Brahman-sages like Bhagavan Dvai
payana (Vyasa), Parasara, Valmiki, Manu, Yagna
valkya, Goutama, and Apastamba. For instance,
it ha.s been said by Bhagavan Dvaipayana
the·
Mahabharata, "He who knows that I have no birth,
that I am always free from birth and that I am tho
Supreme Ruler of the world (he will be made pure of
10

in
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all sins)". Bhagavad Gita Chapter 10, sloka 8. "In this
world there are two kinds of purushas or Jivas - kshara
and akshara. Kshara is the class of Jivas bound to
Bamsara. Akshara is the class of released souls (freed
from bondage), "There is a third kind of purusha,
who is different (from these two) and who is called
Paramatma (the Supreme Self) (in the BrU,tts). He
has entered into tlte three lokas and supports them as
their eternal Ruler". Bhagavad Gita Chapter 15,
Slokas 16, & 17.
NoTB ,- Lokas- Thi" word
that are kaown by
non-sentient) and
,a,nso,a or released

here does not mean • worlds•. but those
the t,,ama1'as as existing (i. e.) matter (the
sentient beings who are either bound to
from it,

"Time (which changes all things here) is itself
worn out there (in nit,ya vibhuti) ( or the transcen
dental world of Brahman) and has no control at all
there". Mahabharata: Bantiparva 196-9.
"Compared to that (transcendental world of
Brahman), these things (that we see) here are
hells.'' 8:intipari:a 198-6. "All this of the name of
kshara from avyakta to vii;esha, which are subject
to change is for the sport of Hari." Bantiparva 206-68.
•'Krishna is indeed the origin of t he worlds
a.nd, likewise, of their dissolution. This universe
with all moving and non-moving things exists for
Krishna." Tho phrase "for Krishna" means that
everything is for (the fulfilment of) His purposes.
And Bhagavan Parasara says:" The word 'Bhagavan' denotes, 0 Mai treya,
the Supreme Brahman, who is ever pure, for whom
exist the two (great) vibhidis and who is the
(final) cause of all causes." Vishnu Puranam
6, 5, 1i.
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Jnana • (wisdom), power, strength, lordship,
prowess, sp'lendonr - these are, without any excep
tion, expressed by the word "Bhagavan'' without any
imperfections whatsoever." Vishnupuranam 6-5-79

'· 0 Maitreya, this great word "Bhagavan"
refers only to Vasudeva, who is the Supreme
Brahman". Vishnupuranam 6-1-76.
'To Him, this word is applicable both in its
etymological sense (yoqa) and in its conventional
acceptance (roodi) and not for mere courtesy.
To others (it is applicable only) for courtesy's sake".
Vishn'll, Purana - (6-6-77). "That supreme goal
(parama padam) which goes by the name of Vishnu
has these attributes (of released souls)and is ever
the antithesis of all that is impure; it is eternal, all
pervasive,
imperishable
and free from
all
inperfections". Vishnu Pwran�m: 1, 22, 58.
"Time which has such modifications as ka,la
and nwhnrthani is not the cause of any modifi.
cation in His transcendental world nitya vibhuti".
Vishmi Puranam 4, 6, 84.
"Behold his activities which are like those of a
child that plays" (ever spontaneous). Vishnu Purana:
1, 2, 18.
Manu also says:"He (Brahman) controls
all and is more subtle than the subtlest". (12-122).
Note--• The 1ix qualities or gu1111s of Bhagavan:- (1) jnana
(Knowledge). (2) Aisvarya (Lordship) unimpeded 1Lctivity,
activity based on independence (3) Sakti (ability)-potency to
become the material cause of the world; also the power of bring•
ing about what appears impossible of being brought about
(4) bala (strength)- absenct of fatigue, 1ustaining power
(5) Virya (Virility)-changelesan1ss in spite of being the
material cause of the world (6) teju (aplondour)'
might, tho power to overcome others,
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· And Yagnavalkya says "The purification which
results from a knowledge of God (lswara) is
considered the greatest of all purifications".
So also Apastamba: "All breathing things are
the city (body) of Him who takes His repose in the
oave". The breathing things are the bodily structure,
constituted of the (five) elements, which has the Jiva

or the individiuil self as its soul.

"Well", the Advaitin perhaps says, "Wherefore
all this verbose declamation? The objection (pointed
out by me) has not been shown to be false". Here
is the answer cto him): - To us who hold this view
and who maintain that the self ( or atnum) which is
of the nature of knowledge or consciousness has by
nature an attribute which is also knowledge ( dharma
bhidajnana) and which, as the result of (past) karma
undergoes expansion (vikasa) or contraction (saml.-ocha)
to us, this objection is easily disproved. According
to you (the Advaitin), luminosity is the natu,re (of
Brahman), and is not His attribute nor do you be
lieve in its expansion or contraction. In our system,
karma and the like which are the factors that
cause obscuration prevent only the rise of the spread
of luminosity. The avidya (ignorance or nescienoe)
which you postulate is the cause of concealment or
obscuration. If so, it has already been pointed out
that the very being or nature (svarupa) of Brahman
would perish: whereas, for us, by ( avidya), which is
really (past) karm2, it is only the luminosity of
the attribzdive knowledge of the eternal self that
undergoes contraction (and not the very being or
nat·ure of the self which is knowledge). By th:s
avidya or karma, arises the identification of the self
with (the body of) god, man and the like. Here
lies the differenoe between our two positions.

8!
Consider the following
Pura.nam:- 6-7-61,62

passage

in

Vishnu

"There is a third form of power called avirlya or
past krama by which the power or sakti called the
individual self (or kshetragna) which is capable of
pervading all bodies is overpowered. (Being thus over
powered by knrrna), the individual self, 0 king, becomes
subject to all the continuous ills of sarnsara (births
and deaths). The power of the individual self being
thus obscured, the attributive knowledge (dharma
bhutagnan ) is seen, 0 king, in different degrees in
different beings," The sloka thus shows how the
attributive knowledge of the individual self undergoes
contraction and expansion as a consequence of
avidya which is called karma.
Note:-Ramanaja brings forward,
in his later work Sri Bhashya,
seven
objections
to the
theory
of the Advaitins that
Brahman is obscured
by avidya. This
argument that,
in
their
view,
Brahman,
which
is
luminosity, would
cease to exist if it were concealed or obscured
is one
of them. They do not believe that
Brahman
possesses
any 1111,ibul• which could be the object
of
obscuration,
without In any way affecting
the substane, o, subdral•
possessin1
the
a:tribute,
Thi■
is
usually called • the
untenability of concealment' or (lirodhaNa anupapatti},

2. Untenabllity of any form of description concerning
avidya (svarupanupapatti).
Again, on the explicit authority of the Brutis
and by inference also from the teaching of unity
(between That and Tlwu-, for example), you (the
Adva.itin) postulate a concealing
entity called
avidya ( acckadika avidya) as a defect or fault which
causes the obscuration of the being of Brahman.
Sinoe, · aooording to you, this tlilMlJJQ, ( or ignorance
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or nesoienoe)
is itself illusory
like
the
world, its appearance would also require an
explanatory cause in the form of a defeat or
fault (in the same way as you postulate
the fault called avidya to explain the illusion of the
world). (This defect of avid1·a, by itself, cannot
explain its own illusory appearance), So, you will
have to postulate another defect to explain t!ie
illusory avidya. If this defect were real, there
would be two entjtie8, Brahman and the defect
and the central doctrine of unity ( adraita) would
go to pieces. If, on the other hand, you say that
this defect is unreal (aparamartha), it would re
quire, for its own illusory appearance, another
defect (dosha) ancl so on, Thus, there would be
infinite regress in the argument (anacastha dosha).
To avoid these two undesirable results, you may
have to maintain that Brahman itself is the
cause of the illusory appearanoe of the �original)

avidya.

Non:1-The argument here is as follows :-When Buhman sees the
world or prapancha v.bich is illusory, it mutt be due to some fault
or dosha (for whenever we see an illusory appearance, it is due
to some fault in us (defective vision, ,1,). So, the Advaitins
postulate a dosha or factor causing the illusion of the world and
call it avidya; but, since their doctrine declares that there
is only one Real, namely, Brahman, this avidya too. has to be
stated by them to be illusory. Ramanuja asks "What is the dosha
or fault owing to which this avidya or illusion exists?". If_
you explain it by saying that there is some other dosha, it, too,
must be illusory so that
Brahman might be the only Real and
that other do,ha will have to be explained by stating its cause.
Thus, there would be an endles11 series of doshas, This is. the
infinite regress referred to (anavastha.) To avoid this, one of
the two explanations should be adopted by the Advaitins I that
Brahman itself is the cause of the illusory appearance (and not
avidya),
This would, on the very face of it, be absurd• The
alternative explanation would be :-Tbe cause of the illusory
appearance of the world la avidya which is alao Illusory: but,
■ince af!idya _is beginninJl•ss Of •Htli, its c,u ■o 1hou14 not be

asked for, In the Visisllladvaili, system, Tla,ma is said to be
anadi and its cause is therefore not sought. -So also in regard
to advaili, avidya.

Even though (you maintain that) avidya is
beginningless and therefore requires no explanatory
defect as cause, the very circumstance of its being
illusory would imply that Brahman s ees the illusion
as beginningless. As you do not admit any real
defect (parama1·tha dosha) for Brahman's seeing this
illusory avidya, it would follow that Brahman would
itself be the cause of the (illusion). As Brahman is
eternal, the avidya would also be eternally there
and there would, on this view, be no such thing as
release from the bondage of avidya.

Refutation of the theory that there is only a Singla Jiva.
(Eka jiva vada)
The same argument is enough to dispro\l'e another
doctrine of the Advaitins, namely: "One only of all the
bodies (that are r;een) has a self within it; the other
bodies have no souls like the bodies or beings that
are seen in dreams. In dreams, only the body of
the person that dreams has a self within it;
the other bodies seen by him in his dream are just
bodies created (by his imagination) and have no souls,
being illusory bodies", (This doctrine is called the
doctrine of a single individual self eka j-iva vada).
Since, acoording to Advaita, the individual self as
apart from Brahman as well as all bodies are just·
false or imaginary creations of Brahman, it would
follow ,that the existence o f a self Jiv,i even in one
body · is . illusory in the same way as all the
bodies !&re illusory; there is no special reason to hold
th&t one body:, ,a.lone is , peouliar and has a self
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in it (while all others have none.) Aooording to our
system, on the other hand, the person that dreams
finds that his body aud the existence of the self in it
are not contradicted on waking, while the other
bodies (seen in his dream) and the souls imagined
in them during the dream are contradicted (as
they do not persist). So, they are all illusory;
his own body and the existence of the self in it
are real (paramartha). This is the difference
between the view of the Advaitins and ours.

3.

Untenability of the cessation of avidya
(Nivritti Anupapatti)

Further, how indeed is the cessation of avidya
caused and what is the nature of this cessation?
This has to be examined. The knowledge of
unity (that all is Brahman) and (that the Jiva and
Brahman are one (Tat Tvam .Asi) is said to cause
the cessation. You might say that the cessation
of avidya has the form opposed to that called
inexpressible or indescribable (anirvachaniya), since
avidya itself is neither sat (real, like Brahman)
nor asat (unreal, like the flower in the sky) nor both
sat and asat and is therefore inexpressible. If you
say so, what is opposed to that which is in
expressible or indescribable must be expressible
(or capable of description) nirvaclw,niya. If it
is expressible, is it sat (real) or unreal (asat) or
both real and unreal? There could not be any
other alternative. If you hold that this cessation
of.avidya (n·ivritt?'.) is something other than Brahman,
there would be two entities that are real viz.·
Brahman and cessation of avidya. This would be,
against the doctrine of unity and would be possible
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only as caused by avidya, (which) therefore would
not have ceased to exist. If, on the other hand;
you hold that the cessation of avidya is itself
Brahman, since Brahman already existed, th�
cessation of avidya must have occurred
even
before the knowledge acquired from
Vedanta
(that all is Brahman). Your doctrine that
the knowledge of unity (that Brahman alone
really exists) causes cessation ( of avidya) and
that sams.ira or bondage is due to the absence of
that knowledge would then find its contradiction.

4.

Untenability of the knowledge of unity obtained
from Vedanta causing the cessation of avidya
(nivartaka anupapatti).

Furthermore, since even the knowledge which
causes the cessation of avidya is (illusory and)
of the nature of avidya, the Advaitin has to explain
by what means that knowledge, too, would cease
to exist. He might state in reply, "This knowledl.!e
which causes the cessation of a.vidya removes all
differences other than itself and then perishes· of
itself, since all knowledge is momentary, As illus
trative examples, the Advaitins might cite the f9rest
fire and the poison which destroys the effects of
poison", But this cannot be (a proper reply J. Since
this knowledge which causes cessation of avidya
is other than Brahman, its being, origin . and
destruction are illusory (according to Advaitio
doctrine). If its destruction is illusory, the avidy?,
whioh causes the cessation of the previous aQidya,
still stands and a remedy for this illusion of
destruction which is the same as an existing avidya
will have to be thought of. In the ca.se of the

11.
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forest-fire and the like, their destruction must
neoessa.rily mean a, sucoession of new states different
from those that respectively precede them.
Nota:-Advaitins hold that Brahman is itself knowledge (satyam, inanam,
anantam). But this knowledge, which is Brahman, could not
be maintained as capable of rcmaving e1vidya. For since Brahman
always exiata, the cesaation of avidya would be eternal and there
could be no avidya at all and consequently no appearance of the
world. So they have to state that the knowledge obtained from
the sources of knowledge like Vedanta could alone lead to the
cea■ation of
avidya, But since this knowledge is other than
Brahman, it is illusory and caused by avidya. The knowledge
which is Brahman, Advaitins say, ie of a different kind from the
knowledge obtained by perception, inference, verbal testimouy
and the like,
Note:-The
jo,ul-jir,
and
the poison whieh
d111,oys pois,n :•
Advaitins
illustrate
the
point
thus ;
The
forest-fire
consumes every inflammable thing in the forest and when there is
nothing more to burn, perishes of itself. So also thi� knowledge
of unity removes all illusory appcarano:es and then periahe■ of
itself. The poison administ1tred b:, the physidan to counteract
the effects of poison in the body destroys the poison and then
ceases of itself and does not affect the body,

5. Untenability of assigning to any knower this
knowledge of unity which causes the cessation of avidya:
Jnatranupapatti.

Besides this knowledge which denies the
reality of all things other than Brahman, which
is pure consciousness ( chinmatra), it has to be
stated by the Advaitin who the knower is. If it
is said that the knower is the Jiva or individual self
falsely super-imposed on Brahman, it would be
illogical; for this illusory superimposition (adhyasa,)
·(of the individual self) is the thing to be removed or
denied and is therefore the objeot ( karma) of the
aotion to be effected by the knowledge of unjty.
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Since it is the object, it cannot, at the same time,
be the subject who owns that knowlelge (i. e.) it
cannot be the knower. If, on the other hand,
Brahman itself is stated to be the knower; what
is the nature of this 'knowership' in Brahman? Is
it real in Brahman's nature? Or is it an illusory
super-imposition? If the latter, then this illusory
superimposition and the avidya which causes it
will stand unaffected by
the
knowledge of
unity which
removes
the
original
avidya,
because they are not within
the scope of
that
knowledge_
If
you
admit
another
knowledge which could dispel this (second), avid-11a
there would be a further difficulty. This knowledge,
too, would require the three essentials (tripnti) of all
knowledge, viz., a knower, a thing to be known, and
the action of knowing. The question would then arise
"Who is its knower?" and thus you will be landed
in infinite regress (anava.�tha.) Without these three
essentials (knower, knowjng and what is known),
there could be no such thing as knowledge at all.
For knowledge is that which illumines something to
a knower. If you hold that this knowledge of unity
which dispels avidya has none of these three essen
tials, it would be like the knowledge, which il:t Brah
man (for that is mere consciousness without the
trizndi and like that knol wedge, it would be
incapable of dispelling avidya. If, on the other
hand, you accept the former position, viz., that
Brahman · itself is really the knower, then you
will have come to accept our position. namely,
that Brahman is not mere consciousness or knowledge,
but is also the knower who has knowledge as a.n
attribitte of His.
If you should state that the knowership .of
of unity whioh dispels a�WIIJa is also

the knowledge
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among the targets to be dispelled, it would be funny.
For when it is stated that everything except the
ground was out down by Devadatta, it would be
ridiculous to include in the action of being out
down, the action of cutting, the person who 0uts,
and that which is cub down.
Nonu-Advaitins hold that Brahman is mere chi• or consciousness.
They do not admit any attribute in Brahman such as knowledge or
bemg a knower, Visishtadvaitins, on the other hand, hold that
Brahman is of the nature of consciousness or jnana aad is, at the
same time, the posussor of th, alt,ibut<of knowing (i. e,) He i•
also the knower (jn,ila).
NoT1u-Though Advaitins atate that Brahman is knowledge or
consciousness, they maintain that this knowledge which is
Brahman (sva,11pa) cannot dispel avidya. Avidya can be dispelled,
according to them, only by the kind of knowledge which is
derived from auy one of the sources of knowledge (Promana janya
jnana) sense,-perception, inference, or verbal testimony (Snst,a).

6.

Untenability due to the lack of efficient means for
dispelling illusory appearance.
(Samagri Anupapatti)

Moreover, by what means is produced this
knowledge of unity which, you say, enables one to
realise that Brahman alone is real and that all
differences that we perceive in the world are
illusory? This has to be carefully oonsidered. If
it is s,aid "By the Sridi itself", it cannot be (a
prope_r answer).
( Aocording to your system),
�V;erything except Brahman is the creation of
auidyq,. Therefore, it would follow that the Brutia,
�hioh are different from Brahman, cannot dispel
the illusory appearance of the world, being them-:
selves the products of avidya (ignorance). For
exarqple, the illusion that the rope is a serpent
which ,is caused by some qefeot or fault (in
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perception, cannot be dispelled by the knowledge
"This is a rope and not a serpent", when this
knowledge comes from a defective or unsound
source. When the fear due to the illusion of the
serpent in the rope persists, if a person of un
sound mind were to cry out aloud, "This is a
rope and not a serpent", his words would not
dispel the illusion, so long as bis mental un
soundness is known and the fear arising from the
illusion, too, will not vanish.
The man who
knows that everything except Brahman is illusory,
even when he hears the words of the 8ruti (that
Brahman alone is real) knows that the Sruti,
being different from Brahman, is the product of
illusion.
Therefore, the knowledge imparted by
the Bruti that Brahman alone is real cannot
dispel his avidya or ignorance.
If you say "The knowledge of unity whioh
dispels avidya, Bastra, or Scripture which provides
that knowledge, and, so also, the person who has
that knowledge are all illusory and false, since
they are different from Brahman", then, indeed,
the illusory nature of the
world and the
disappearance of the world in mukti would become
false. This would only come to mean that the world
is real. Suppose a person dreams that some one
in the dream tells him that his father is dead and he
a,fterwards comes to know that it was all a dream,
he would then realise that the knowledge imparted to
him in the dream about his father's death is false
and that his father is realy alive. Texts in the
Sruti like "That Thou art" cannot contradict the
reality of the world, because these words a.re
caused.by illusion, just like the words contradicting
the reality of the serpent in the rope when_ used by a,
··
man unsound mind._ -

of
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"But", the Advaitin might say, "when some fear
persists in a dream, if a knowledge arises, even
during the dream, that it is a dream, the previous
fear is seen disappearing. In the same way, here
also (the knowledge imparted by the illusory Srnti
may dispel the erroneous notion due to avirlya)". It is
not so. During the dream itself, if it is known that
this, too, is a dream, the fear is seen to recur again.
So, there is no difference of any kind between the
dream which contradicts and the dream which is
contradicted. It has been already stated that even
while we listen to the 8rll,ti, we are aware (according
to the Advaitin) that the Srut-i is as illusory as
dreams.
It is sometimes stated by Advaitins that though
the scripture (sa�tra) is false or illusory, being the
product of delusion (or error), it declares that
Brahman exists and is without a second and with
out any attribute and that the existence of
Brahman and its being without any attribute are
true because they are not contradicted afterwards.
This statement, too, cannot hold good. For the
existence or reality of Brahman is contradicted
by (a school of Buddhists), who declare that
reality is non-existent (soonya). If the Adv:aitin
says that this contention of the
Buddhists
is due to error or delusion, it may be replied.
"You have yourself stated that the words in the
sridi, "Brahman is real and without a second"
are due to illusion (or avidya)". The contention
that there is nothing really existing (not. even
Brahman) has the superiority of having no
later contradiction.
Both the Buddhist who
does not believe in the reality pf anything and the
Advaitin who contends that everything .. except
Brahman is unreal are equally unfit, iita the· opinion:
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of the wise, to be oontroversialists, sinoe neither of
them a,oeepts the truth of any authority ( or pram1-na)
whioh oould prove their contention to be right, It
has been sa id:- Disputation is at all possible only
with those who accept the truth of the sources of
knowledge (pramana). It is no use arguing with one
who does not believe in the reality of anything.
Note;-LATER CONTRADICTION,-It is only if we know beforehand
what is meant by the term "tree " that we can say afterwards
"This is not a tree", So. the knowledge of an object precedes its
denial. The denial which is experienced later supersedes the

knowledge of the existence of the object. When one text in the
Srtds aaya "The world exiats", the Advaitin, on the authority
of another sruti, says "It docs not exist, only Brahman exists'.
and contends that the denial of the world, being later, supersedes

the s,uti which speaks of the world as existing and real. On t'1e
same line of reasoning, Ramanuja says, it would follow that the
statement of the Advaitin that Brahman is real finds its
supersession in the sunyavidin's statement that "there is nothing at
all that is real'•. This proposition would have to be considered as
true, because there could be no later contradictioD of it at all.

Furthermore, on what authority (prarnana) do you
establish the unreality of the world given in sense
perception (pratyal:sha)? The Advaitin may sa.y,
"Perception arises from a defect or fault (dosha.).
So, what sense perception brings before us can be
explained away otherwise ( as due to faults or
imperfections), whereas Scripture or Bastra, which
is faultless and which could not be explained away
otherwise, should be considered as · superseding
perception", If he says so, (we ask), "By what
fault ( doslvi) does perception reveal to us
(the world so full of) endless differences? If you
say in reply, perception is tainted by the false
persisted
has
of differences which
notion
same
"The
reply,
we
time".
from beginningless
fault is seen also in scripture (which, too,
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recognises differences).
How, then, . ·ao you
establish the superiority of Scripture over percep
tion (as a source of knowledge) and state that it is
contradicted by the teaching of Scripture? As a mat
ter of fact, perception and Scripture have different
provinces and cannot therefore oonfliot with each
other. Perception is concerned with apprehending
elements like akasa' (ether) and air (vayu,) and
things having varied configurations like those of
men endowed with senses such as those of hearing
and touch.
Scripture or sastra, on the other hand, treats of
what cannot be apprehended by perception, viz., the
nature of Brahman, His being the innermost soul
of all, His being the Reality and His being endowed
with countless attributes, the ways of worshipping
and meditating on Brahman, and the various benefits
accruing from His grace, such as attaining Him, and
likewise also, the punishments that will be incurred
by doing things displeasing to Him, ( As they
concern themselves with entirely different matters,
there oonnot be any conflict between sense perception
and Bastra), You too, admit that Scripture which is a
superior authority has no beginning and no end and
has the merit of a continuous tradition (regarding
the text). You should necessarily admit also the
reality of what is given to us by sense perception
( pratyaksha).
Enough of this refutation of flimsy fleeoe
like arguments brought forward by perverse minds
which are thrown and swept a way by the strong
gale of hundreds of passages in the Sru,t-is.

Refutation of Bhaskara's system of Bhedabheda.
Note:-The school of Bhaskar& holds that there is no difference in reality
(or by nature) ( svabha'Uena) between the Supreme Self (Brahman)
and the individual self
(Jivalma).
bnt that, owiDg to the
limitations
imposed
by Upadhis (conditioning
or
limiting
adjuncts) like the body and the senses, Brahman assumes the
forms of Jivas, When the Upadhi vanishes, the Jiva becomes
lhahman, So Brahman and Jiva are both different and non•
different from each other. In their doctrine, the Upadhi is not
unreal and this (among other things) distinguishes them from the
Advaitins).

According to the second view ( or school of
thought), there is nothing other than Brahman and
the Upadhis. Since the Upcidhis are said, in this
system, to be associated only with Ilrah:man, all
the imperfections due to the Upadhis such as the
body and the senses) would affect Brahman also.
The texts in the Srut-is saying that Brahman is
free from all faults and imperfections and the
like would then be contradicted. The Bhaskarites
might defend their position by saying "Ether
(akasa) is all - pervasive, but the ether confined to
a pot and the like is looked upon as different
from the all - pervasive ether elsewhere and as
possessing different attributes; neither the good
qualities nor the bad qualities in the ether within
the pot become associated with the extensive ether·
elsewhere. In the same way, the faults and
imperfections of the individual self (Jiva) who is
marked off from the rest (of Brahman) by the
differences due to the Upadhis may �ot affect
Brahman".
If it is so stated, it cannot be
considered convincing. Ether akas:i is not a
and cannot,
composite with parts (avaya1.·i)
therefore, be out off or marked off into two or
more parts. So, the pots and other things are
oonneoted only with the all - pervasive ether.·
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Likewise, Brahman is incapable of being divided
(into parts) and the Upadhis must be connected
with Brahman itself, (and not any part of it.)
The Bhaskarite might say, ·'The region of ether
which is connected with the pot is different from
the other region of it (not so connected)", We
reply:- "Ether is a single (non-composite) thing
and becomes connected with the pot and the like
by means of a part or region in it. So, when
the pot is moved (from one place to another),
it is some other region (that becomes connected),
and thus there is no fixity of region. Similarly,
there is no fixity in the region of Brahman (which
becomes connected with Upaclhis. When the Upadhi
moves, the part of Brahman (newly) connected
with the Upadhi becomes differentiated from the
part or region not (now) connected with it. So,
you (the Bhaskarite) would be forced to admit that,
at one moment, when connected with Upadhis,
Brahman is bound in samsara and that, at another
moment, when the Uparlhi has moved away, it has
attained release (or mokslui), An admission of this
kind would be ridiculous in the eyes of impartial
thinkers.
The Bhaskarite might argue as follows:
"Although ether (akasa) is non-composite and
therefore without parts, ether is considered as the
sense ( organ of hearing) and it is usual to
distinguish between that region which is called the
sense of hearing and the rest of ether which is not
the organ of hearing. In the same manner, it may
be possible to distinguish between Brahman with
Upadhi and Brahman without Upadhi." But this
argument is fallacious, It is only the region of
the ether which is connected with the cavity of
t�e ear modified by a special kind of air that is
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called the sense of hearing, Though there is no
distinguishing
feature
between
this
region
of ether and
the rest of ether, it may be
proper to distinguish it
as the
sense
of
hearing. When the bodies (of beings) move, all
regions of ether contact them without any fixed
rule or restriction (ni yarna). So also Upaclhis ( while
moving) contact all regions of Brnhman without any
restriction or reservation. We have explained the
distinction between the region of ether called
the sense of hearing and the rest, assuming (for the
moment) that ether, as such, is the sense of hearing.
As a matter of fact, however, ether does not form
the sense of hearing at all. Vedic scholars hold
that the eleven senses arise from the principle or
'real' (tatfoa)
called Vaikarika Ahankara. For
instance, Bhagavan Parasara says:"lt is (sometimes) said that the senses arise
from Ta,ijasa Ahankara. But the ten senses ( devali)
with the mind as the eleventh are truly vaikarikas".
This is the meaning of the sloka:- .Ahankara
(one of the 25 reals) is of three kinds: Va,ikarika,

'l1aijasa and Bhntadi which are respectively called
also Sattvika, R'lja�a and Tama�a. The sage (Parasara)
states that, from the Tamasa .Ahankara or Bhutadi,
the five elements like ether are produced. He then
cites the opinion of others that the eleYen senses are
produced from 'J1aijasa .Aliankara and indicates his
own opinion that the senses arise from sattvika
ahan,kara and that the senses are therefore 1.:aikarikas.
The word devah in the t1loka, means the senses.
Similarly, in the Mahabkarata, it is stated that the
senses are nourished (or strengthened) by the
elements. Even if it is held that the senses a.re
modifications of the five elements, the Bba.skarite
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contention does not gain anything. The senses
are distinguished from the elements as being their
modifications, in the same way as the body is
distinguished from tlrn five elements out of which
it is built up. This cannot be said to be true of
the Jim, who is not a modification or evolute of
Brahman (parinarna), because the Hruti says that
Brahman is without any modification or change
(nirvikara). Therefore. since Brahman is indivisible,
without parts and without changes or modifi•
cations, it would (on the view of the school
of Bhaskara) be impossible to disprove the
presence of innumerable imperfections due to con•
tact with the 11,padhis. Those who are well.versed
in the 8astr,u; have therefore scant regard for this
Bhedabheda system, which could be accepted only
by those who are guided by mere faith.
Further, you (Bhaskarites) hold that Brahman's
essential nature (.�varupa) evolves into non-sentient
things (achetana).
This is opposed to the srtdi
which declares that Brahman is without any changes
or modifications (nirvikara.) If you maintain, (in
order to avoid this difficulty) that it is not Brahman
which evolves into non-sentient things but that
His sakf'i or power undergoes the evolution, we ask,
•'What is this sakti? Is it a modification (or evolute)
of Brahman?; or is it something not different from
Brahman? In eithor case, it would follow, on your
view, that Brahman itself
undergoes change
(which is against the sru,ti}.
�ote,-According to the Sankhya system, there are 2.5 real■ or
(tattvas) beginning with prakriti or matter in its un,evolved
state and ending with
pu,usha or the individual self. Pf'abiti
evolves into mal,at, the next to evolve is ahanJ,a,a, which is one of
the evolutes from primordial matter. It a this ahanllara that
ii! referred to above. The word ahanlu,f'a al■o means •1•ism Qr
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arrog,mce. but this has nothing to do with the ahcanka,a referred to
in the text a1Jovc, The Vedantins adopt such of the conventions
of the Saflkhyas
a.s arc not in conflict with their sy,tem,

:,; o:e;-

J

1 he eleven s,nses:
five
na.nendriyas or
senses affording
knowledge, viz sight, hearing, touch,
smell and taste; five
karmenrlriyas or senses useu in action,
viz, speech, hand, foot,
arms, thh organ of 1eproduction;
the eleventh sense Is the
mind.

Refutation of Yadavaprakasa's Bhedabheda.
:-.'ote;-In Yadav.'\prakas·t's system as in Bhaskara's, the world is
real, the Scripture is not illusory error. The Bhaskarites hold
that the
iva becomes Brahman in t11oksha (when freed from
Upadhi) and that the difference between them (during sumsa,a)
is due to uparllii.
By nature
or in reaiity, they arc not
differ�nt from each other. The diffcrenct, is merely due to
Upadhi, In regard to a,h,t or nonsentient things and Brahman,
both difference and non-difference are natural svabh11vika. Yadava
prakasa, on the other hand, holds that a portion (or &11kti) of
Brahman changes or evolves into the individual self and that,
even in ffloksha, the individual self remains different from Brahman.
So, both difference and non-difference between chit and Brahman
are natural as between 11c/,it and Brahman,
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In the third view (that of Yadavaprakasa) it
is maintained that the individual self and Brahman
are both really different and non-different. It is
also held that Brahman becomes the individual
self. If so, the individual self is different from
Brahman only to the extent that Saubhari's many
bodies taken by him at the same time were
different from one another (i. e) having only one
soul among them), and in the same way as the
several avatars of Iswara (Vishnu) were different
from one another (all of them having, however, the
quality of being Iswara). From this, it would
follow that that the imperfections of the individual
self would be only of lswara. This is what it
The school of Yadavaprakasa
comes to saying:maintains that Iswara, by His own substanoe
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(.<marupa), assumes different forms like those of gods,
men, animals and plants and is their soul. If this
position is taken up, just as all actions such as
the holding of water which pertain to pots, dishes
and the like made of a single lump of mud belong to
mud itself, even so, all the pleasures and pains
of all the JiMs would pertain to Iswara himself.
(The followers of YadavaprakasaJ might argue:
"That part of the mud which has been left over
after the making of pots, dishes and the like is
not associated with any action (like the holding of
water). In the same way, that part of Iswara
which is not used up in the evolution of such
individual souls as gods 1 beasts and men is the
abode of ommscience, omnipotence and other
such auspicious qualities". True, but this would
imply that one part ( amsa) of Iswara has an
abundance of auspicious qualities, while another
part is full of imperfections, since both have the
quality of being Iswara . If they reply, 'The two
parts are distinguished or differentiated from each
other", we ask, "What do you gain thereby?. It
does not behove Iswara to be eternal ly subject to
ills in one part, though, in another part, there is
happiness- It is like Devadatta having one arm
smeared with sandal paste and adorned with
bracelet, armlet and ring: while the other arm of the
same (Devadatta) is beaten with a wooden mortar
and put into the flames of an all-consuming fire.
That would be the condition of Iswara. This variety
of Bhed,abheda is even more blasphemous than the
Advaitic view that Brahman is associated with
a.fnana or ignorance, for, according to Bhad..b
a heda,
this unbounded suffering is real (and not illusory
as il'l advaita) and insurmountable as individual
souls are innumerable (and not single as in advaita)
If the Yadavaprakasa school say, "Therefore we hold

that this · part ( amsa), namely, the individual self,
is different in nature from Brahman", they will
have come to our way (of thinking). The objection
pointed out (so far) will arise only, if it is held that
the substance ( srarupa) of Iswara himself changes
into the Jiva and is identical with the Jira. If,
like ourselves, they say that the relationship between
Iswara and the individual soul is that between the
soul and the body, there cannot be any such objec
tion. Far from there being any objection, a num
ber of great qualities like the control of all indivi
dual souls will have become explained in Iswara.
The grammatical apposition or co-ordination
samanadhikaranya in "That Thou Art" will be direct
and not indirect or figurative (lakshana).
Further, it has already been stated that the
same thing cannot be both different and non
different (from another) as they would be oontra
dictory to each other. If the pot is different from
the cloth, the pot cannot exist in the cloth. If the
pot is not different from the cloth, the pot is in the
cloth. The existence and the non-existence of the
same object at the same time and in the same
place are contradictory of each other, The Bhedabheda
schools might say, "As genus ( Jati), the cow with
broken horns may exist in the cow without
horns; cowness may exist but as an individual
(vyakti} it may not exist in it". We reply:- "If the
genus is stated to be not different from the indivi
dual, it would follow that in the cow with broken
horns, the oow without horns would be present
(for both are the genus 'cow'), This would be
against reason. If the genus is held as both
different end non-different (bhinncib.\inna) from the
individual, owing to non-difference, the genus Jat·i
(oowness) should be present in the cow with broken
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horns and owing to differenoe, it would not be
present (in the oow with broken horns), in the same
way as buffaloness is not present in the horse.
Note:-JATI AND YYAKTI:
In the Bludabh1d1J sys tem, Brahma.n i$ different from the Jiva
and, at the same time not differen t from the Jiva. If you ask,
•·How can a thing be both different and non-different fro m
another?'', the followers of that system reply: "Ihcre is uothing
inconceivable in this. Take the following example :- A cow
with horns, a cow without horns and a cow wito. broke'\ horns.
All of them belong to the genua or Jati "cuw ''. That is. all the
three o{
them have ••cowness" in common, though, as
individuals (vyakti), they are difftrcnt from one another.
fhcrc is 110 dltlerence between the cow with horns and the cow
without horns, if you consider them irom the pJint of view of
their jati or genus, fur they have all "cowness •· At the s,.mc
time as individuals vyakti, they arc different from each other.
So, there is both difference and non-difference amoag them
\bheda and abheda).
In refuting this argument, Ram-muja asks;- "( l) Do you mean
to say that the genus, Jr.1/i and the individual,
vyikti are not
different from each other? It so, the cow with broken horns mu3t
be pn,sc,it in the cow with horns, for, they have both the genus
or !-::iti •• cowness •·; (z) Or do you mean to s.iy that
Jaii and
Vyakti ••re both d11lerent and non-different from each otherl
If you hold this i;econd view. certain absurdities will result. Jf
they are different, the cow with brob.en horns cannot be in the
cow with horns; if they are not d ifierent, the one must be
present in the other. This is as absurd as sayin,: that the
buffalo is present in the ho,sc. How can two contra.1ies be the
same?

The genus (or Jati) is really a mode (prakara)
or attribute of the thing, being the oommon
configuration of the object. The mode or attrribute
is different from the object possessing the mode
or
attribute. It has already been stated that
the mode or attribute (prakara) is inseparable
from the object possessing the (prakara) or mode and
incapable of being apprehended
apart
from
it . and that the configuration (samsthana) is
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present as a mode or attribute in more objects than
one. The idea "This is the person seen before as
that" arises from the mode being common to both
as in the perception: "This man, too, has a stiok".
It is this mode, which is genus and the like, that
is called bhtela or differentiating feature. The
association with this differentiating feature is the
cause of the object being considered as different
(from others). In the same way as knowing an
object ( samvedana) is the
cause of the object
being designated and talked about and is also
the cause of the knowledge itself
being desig
nated and talked about, the genus is the cause
of the object ( v-yakti) being talked about and also of
itself (genus) being designated and talked about.
By this same argument, the contention that sense
perception apprehends mere existence ( sat) and not
differentiating features (bheda) stands refuted. For
perception apprehends the object only as possessing
the genus or configuration. It is this genus or
configuration that reveals the object having the
genus or configuration and is also the cause of
differences being designated. The objection to the
view that the substance (svarupa) of Brahman is
modified into non-sentient beings (achit) has already
been dealt with.
Here ends the refutation of rival systems of
philosophy.

13

A detailed exposition of Vislshtadvaita

"He who stands on the earth and is within
the earth, whom the earth is not aware of, to
whom the earth is the body and who controls
the earth from within-He is your atma (soul),
the inner Ruler, who is immortal'', Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad (Kanva recension). "He who stands on
the atman (soul) and who is within the atman,
whom the atman is not aware of, to whom the
atman ( soul) is the body and who controls the
atman from within-He is your atma (soul), the
Inner Ruler, who is immortal". Brihada,ranyaka
Upanishad: (Madhyandina recension).
"He who moves about within the earth, to
whom the earth is the body and whom the earth
is not aware of" and the like ( Su};alopanishad)
"He who moves about within the akshara (atman
or soul) to whom the akshara is the body and
whom the akshara is not a ware of.'' (Subalopanishad).
'·He who moves about within Death, to whom Death
is the body and whom Death is not aware of,"
( Subalopanislvid). '•He is the inner soul of all
beings and is untouched by (their) imperfections.
He is the supreme Deity, Narayana. who is without
a second'', (Bubalopanishad)
"Two birds with similar qualities and mutually
attached to each other rest on the same tree.
One of them (the Jira) eats the ripe fruit, while
the other (the Supreme Self) shines without eating
it". ( Mnndaka Upanishad).
Note:-Th• •tree• is the body; the fruit is the result of k•rm11.

"He has entered within all persons and controls
them (from within). He is the soul of all.
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( Aranyaka 8-20-4.) "He created it; having created
it, He entered into it (the Jira): having entered
into it, He became Sat, the individual self which
remains ever the same without any change and
also tyat, the non-sentient, which is subject to
change.
Though He became the chit and the
achit) He never changed but was always sat!Jam.,
the unchanging truth". (Tciittiriya Upanislta,J.)
tcl will enter with the Jioa as his atma or
soul and will create the various forms and give
them their names". (Ohandoyya Upinisl1ad 6-3-2).
"The Jiva or individual self realises that the Supreme
Self directs him (in the wheel of samsara) and
that he is the object of direction different from
the Supremo Self that directs. By winning the
grace of the Supreme Self thereby, he attains
immortality:' (Svetasv_itara Upanisharl-1-1-2). 11 Having
realised the one who experiences (pleasures and
pains), that which is the object of experience and
Him who directs all, I have described to thee the
three-fold nature of things'", (Sveta,rn-itara Upanisliad
-1-25). "The Eternal of Eternals, the Soul of all
souls, He who fulfils the desires of many, being
Himself single". (Kata Upanishad (2-5-13). "He is
the Lord of matter and souls and the possessoi.•
of qua�ities''. "He whose knowledge has no limits
and he whose knowledge is limited, the .Ruler and
the Ruled". Svetasvetara Upanishad 6-33 & 1-17). From
hundreds of such texts in the srutis and so also,
by.· their elucidations and explanations such as (the
following):"The whole world· is Thy body; the stability
of the earth is dependent on Thee". (The Ramayana)-:
6-(�0-fU,).
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'"Whatever is created by whomsoever it may be,
Hari is the cause of it all and every one (of these
creations) is His body". ( Vishnu. Puranam 1-f2f2-35).
'"I am, 0 Arjuna, the soul of all beings and
abide within their hearts.
I am seated in the
heart of every one. From me arise memory, perception
and their loss as well," ( Bhagavad Gita-1020);
-from these and other such utterances of Valmiki,
Parasara, and Vyasa who stand in the front rank
of those who know the real meaning of the Vedas,
we learn that the Supreme Brahman is the soul
of all and that everything, sentient and non-sentient,
(chit and achit), is His body. The body being the
inseparable attribute of the soul which owns the body
is therefore its prakara or mode. Therefore, the word
denoting the body denotes also the soul whose
prakara or mode the body is. •Though the body a.nd
the soul have different attributes, the two do not get
mixed up with each other. Since Brahman bas
everything as its body, all grammatical a.ppositions
or co-ordinations (samanadlt{karanya) (like "That
Thou Art" and "All this is Brahman") which reveal
the magnificence of Brahman, refer to Brahman who
has all sentient and non-sentient things as his
praka1a (mode) directly without any lakshana.
•Note;-THOUGH THE BODY AND THE SOUL HAYE DIFFERENT
ATTRIBUTES:We see, in the world, things with different qualities cetting
mixed up, A log of wood exposed in a salt pan gets coated with
salt in a Ebort time. But no such mixing up take• place in the case
of Brahman and the world of sentient 1md non-aentient things,
because of the unique greatness or splendour of Brahman,

Grammatical co-ordination (samt11nadhikaranya)
is said to be present, when two words refer to the
same objeot in two different ways and this OO•
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ordination is direct (or without laksliana) and literal
in our interpretation. Thus it is; in the co-ordination
or apposition "That Thou Art", 'That' refers to
Brahman the (material) oause of the world, the abode
of all auspicious qualities, (the one) who is free
from all imperfections. The word "Thou" that
enters into the co-ordination refers to the Inner
Ruler within the Jiva who has the Jira as His
body, who is the soul of His body which is
the Jiva, and who has that body as His
mode or inseparable attribute. In the interpretations
of other systems, there is no such (direct) apposition
and Brahman becomes involved also in faults or
imperfections.
This is what it comes to mean:- (In the Brutis
and the Bmritis) Brahman is declared to be of a parti
cular nature. This particular nature of Brahman
persists in all states or conditions, So, in all
these states, this manifold and varied world
consisting of sentient and non-sentient things
exists either in the gross or in the subtle
form. Only then oan the text "I will become
the many" have any real meaning. Therefore, it
follows that all sentient and nonsentien·t things
chit and achit exist as configurations or inseparable
attributes of Brahman who is in the different con
figurations as cause and as effect.
Note ;-GROSS A.ND SUBTLE: Before creation or Jrtshti, the world ia
in a subtle state.
After "ishti it as■umes a grosa manifestation.

At this an objection might be raised that only
the genus and the qualities (of a thing) and not a
substance (dravya) are usually seen as attributes.
These attributes are always connected with that
thing as its configuration or mode and answer to the
W()fflS "of this kind". A substance ( dravya) which
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can stand by itself (independent of others) cannot
rightly be considered as an attribute or mode of
Iswara answering to the words (of this kind) so that
there may be grammatical co-ordination between
them. Well, the reply is as follows:- Even substances
like the stiok and the ear-ring are often seen as
attributes of another substance (say, a man) (as when
we speak of a man with a stick or with an ear-ring).
Note :-The objection stated by thinkers of other schools is to
this effect; The J iva is a substance and Iswara is also a substance.
How c,1n one substance (dravya) be an atribute of another
substance (dravya) so th.:.t the two may be put in grammatical
co•ordination (samanadhika,an,·a) witn each other in '' That
Thou Art".?
Note :-GENUS - QUALITY: 'cow' refers to an individual, ·cowness'
i�the genus (jati) which is in all cows. '•White or Whiteness''
is a quality in chalk, which is a substance having the quality.
Here genus and r1uality are easily Sf en as attributes to substances;
hut how can a subnance be an attribute nf another sub!tance ?
This ia the objection raised.

But this answer might be said to bo unsatis
factory and the objector might Bay, "When one sub
stance, such as stick and ear-ring, which oan have
an independent existence_, is an attribute of another
substance, we (invariably) speak of that other
sq.bstance possessing the substance and do not speak
of them as being in apposition with each other.
For example, we speak of Devadatta possessi_ng a
a stick and not Devadatta as being a stick, "Deva
datta has a stick". Therefore, it will not be prope·r to
consider substances dravya like sentient and non
sentient beings as being similar to genus · like
'oowness' and speak of them as· modes or attributes
of Iswara put in grammatical _ co-ordination with
eaoh other. The reply to this objection is as follows:
This kind of co-ordination is quite OOlllUlOU in.
(C?rdinary interoou�se)_ anp. in:_ the Vegas.. . T9e 'Yqrd�:
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'oovr,: 'horse•; 'man', 'god' and the like denote the
respeotive bodies whioh are substances built up of
non-sentient matter.
And yet it is often said,
"Devadatta was born as a man owing to certain
meritorious aobions (in his past life)". "Yagnadatta
was born as a cow owing to sinful actions''. "Another
sentient being was born as a god o wing to merito
rious deeds of a superior character". In all these
instances, the bodies of these, man, god and the like are
put in gra.mmatical co-ordination (sarnanadhikaranya)
with sentient beings as their modes or (prakaras) or
attributes. Thus, substances(namely, the five elements
which build up the body) are spoken of as prak1,ras or
attributes of other. substances in grammatical ap
position( i.e.) Deva.datta is a man', Yagnadatta is a cow,
and the like, The truth is as follows:. It does not mat
ter whether it is a genus (Ja,ti) a quality (guna) or a
subtanoe (dravya). When any of them exists as an
attribute of a particular substance, provided it is
an inseparable attribute, it may be put in gram
matical apposition with that substance. But if a
substance which can stand independently by itself
is considered at any time and in any place as an
attribute or (prakara) of another substance, . then
they cannot be put i� grammatical co-ordi11ation
and usage will require 'jbeing with" or 'possessing'
as in " Davadatta is with a stick " and not
Deva.datta is a stick". In the same way,
all
objects, either moving or non-moving, (sthavara
or jangama)
being the body of
Iswara,
can
inseparable
attributes
of His. There
exist only as
fore, Iswara who has them as His attributes is
referred �o also by the respective words denoting
them and oe.n be spoken of in grammatical
All this has been ex
co-ordin�tion with them.
plained at length in QOnnection with the Vedio
t;ext .on ,the orea;tion of na.mes ·and· forms. · ', r ·,
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Note:-• Tree ' means o.,t on-ly the object usua.Hy signified by the ,rqrd,
but also Is11Vara who is within the tree aiid to whom the tree f1
a praA,ma mode or attribute. The word D1t1ad111t11 meant not
only the body of Devadatt<l b11t the soul o1 Devadatta of whicb
the body is an attribute, Further, the word refers also to Iswa.-a
who is within the soul of Devada.tta and who has that soul as
His 9,11l'lar11 (or sa,i,a). On this view, the samanadhikllranya
in Thal Tito" Art is direct and not indirect (lllluhau)
for "Thou" here is Svetalcetu, The word
also signifi.es
Brahman who is within Sveta.ketu'1 soul as its inner Ruler
(,utaryami), •That' i■ Braliaun, the ultimate cause of the
world, The meaning of the co-ordination is ' Brahman, the
ultimate cause of the w .irld is Br.wm \n w:-io is within the soul of
Saetak11tu as its inner Ruler',

Therefore the self or soul, matter (prakriti),
maha,t, ahankara the five tanm.2tras, the five ele
ments (earth, water. fire, air and ether) the
eleven senses - these are the 25 tattva� or 'reals'.
reals are built up the
Out of these twenty-five
fourteen world� whioh constitute the universe
(Brahm1,nda) Within this universe (or Brahm'l,nda)
are to be found gods, animals, men, and non
moving things like plants. All these are inseparable
attributes af Iswara. These are all effeots (karya)
and are Brahman. Hence, when Brahman, their
ultimate (material) cause is known, everything
beoomes known; "by the knowledge of one, ·au
become known", says the Srnti.
So it has been
declared (by the BruU) that Brahman is the soul
of all sentient a nd non-sentient things which a.re
His attributes, because He is the (material) cause
(karana) and they are the effects (karya),
Nete:-C.4US.E .4ND E.FF.:.CT :•
When it is said that the world is Brahm;i.n or · All thi11 is
Brahman', it has to be understood only in tbis sense:-Brahrnan
being th• soul and the world t-eing His body, the two IQ&y be
looked upon as the same. but the substance of Bra!inuu in itself.
(w11,11j)o11) is not the same as the substance of the world, Brahalin
being the material cause (uf'da1t1.1 A11,a"11) may be spoken of a.a
beiol the ea111e u the .e«.et ( kr)'11) t>it., tu :world. The
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effect is only a prtska,11 or 1node of the cau.�e and is tlierefOre aQ
attribute, So when the relatio11 of cauge and effect is under■tood,
we understand that the effect is an attribute of the cause.

Those who maintain that Brahman itself
evolves into prakriti or matter and the Jiavs or
individual souls might here raise lihe following diffi
culty or objection:- "(You) rule out the possibility.
of the substance of Brahman (sv irupa) evolving
(in the form of the world) on the ground that it
would be against the Vedic texts which declare
that Brahman is not subject to any chauge and
that it is iree from imperfections. But Brahmasutra
1, 4, 28 states that Brahman should be oonsiderd
as also the material cause ( up2-dana karana), so that
the proposition and the illustrative example (mud
and pot) may not conflict (with each other). In
this sutra, the Supreme Self is explained to be
the material cause of the world (prakrit,i or ·upadana
karana). The proposition sought to be proved is
that by the knowledge of the one. all other things
become known. The illustrative exiJ.mple is that of
mud (the material oause) and its effects (karya,)
(like pots and dishes). (This illustrative example
would be appropriate only if Brahman were the
material cause (upad1.na karana), Whatever is the
material cause must be subject to change. How
is this inconsistency explained (by you)?"

The answer to this is as follows:- The (Bruti)
says that Brahman is the (material) cause of the
world including the Jivas or individual selves with
out any exception. (When this is so), if it should
be maintained that Iswara evolves into the form
of the Jiva it would be in conflict with the
Brahma,sutra (2, 8, 18) which says:"Nor *is the .Atma (created) because (it is denied)
by the tJridi. From those srutis, the atma ( is understood) to be eternal (nitya).
1
n o,
l 6b l:S I
• Brahma Sutra: 2-3-16

1,

l
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Further, the Supreme Self is declared to be
free from unfairness
( vaishamaya) and cruelty
(nairghrnya) (in its dealings with the different
( Jivas) in Brahmasutra (2, 1, 84) in these words:"(There is) no unfairness nor hard-heartedness,
for (creation is) in strict accordance (with past karma).
It is by accepting the beginningless nature of
the Jiv:is that karma is indicated as the reason (for
the inequalities seen among different Jivas and the
cruel suffering which some are subjected to.)
The Butrakara raises a possible objection to this
and answers
it in sa,tra
(2, 1, 85.) thus:
"If it is objected to by saying that it cannot
be karma, because before srishti or creation, there
is no division (of Brahman into Jivas), the
answer is "because the Jiva has no beginning (,i. e.)
(is eternal). This would be in accordance with
reason and is also declared in the Brutis".
The
reason implied is that if the Jiva or individual
self is not eternitl and has a beginning, he should
have to be considered as enjoying the fruit of
what was not done (by him) and being out off
from the enjoyment of the fruit of what was done
(by him). (So the Jiva has to be accepted as
eternal). In the same way (as the individual self
is said to be without any beginning), matter
(prakriti) also is declared by the Srutis to be
without a beginning.
That matter (prakriti) and the individual
self (puri1,sha) were not created (and had no
beginning) is also brought out in the following
Vedia text:"A certain thing (matter) whioh has no begin-
ning produces many things of. the same nature
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(namely, things constituted of the five elements)
and is red, white and black (i. e. it has the colours,
respectively, of the elements, fire, water and earth).
Another thing which has no hoginning (the indi
vidual self) imagines (in ignorance) that it is the
same ae the other (viz., matter) and follows its
ways. Another being who is without beginning
(the person who is wise) enjoys it (i. e.) matter or
prakriti for a short time) and. then abandons it
(in disgust). ( Svetasvatara Upanishad 4-5).
It is also showtt that only r,rakr,iti (matter)
is subject to change in its nature.- '·The one
who controls Prakriti (Afayi) createij the world
out of prakriti; another (the jiva) is bound by
prakriti ( maya)".
"It should be known that
prakriti (with its three qualities, sattvam, raja.�
and tarnas) is maya and that He who controls
p1 akriti is Maheswara".
Svetasvatara Upawishad
4-10).
Note:- This passage explains what is
meant by the word Maya.
Prakriti is called M ava because it is the cau1e of the varied and
Wllnderful creation iSrishli).

Bmriti also states: "Prakrii'i (the oow), which
has neither beginning nor end, produces (fire,
water and earth) and creates also the world''
Mantrika Upanishad. I
Note :-First comes the evolution into the aggregate: (samashli) and
then the individual objects (vya.shti).

The · following slokas from the Bhagava(l Gita
also declare that only prakriti evolves into the
world:1. "Know that Prakriti (matter) and Pu,rusha
(the individual self) (whioh are associated with each
other) are both of them, without beginning. (18-19)
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2. "Earth, water, fire, air, ether (akasa), the
mind (manas), buddhi
(mahat) and ahankara these eight forms of prakriti are mine". (7-4).
"Know also that

there

is

another

prnkriti

(splendour) of mine different from the preceding.

It is of the nature of the Jioa (the individual
self) and is more important. By it {the Jiva), the
world of matter (praknti) is supported". (7-5).
3. "Having made my prakriti (matter) evolve
(into eight fo-t:ms), I create t!w world again and
again". (9 - 8).

4. "Under my control, pra kriti gives birth to
the world consisting of moving and non-moving
things". \9 - 10). These and others.
Thus, 11rakriti is the body of Iswara and
therefore the word prakriti denotes (also) Iswara, who
is its soul and who has it as His mode or insepa
rable attribute; so also the word puritsha denotes
Iswara who is its soul and who has purusha as
His mode.
Hence, Iswara is the soul of the
world constituted
of
pitrusha
and
prakriti.
So, the Vishnit Purana says:- (1-2-28).
"Vishnu is both the causal reality (avyaktam)
and the reality which is called the effect (vyaktam).
He is Purusha (the individual self) and also Time
(kala). He is the Prime Mover (kshobhaka) and, like
wise, the thing that is moved (kshobhya) and is the
Supreme Ruler,"
Hence, it is only prakriti (or matter) that is the
mode or attribute of the Supreme Self who has it
as His attribute-it is only this pa.rt or aspect prakwra
that U:ndergoeEJ cbP1nge. lle who has pr(J,kriti as Bis
-
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prakara or mode-the (Prakarin) does not undergo any
change. In the same way, in the Supreme SeJf who
has the individual self as His prakara or mode, it is
only the Jira, the attributive part, that is subject to
the ills of sanu;ara (apurnshartha), the Praka�·in (amsa)
is the controller, spotless and full of all auspicious
qualities and His wHl is omnipotent.
(If it is accepted that Iswara who has prakriti
and Jiva as His modes is the cause of the world and
that Iswara who has them as His attributes stands
as the world), then it would follow that Iswara
with chit and achit as His attributes is the cause and
that He is, at the same time, the effect (namely the
world) which has the former as the material cause.
(The Sutra which declares) that the effect is none other
than the cause could then become easily understood
and all the Vedia texts would find reconciliation.
Thus, Brahman in the causal state has prakriti and
pur usha as His body and they are then in such
a subtle (sukshrna) oonditon that they cannot be
distinguished by names and forms. Brahman is also
in the state of the effect (karya) with chit and achit
in their gross (sthula) condition as His body, when
they have become distinguished by names and forms
(i, e. after creation or srishti). The attainment of
this gross condition by Brahman is called the
creation of the world. So Bhagavan Parasara says:
• "Matter (pradhana or prakriti) and purusha (indivi
dual self) are both beginningless. They are the
cause of the effect which consists of pradl1ana and
purush:t''. Therefore, since all existing things
are modes or attributes of Iswara, the words
which denote prakriti and purusha in what
ever state they ma.y be, denote, · directly, the
Supreme self who is endowed with these attributes
• Vishnu purana (1-6-8'1),

(prakara,<1), just like the words, god, man and
the like which denote the individual self. Words
like 'god' and 'man' denoting the bodies of
individual selves which are specific modifications
of matter denote, directly, the individual souls,
since these bodies are only the modes or attri
butes (prakara) of the P1akar,in. In the same
way, all things, eh-it and achit (the sentient and
the non-sentient) are the bodies of the Supreme
Self and are therefore His modes or attributes
and, for that reason, the words which denote chi'.t
and ach1:t denote (also) the Supreme Self directly (with
out lakshana). This is just the relationship existing
between the body and the soul. The one (the soul)
is the support ( adliara) and the other (the body)
is that which is supported and which is incapable
of existing independently of the other (vfr., the
soul); the one (the soul) is the principle or
substance which controls and directs and the
other (the body) is directed and controlled; the one
( the soul) has its purposes fulfilled by the other
and is called (,Hshi'.) and the other (the body)
exists solely for fulfilling the purposes of the other
and is called (sesluz). The word atma means etymolo
gically "that which obtains". It is so called beoause
it obtains the body and acts as its support and as
its, directing agent, for the fulfilment of its own
purposes, The body is an alcara, being an inseparable
attribute or mode (of the soul), as it is supported and
controlled by the other and exists for the satisfaction
of its purposes. It is this kind of relationship that
exists between the individual self and its body.
Similarly, the Supreme Self has all things as His
bcxly and is therefore denoted by an words.,
. ,
Note1-S,sh1t and S,shi. Both ,hit and itchil exist not for their own aake,
but for the fulfilment of the purposes of Iswara, So, Iswara is
Suhi and ehil and 11ehil. �n4 in. ,he r�JJUOJI Qf ••••.. flim,

·*•

Many Vedio texts deolara this truth·:"All the Vedas point to Bra.hman as that which
is to be attained ; all the Vedas are at one in Him".
( K11,ta Upanishad 2 - 15)
The meaning is: Since, Brahman is the cnly
thing which is expressed, they become one as
expressive of the same thing".
"The one celestial thing is in varied forms (like
gods, men and the like), being their inmost self
( antar11ami)". Aranyaka: 8, 11,
"The senses ( devah) of theae beings are not aware
of Him though He exists with them", The word
devah in the sruti quoted above means the senses
(indriyah). The sndi me.ans that He exists within
gods, men and the like as their inmost soul and is
therefore (always) with them and (yet) the senses of
these beings are not aware of Him.
There are passages in the Puranas which state
the same thing :
''We bow to That wherein all words find
their final and eternal
resting place". The
resting place of a word is of course that
which is expressed by it. "That which is the first
cause of aJl effects is the primary and chief signi
:fioanoe of all words". Jitanta Btotram: (7-4).
"By all the Vedas, it is I that have to be known"

Bhagai:ad Gita: (16-15).

These and other passages refer to the Inner Self

(antaryami) that has, as His attributes, individual
souls with their bodies; for, does not the sruti declare:

"So. I will enter into these three deities (d�vatt1h)
:fire, water, earth, · along with my body, namely

-

-

--

---

-~-

-

-
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the individual self and create names and forms (suoh
BS gods, men, animals, plants and the like)?."
The words of Manu are also to this efieot :''He who rules over all, who is the subtlest of
all subtle things - know that He is the Supreme
Person (Purusha) with the splendour of the sun and
capable of being realised by intelligence similar to
that in a dream".
'l'he meaning is as follows:- "He who rules
over all" means "He who direots and controls
all, having entered into them as their Inner Self".
Souls are said to be subtle because they pervade
all non-sentient things. lswara is said to be more
subtle than the souls because He pervades even
souls that are subtle. The word riikniabha in the
sloka means "having the colour of the sun".
Bvapnadheegamya means "capable of being realised
only by constant meditatioa whioh has attained
the clearness of sense perception".
• "Some call Him Agni, others call Him
Maruts, and others still call Him Prajapati, some
others call Him Indra, while others call Him
Prana.
He is called also by others the Eternal
Manu: (l2-12a)
Brahman".
"Some " means some Vedas. On the line of
reasoning stated before, since the Supreme Brahman
has entered into all things as their Inner Self for
controlling and directing them, words like Agni
denote Him just like the words "Eternal Brahman".
So also another Srn,rit-i says :"Those who perform yajnas to the spirits of their
forefa.thers, to the gods a.nd to :arahmins as well as
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to Agni perform these yajnas only to Vishnu who is
the Inner Self of all".
Words like "the spirits of forefathers", ' gods ',
'Brahmins,' and 'Agni' denote only Vishnu who is
their Inner Self". This is what it comes to mean.
In regard to this matter, this is the essence of all
the Sastras:- "The individual souls (jiratmas) have
pure knowledge as their attribute; this knowledge
is, in its (essential) nature, without any contrac
tion or limits (that is, it can reach any place and
function at any time).
(But) owing to avidya
which is of the nature of karma, it has undergone
contraction in accordance with their respective
karma. (As a consequence), they enter into the
bodies of created beings from Brahma downwards to
the (smallest) grass and obtain an extent of know
ledge which is in accordance with their respective
bodies. They identify themselves with their respective
bodies and perform actions suited to them and, in
virtue of these actions, are caught up in the stream
of samsara, which consists in the experience of
pleasures and pains adapted to their nature. Their
release from samsara is impossible except by devout
self-surrender (prapatti) to the Lord.
For this
purpose, the Hastras teach that all souls (atmanah)
are of the nature merely of knowledge (jnana) and
are therefore exactly alike, and that since their
substance or essential nature (svarupa) exists solely
to subserve the purposes of the Lord, they have the
Lord as their soul. They teach, further, that the
essential nature (svarupa) of the Lord is different
from all else, being absolutely opposed to all that is
imperfect and being of the nature of bliss, that He
is the abode of boundless, wonderful and innumerable
a.uspioious qua.lities and that He is the sou.I of a.U,

15
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directing all things, sentient, and non-sentient� by
His will. They teach (finally) that the means of
attaining Him is devotion (bhakt-i) to Him with due
supplementary rites ( anga).
As stated in the following sloka :"The

soul

or

self is of the nature of bliss

(ananda); it is of the nature of knowledge (jnana);
it is spotless (pure). Suffering ( dukkha), ignorance

and impurities are the qualities of prakr#i (or
matter) and not of the soul.
This means that since the qualities (like
suffering, ignorance and impurities) are due to karma,
which arises from the soul's association with
prakriti, they do not pertain to the substance or
�ssential nature ( svarupa) of the soul. By associa
tion with prakriti, suffering and the like result; by
dissociation from prakriti, they
cease to exist.
Hence, by this discernment, they may be seen to
belong to prakriti.
The Bliagavad

Gita, says:-

• "In one endowed with learning and character,
in one who is a Brahmin only in name, in a cow,
in an elephant, so also in a dog and in · the man
who eats dog's flesh, the wise see the souls to be
of the same nature (though in association with
bodies that are diverse)". Chap. 5, 18,
"The wise" are those who have the wisdom
to differentiate, the soul (or atma) · from matter
•

The first two words in the slok11 are interpreted by Sri Ramunuia:
in his Gi111 Bli111liy11 as referring to two individuals, At_ first sight,
it might appear that they me-an ''in a Brabmin endowed with
learning and character".
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(prakr1:U) which has taken the shapes of gods,
animals, men and plants.
Those who have a
knowledge of the true nature of the soul when it
is dissociated from the specific form of matter
see (all) souls to be of the same nature, though
existing in widely different forms and are therefore
"seers of sameness" (samadarsanah).
The Gita declares as follows:"Those whose mind is aware of the sameness,
(of souls when freed from matter) - by them has
release from bondage ( mol,sha) been secured even
here ( ( (i. e.) though they have not yet obtained
moksha, they are, for all practical purposes, like
released souls), The soul dissociated from matter
is without faults (differences) and may be ca.lled
Brahman; they are therefore in Brahman (Hence,
they may be called released souls.)
'Without faults' (nirdosham) means "without
the faults arising from association with specific
forms of matter like the bodies of gods and the
rest". The soul of every one, in its essential nature
or substance (svarupa), (apart from matter or prakriti)
has only the nature of bliss or knowledge and is
therefore alike (in all), It has already been stated
that the sr,utis, smritis, and itihasa,'1 teach that these
words denoting the respective bodies and the gram•
matical coordination (samanadhikaranya) mean that,
the soul whioh has been described so far exists only
to_ subserve the purposes of the Lord ( seshatva ), is
controlled and directed by Him (niyamyatva) and. is
supported by Him ( adheyatva).
The Bhagavad Gita says :.

"Tbis.prakt·iti or matter which is of-the nature of
it_, i.a,

saHi;am__roi�:an.q t<ima,s was, ooij$titµ�d by lilt;
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hard to overcome; only those who have sought my
protection can pass beyond prakriti". (7, 14).
This comes to saying that the release of the Jiva
from .�anisara, which is characterised by association
with prakrit'i possessed of varied qualities resulting
from karrna, is impossible without self-surrender to
the Lord ( prapatti).
The Srutis also state that there is no other way
to attain Brahman,
The Gita further says :"This world is all pervaded by me without
revealing my form ; all beings rest in me ( their
inner self), (but) I do not depend on them; nor do
they rest in me (by actual physical contact but by
my will). Behold my unique sovereignty (9, 1, 5,).
Thus, the varied nature of His divine Lordship
is stated to arise from the possession of
all powers. The same idea is proclaimed again
(in the following sloka):"I hold the whole world under my control
with a fragment of my might".
It means:- "I enter into this wonderful and
varied universe as its soul and hold it under my
control by my will. Thus, I am the possessor of
the boundless splendour of this universe. I am
the abode of immeasurable noble qualities and
stand as an object of unsurpassed wonder".
So has it been said:"The Lord is manifold while (remaining) one;
while He is manifold, He remains single. His
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form is beyond thought; who is ihere capable of
understanding it?''.
As ruler and controller,
He remains one,
enters into the varied forms of chit and achit as
t,heir inner self and thus appears in varied modes
( prakaro h), directs them to perform varied deeds,
and thus assumes many forms, Having entered
into the world consisting of Yaried and wonderful
forms with an extremely small fragment of His
might, as their inner controlling self, He is seen
as manifold. At the same time, Narayana, who is
the Supreme Brahman and Purushottama, remains
One, the Lord of all Lords, possessed of boundless.
wonderful and innumerable auspicious qualities.
He is of unsurpassed splendour and has a complexion
similar to that of a black cloud. His eyes are clear
and long like the petals of a lotus ; He has a form
resembling a thousand suns (radiating countless
beams), As the Brutis declare, "He is * in the cave in
the Supreme Ether (rl'itya vibhuti), in the § heavenly
world yonder" (and remains One). Nowhere else than
in the Lord is it possible that a thing possessing a
certain nature and certain powers capable of
performing only one kind of action and having only
a single form could have other forms, other charac
teristics and other powers. The Supreme Brahman
described above is different from all other things
and has the characteristics of all and possesses
all kinds of power. Though He is single, He is
of manifold forms, countless and varied.
Since
He has wonderful resources which are innumerable,
He is also one that has neither an equal nor a
superior, In Him manifoldness and singleness are
not opposed to each other, On the ground that
• Ta.ittiriya Aranyaka (1-1).
§ Taittiriya (6-1).
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He is also an object (like others), it is not proper
to say that there is opposition or incongruity
between the two (namely, oneness and manHoldness).
Note, --This world with all its wonderful variety is called llbagavan's
Lila 11ibhuti, the splendid scene created for His play or Lila,
Bhaga van also transcends this wo1 ld and exists in the heavenly
\lforld, which is eternal and unchanging and which is called
nitya 11ibhuti,

So ha8 it been said:"The (unique) powers of all things (like fire,
water and the rest) are such as cannot be explained
by reason or thought. (What one substance posses
ses as its unique quality or power is not found in
others). For the same reason (unique) powers �uch
as th!\.t of creation and the like belong to Brahman
(which is different from all else).
0 best of those
that have performed austere penances, this is like
the heat possessed by fire which is not to be found,
for example, in water." Yislmupuranam. (1-8-2)
This is what it comet.; to mean :-It would be
unreasonable to expect that a certain power fou�d in
any one of such substances as fire, water and the.
like will be seen in others difierent from that _ s;ub
stancc, Just as heat and other like qualities not.
found in water are found in fire which is different in
kind (from water), even so, in Brahman which is
different from all other things, it is unreasonaqle to
infer likeness with other things ( OQ. the ground
that Brahman iR also a substance).
So says (Akrura to Sri Krishna}:_•"That great Being whose wonderful form this
peing, .,namely, . your ..
· ·
self, · I have now oome in contact".
.

world is-with that wonderful
• Visbnupurana (5-19-7).

All these ' (truths) have been arrived at
by
a
careful
study
of
hosts of Vedio
passages· with diverse significance and of their
commentaries as accepted by the wise. For
instance, in regard to creation and dissolution,
(srishti and pralaya), which are due to the infinite
modifications of many 'reals' (tattvas) and in which
there is no definite order of ooourrenoe, the Brnti's
and no other source of knowledge can give us any
knowledge and, likewise, in regard to Brahman.
But the Srutis describe them in different ways.
Some Vedic texts describe Brahman as being with
out any attributes (nir_quna) and as being of the
nature of knowledge:- "It is pure, free from stain;
it is knowledge and bliss; it suffers no change;
it has no parts; it never acts; it is peace; it has no
attributes." Thus these srutis say that Brahman is
knowledge without any attributes. Again, it is
said in some Srutis:- "In Brahman there are · no
differentiating feature� (nana) of any kind. He who
sees difference (or differentiating features) in
Brahman - he goes from samsara to samsara (bondage
to bondage)" Kata Upanishad 4-· 10. Briluidaranyaka
Upanishad 6 - 4 - 14). "When one has realised
that all is Brahman, how is it possible to say that
one sees and that another is seen, that one knows and
that another is known''. Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
4-4-14). There are these and other Vedio texts
of this kind which deny plurality (i. e.) that there
are other things besides Brahman). There are other
Vedio passages which say, "He who knows all and
who knows the characteristics of all, - He whose
actions (in creating the world) are of the · nature
merely of His will which is knowledge-(He is
Brahman)" Mimdaka Upanishad 1-1-10); "He· who
discriminates all ·fdrms ( rupa)-'-- He in his wisdom
gives. them 'their 1 nameiir 'and ;ea.Us' thl3iri by' these
•

names". Taittiriya PurusluJ, Sukta). •'All moments (in
time) arose from the Supreme Being (Vidyut P.ur1.1,sha)"
(Narayanopanishad). "He is free from all sin ; old
age does not afflict him nor Death; He is free from
sorrow; He has neither hunger nor thirst; all
desirable objects are ever with Him and His will
is ever accomplished'' (Chandogya Upanishad) (8-1-5).
These texts deny the presence of such qualities as
are considered imperfections in the world and
affirm the existence in Him of countless auspicious
qualities, of omniscience and of all forms of power
or might. They affirm also that He gave forms
and names to all things and that He is the support
(adhara) of everything. Other Vedic passages
state as follows:- "Everything is, indeed, Brahman,
for everything arises from Brahman, is absorbed
in Him, and has its being in Him (O!iandogya
Upanishad 8-14-1). "All this has Brahman as its
soul (Ohandogya Upanishad 6-8-7 ).
These texts
declare that the world orea,ted by Brahman is
manifold and that everything is
Brahman".
There are also a number of Vedic passages
which say, "He who realises that the individual
self is different from Iswara who directs him he alone becomes worthy of
His
grace".
(Soetasvatara Upanzshad 11). "He who knows these
three - the experiencing self, the object of experience
and the ruler who directs" ( Bvetasvatara Upanishad 1).
Prajapati desired as follov;s :- "I will create these
beings". "The Lord of the world, the Great Ruler
who is Supreme, the Supreme Deity of all deities''
Bvetasvatara Upanishad 6), "He who· has every•
thing under His control and rules over everything"
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 6, 4, 22). These and
other Sruti.-t declare that Brahman is different from
everything else, that everythiQ.g .(�lse) is subject to
His rule, tha.� He is .the ruler of all, . tpat ev���.iAi

(else) exists to subserve His purposes (sesha) and
that Iswara is the Lord (of all). Other passages
again say:- •·The Ruler who has entered into all
beings and who is the soul of all" ( Yajur .A.ranyaka
8, 20). "This self is the Inner Ruler who is
immortal'' ( Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (5-7); "He
whose body is the earth, He of whom water is the
body, He to whom fire is the body. He to whom
primordial matter before it undergoes transformation
( avyaktam) is the body, He to whom akshara
( chit) is the body, He to whom Death is the
body, He to whom the soul of the Jiva is the body"
(Brihadaranyaka Upanishad 5-7 ).
These srntis
show that the relationship between every objeot
other than Brahman and Brahman is that between
the body and the soul.
This being the case, these passages which are
diverse in their meaning should be interpreted in
such a way that they do not conflict with one another
and that. the primary and direct meaning (mukhyartha)
is not given up and they have been so interpreted
(by us).
The Vedic texts which deny change or
modification in Brahman have their direct meaning,
because we state that the essential nature of
Brahman (sraru,pa) is not subject to modification
( and that these modifications are only in His body
consisting of chit and achit)... The passages in the
sruti which say that Brahman is nirgu,na (without
attributes or qualities) are interpreted (by us) as
meaning that Bt·ahman is without those (objec
tionable qualities) or imperfections that are found
in · the world associated with matter.
The texts
which deny plm·ality (nanatva) are, in no way, dis
regarded, because we hold that all things other
than Brahman, both chit and achit, are His bodies or
modes ,(prakara) and that He is the inner self ol
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e.11, who has them as His modes. In this sense
(we hold) that there is only one thing, viz., Brahman.
The passages whioh say that Brahman is different
from all else, that He is the Lord and Ruler, that
He is the abode of all auspicious qualities, that the
objects of desire are ever with Him and that His
will is supreme - these passages are aooepted by us
(just as they R.re) and stand unshaken. The texts
which declare that Brahman is mere knowledge or
bliss are interpreted by us as follows :- The Su pre me
Brahman, who is other than everything else, who is
the abode of all auspicious qualities, who is the
Ruler over all, for whose purposes everything else
exists, who is the support of all things, who is the
cause of the origin, continuance, and dissolution of
everything else, who is free from all imperfections, who
is not subject to any change or modification (vikara),
who is the soul, of all - (this Sapreme Brahman)
possesses (in our doctrine) knowledge which is of
the nature of bliss as His essential attribute (the
attribute which defines His smrupa) and which is
opposed to all impurity and that His essential nature
(svarupa) is also knowledge, beoause He is self
evident or self-luminous. The deolarations of unity
(between the Jiva and Brahman found in the srutis
like "That Thou Art") bring out the relationship
of the body and the soul that exists between them
and that e.ooounts for the grammatioal co-ordination.
In this sense we aooept the authority of these
passages also.
By this interpretation, it may be asked, which
of the doctrines (siddhanta) is proved as true
aocording to the Vedas, the doctrine of non-difference
( abheda) ( otherwise called advaita) or the doctrine of
bhedabheda,. difference as well as non-difference or
the doctrine of plurality or bheti,a. The answer is
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as follows: Since every one of them is taught in
the Vedas, every one of them is accepted as tru9
(in a sense). Since Brahman has everything else
as His body and as His prakara or mode, He is
the only existing thing. Thus, abhed� or a!loaita
is proved as true ( in thi8 sense). The one Brahman,
we maintain, has sentient aud non-sentient things,
which are many and varied, as His prakaras or
modes and stands manifold. Therefore, bhedabheda
is proved also to be true (in a sense). We hold
that clzit and achit are different both in their
essential nature (svarupa) and in their attributes
( srabhava) from Iswara and should not be con
founded with one another. Therefore, the bherla
doctrine is also accepted as true.
The Advaitin might here object and say, "But
the sruti states: "That Thou art'' and •'There is
delay for him (who knows the unity of the Jfra
and IswaraJ only until he becomes free from the
body." These passages imply that only the know
ledge of unity between the Jiva and Iswara is.,the
means of attaining release from bondage, which
is the supreme goal or end of life."
We answer:- "It is not so.

The passage in

Svetasratara Upanishad I says, ''Only by knowing that

the Inner Self within, directing the Jiva., is different
from the Jina-(only tlms does the latter attain
immortality ( amritatvam), having been admitted
into His favour by Him". "Thus" means •'by reason
of the know ledge of separateness". "By Him" means
"by the Supreme Self". The words "becomes
immortal, having been admitted into His favour"
make it clear that the direct means of attaining
immortality is the knowledge of the difference
between the individual self and the Inner Ruler who
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controls and directs. The Advaitin might say, "This
text in Soetasvatara U pan-ishad should be considered
as referring to tho attainment of Ea.11tna Brahman,
(i. e.) Brahman with attributes, who is unreal.
We ask :-';Why should not the reverse be true,
namely, that the knowledge of difference is the
means of attaining immortality, since the Svetas
vatara text explicitly states it to be so, whereas the
Ohn.ndogya passage has no such · explicit statement
(to the contrary)? That is, when there is (apparent)
conflict between two (texts) of equal validity, their
real import should be carefully studied without
ignoring (either of them). "How could there be no
conflict?" it may be asked. The meaning of the
Chandogya text is, "Since the individual self is the
body of the Supreme Self, who is within the former
as his inner ruler and director, the word "thou"
means ''Brahman who has thee (the individual self)
as His p1 akara or mode". lt should be understood
in this way". The meaning of the Svetasvatara
text is that the difference between the Jiva who is
the body or prakara and the Supreme Self who abides
in him as his soul, who is free from all defects and
imperfections, and who is the abode of wonderful
and innumerable auspicious qualities should be borne
in mind. This has been repeatedly explained.
(In the Bvetasvatara Upanishad I) it is said,
"The experiencing subject (the individual self), the
object of experience (achit) and the Ruler who
directs all etc." A thing which is the object of
experience is of this nature:- it is non-sentient:
it exists always for others; it is subject to changes
or modifications and so on. The individual self,
who is the experiencing subject, is of the following
nature. It is essentially of the nature of infinite
and pure 4n.owledge · a:qd bliss; but owing. to avidy"1
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which is of the nature of beginningless karma, its
knowledge is subject to contraction and expansion
and it becomes connected with non-sentient matter,
which is the object of experience or enjoyment
and it is capable of obtaining release f�om bondage
by devout adoration of the Supremo Being and
has such other qualities. Brahman exists in the
individual self as its Inner Ruler and also in
non-sentient things as their Inner Ruler. ( Apart
from these two) He exists also, in His essential
nature, as the abode of countless attributes.
Thus, the meaning of the S!)eta:watara text is
that Brahman exists in three forms.
(Moreover) the sentence, "That Thou Art,"
has been commented upon by wise acharya'i of
ancient times as teaching that the Brahman who
is to be adored in .�ad-viclya is possessed of attri
butes (saguna) and that the fruit of this adoration
is the attainment of SaJuma�Brahman (Brahman
with attributes). For instance, the Vakyakara says,
''It is in aooordance with reason
that the
goal is the attainment of Saguna-Brahman (since
the adoration) aooording to sadvidya is of Saguna
Brahman." This has been commented upon as
follows by Dramidaoharya, while pointing out the
optional nature of the vidyas ( (i. e.) between Dahara
Vidya and 81,d Vidya):- "He who has 'sat' in his
mind· does not meditate on the multitudinous
qualities as apart from the deity, (as in the dahara
vidya). Nevertheless, he worships only the deity
that has qualities. Therefore, even by the medi�
tation according. to sad vidya, the fruit that results
is the attainment of Saguna Bra.hman, "He who
has sat, in. his mind" means "he who meditates
in : aooorda.noe
with
B1J,d vitl,ya," The rest of
t;b� .�entie.q9e xµ�all.$:• •even· thqug_h he doe:s not
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meditate on
the multitudinous
auspicious
qualities like freedom from blemish or sin as apart
from the deity, like the one who practises the
dahara vidya, be worships only the deity who has
these qualities; since all these multitudinous and
auspicious qualties are always associated with
the essential nature (s1.,a1·'l1pa.) of the deity. Though
the deity is meditated on as possessed only of its
peculiar and unique qualities, such as being the
cause of the world and the like, yet the worship
of the deity is only as qualified by all the auspicious
qualities which, as a matter of fact, are connected
with its essential nature. Therefore, even in sad-nidya
the goal is only the attainment of S(l,gu.na Brahman.
Hence sad-vidya and dahara i1idya are optional ( (i. e)
either of them may be chosen, the result being
the same).
Nete:-Sad.vid:va, daha,a vidya:- T_he Upanishads ordain some thirty•
two forms of meditation or adoration of the Supreme Being.
In wd-11idva the meditation is on the Supren e Self as being the
cause of the world. In dahara vidya the meditation is on the
qualities or attribute■ of the Supreme Being. These vid,-as or
forms of rr.editation are not all of them prescribed as necessa1y
for everyone, Any one of them will do for attaining the duired
goal. So they are alternatives and it is within the option of each
man to choose the form of vidya suited to his own nature,

Here, ano ther objection might be raised:- "It
has been stated (by you) that the Supreme Self
is the Inner Ruler who directs all creatures and that
everything is subject to His direction and control.
If so, there is no person qualified to follow (adhikari)
the injunctions ( vidhi) and prohibitions (nishedka)
ordained in the scripture (such as "Do this" and
"This should not be done''). He only is competent
to follow injunctions and prohibitions suoh as
'•Do this" and "This should not be done" who is
capable of action or refraining from action in accord-
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ance with
his own reason. There is no
such person (since, according to you, every
one
is
directed
and
oontrolled by
the
Supreme Self). In all actions, if the Supreme Being
is considered (by you) as the inspirer and director,
His power of control over all is admitted to be true.
It is also said in the sruti as follows :- "He whom
this Supreme Being desires to raise to a higher
position-him the Supreme Being directs to do good
deeds. He whom the Supreme Bein€, desires to cast
down-him the Supreme Being directs to do evil
deeds". (Kaushitak·i Upanishad 8-9,), Further in
ma.king them do good and evil deeds, it would appear
as if the Supreme Being is heartless (and partial).
The answer to this question or objection is as
follows:The Lord endows all sentient beings, in common,
with the power of intelligence, the power of initia
ting action (pravritti), and all other such things as
are necessary for the performance of actions and for
abstention from actions and becomes their support
to enable them to carry out their purposes. He also
enters into them and controls them by giving' His
assent. In all this, the Lord remains the Beshi for
whom the Jiva exists. The Jiva or individual self,
being thus endowed with these powers, acts or
refrains from action in accordance with his own will
( independently of the Lord), In these situations,
the Supreme Being witnesses the Jiva doing these
things and remains indifferent ( or neutral). There
fore, everything is just. Directing some to do good
deeds and some to do evil deeds is not without
discrimination of any kind and not in common to all.
If a, person ha.s already begun, of his own accord, to
do things which a.re extremely plea.sing t o the Lord,
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the Lord becomes pleased with his love and endows
him further with wisdom and inspires him to further
deeds of merit. If, on the other hand, a person has
already begun to do extremely evil deeds, the Lord
strengthens him in his evil nature and makes him
do, of his own aocord, only oruel deeds thereafter.
The Bhagavau says:''To those who (in this way) worship me with
loving devotion and who eagerly long for union
with me at all times-I graciously vouchsafe unto
them the mental power of realising me by which
they become capable of attaining me." Gita (10-10).
"To enable them to attain my grace, I reveal my
attributes within their minds and with the shining
lamp of wisdom concerning me. I destroy all
karma resulting from ignorance." Gita. (10-11).
"Those, who, owing to their cruel nature, show
hatred to me-these wicked sinners I cast into
�ho cyc]e of births and deaths and that too only
in wicked forms of life ( asnri) that are inimical
to me:• ( 16-19 ).

The means of attainment of Brahman (upaya)
This Purushottama,
who is the Supreme
Brahman, can be attained only by means of
devotion (bhakti) which is of the nature of medita
tion ( anudhyana), which seeks no other reward,
which is constant and continuous, which is
characterised by boundless love (to the Lord)
and which, by its vividness, has become the same
as· sense perception. ( And by whom oan this be
attained?). By one whose multitudinous ·sins
heaped' ·up du-ring all previous · births 'have· been
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destroyed by supremely meritorious deeds;
won the Lord's grace by seeking refuge at the
lotus-like feet of the Supreme Person,
whose
knowledge of the truths and their real signifioa.ri�
as obtained· from the Seri ptures has been rendered
clear by the elucidation and explanation of good
.Acharyas and who, thereafter, comes to possess
qualities of the spirit (atmagu,na) in ever increasing
measure from day to day-qualities such as control
of the mind, control of the senses, the practice
of austerities and penances, purity of body, patience,
straight-forwardness or integrity, the distinctive
knowledge of what is to be feared (namely, offence
to the Lord and His d.evotees and the like) and
fearlessness (due to the conviction that the Lord
is his Saviour), compassion (towards those that are
afflicted with suffering,) abstention from injury (to
living beings) (ahimsa) and the like-(by one) who
never ceases to perform the rites and duties
prescribed to each varna (caste) and to ea.oh asrama,,
which have been prescribed as compulsory (nitya)
and for special occasions ( naimittika), as forms of
worship of the Supreme Person and who desists
from those actions that are forbidden-(by one)
who has surrendered, at the lotus feet of the
Supreme Being, both himself and whatever belongs
to him, who, on account of his devotion, is ever
engaged in the praise of the Lord, in remembrance
of Him, in adora.tion of Him, in obeisance to Him,
in efforts (to render service to Him), in reciting
His holy names, in listening to His qualities, in
explaining His qualities to others, in meditation
of Him, in performing pooja and in prostration
before Him-who by these acts ha.s pleased the
Lord· and has won the ·favour of the Supreme
Person possessed of infinite mercy and wh(>Se
mental darkness ha.s been . dispelled by His
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· So has it been said by Bhagavan Yamuna
oharya., the great spiritual teacher, ''He can be
attained (only) by him whose mind has been purified
by the two (viz., karma yo,qa, and jnana yoga) and
whose devotion is absolute and is exclusively
directed towards the Lord.
Note :-Ka,,na Yoga aftd Jnafta Yo111: Karma Yo1a consist■ in
the performance of duties and rites prescribed for each caste and
each as,ama (stage of life), without caring for their fruits and with
the idea that these acts are of the nature of the worship of the
Lord. Jn11.11a Yoga is realisation of one's self by the practice of
KartNa Yo1• and of the disciplines prescribed in Yota• These lead
in t�ir turn to Bhaldi Y01a, which alone is directly capable of
enabling a peraon to attain the Lord,

The F'ru,ti also says:- "He who knows both
a
vidy and avidya overcomes his sins by avidya and
attains immortality by v·idya." (Isavasya Upanishad11). Here, the word avidya means that which
is other than vidya. namely, karma or the performance
of rites and dutios ordained for eaoh varna (caste)
and each asrama (stage of life). The word vidua
means meditation which has reached the form of
devotion or bhakti.
(That the word avidya is used in the sense of
ka,rmas like sacr1fioes (Yajna) may be seen from the
following sloka):''He, too, performed many sacrifices ( Yajna) in
order to cross (overcome) his sins by av·idya, (i. e.)
karma, in order to possess the knowledge which
oomes .of wise discrimination.'' (Vishnupurana:
6 - 6 - 2).
"He who meditates on Him in this · manner
attains immortality.
There is no other way of
salvation (moksha,)".
(Purusha Bukto,).
Tam evam
wlvan a1fl,ritq, ika , bhavati.
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'Those who meditate on Him become immortal"

(Taittiriya Upanishad).

ya enam vidu.7i amritas to

(Taittriya Aranyaka).
bhavati.

Brahma veda Brahmaiva

bhavanti.
"�rhe person who meditates on Brahman attains
the Supreme". Brakmavid apnoti param.
"He who meditate➔ on Brahman becomes
Brahman (i. e.) (comes to resemble Brahman)

In all these sentences, the word vedaria (vid=to
know) really means 'meditation', because it should
have the same meaning as nididhyasitavyah "should
be meditated upon''.
Note :-Advaitins hold that only Jnatta or knowledge of unity between
the Jiva and Brahman can bring about release from sattua,•.
Sn they consider that the word 11,dana in the passages cited
abo"e means knowl,dge and not •m,tlitation•. The Visishtadvaitin
holds that hllrma and jnana lead to bhahti and that bhallli alone
leads directly to m•hsh11.

The following srzdi describes the nature of this
meditation :"This (Supreme) Being cannot be attained by
mere reflection (manantJ,) nor by mere meditation
(medha) nor by listening to the manifold (Scriptures).
Only he whom the Supreme Being chooses-only
by · him can it be attained. To him . alorie the
Supreme Being reveals His form (svarupa)"-Mundaka•
U,panishad 8 - 2 - 9. •
Not by mere vedana or meditation but by constant
and continuous meditation ·which has come to attaiq
the nature of devotion (or bhakti). Mere meditation
cannot do it (na, medhaya).
• Note :-This ia the meaning of the first part of this srwfi as interprete4
by Sri Sudarsana Suri, the great commentator of Y1da,tli11
SdflfNU and of Sri Bltt111Ay11. At first sight, one would be

iucliqed·� reud01 the ,,111i;tbua 1� 1'Tlle Supremo Btlq ciamt
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be attaiJ1ed by the exposition of doctrin,e, nor by gr•t menta
power, nor by listening to the manifold Scripture,''.

This is what all this comes to mean:- Only
when the man desirous of release from bondage who
is qualified by meditation (or vedana) and the like as
ordained in Vedanta has oome to perform this
meditation in a spirit of boundles;:, love (to the
Lord) - (only then) does he become capable of
attaining the Lord,
The Bhagavan has also stated the same:
"The Supreme Person can be attained only by
exclusive devotion (bhakti)" ("exclusive" in the sense
,that the devotion is only to Him and to no other
deity.) Bhagavad Gita 8-22,
"Only by exclusive devotion, 0 Arjuna, can
I, whose nature is such, be known, realised and
enjoyed." Ibid - 11, 54.
"By devotion (bhakti) he comes to understand
me - who I am and what my great attributes are.
Having thus understood me, he then enjoys me,''
Ibid - 18, 56.
The meaning is this:- After that, he enjoys
me owing to that devotion itself.
Bha.kti or devotion is only a special form of

knowledge which is characterised by unsurpassed
love, in which there is no expectation
of any reward other than itself and which
generates a dislike for a.11 other things. The
Bruti (cited above) means that only he who ha.s this
kind of devotion is capable of being chosen by
jhe Lord- (for His Grace) and of attaining the t.ord.
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This kind of supreme devotion (para bhakti)
which is a special form of knowledge arises only
from bhakti yoga which, in its turn, results from
karma yo_qa, the performanoe of rites and duties
in absolute detachment in the .spirit of service to
the Lord, preceded by knowledge (Jnana) of the
essential nature of the soul that increases day to day.
So says Bhagavan Parasara:"The Supreme Person is worshipped by the man
who performs the duties and rites of his varna
and bis asra1na, There is no other way of pleasing
Him". Yishnupurana: 3-8-6.
Purushottama, who is the Supreme Person that
incarnated in this world for the redemption of the
whole world, has stated this Himself:'• Listen to me. I will tell you how the man
who is earnestly engaged in the performance of.his
duties attains salvation (siddhi). Having worshipped
me, who is the cause of all action and by whom
all this (world) is pervaded, by the (proper)
performance of his duties and rites, man attains
salvation (siddhi)." Bhagavad Gita (18-46).
This means: He can be attained only by devotion
whioh _has gradually developed in strength, in
accordance with what has been said before.
This is the path indicated in all the srutis whose
meaning has been made clear by ancient
commentaries on the Veda and the Vedanta and
approved, without exception, by holy persons
suoh as'. BhagQivan .Bodhayana, Tanka, Dramida,
Guhadeva, Kapardi · and Bharuohi�

V. The validity of sources of knowledge (Pramana) and
the arguments to prove that Narayana is the
ultimate cause.
By this (exposition of right doctrine), Charvakas,
Buddhists, the followers of Kanada and Goutama,
J ains, and the followers of Kapila and Patanjali, who
are all unbelievers iu the Veda, have been refuted,
along with those who hold heterodox views, while
believing in the authority of the Veda. Even among
those who believe in the authority of the Veda, those
whose vision is blind to a knowledge of the true
nature of things are considered by Manu as on the
same footing as those who do not acknowledge the
authority of the Veda.
"Those .r.mriti:,; which do not 11,cknowlodge the
authority of the Veda and those again that are
heterodox in their vision ( k1ulrishti)-all these are of
no avail after death; for they are associated with
tamas". Manu: Srnriti rn-65).
This is the moaning:- OnJy those whose essential
nature is true sattvam untainted by any trace of
rajas and tamas - only they interpret the right
spirit of the Ved� and have an understanding of
the real significance of the Veda.
So also has it been said in the Matsya Purana:
''Some kalpas (cosmic. periods equal to a day
of Brahma) are mixed, some are sattvika, some
a.gain are rajasa,. while others are tamasq,,"
')
Having pointed out the differences among the
kalpas by Saying that some among Brahma's kalpri,s
are mixed, some are sattvic, some are rajasic, while

others are

tamasic, the· greatness

of

(deities
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(tattva) oharaoterised by sattvam, rajas, and tamt1,s
is extolled in the puranas belonging to the respective
kalpa by Brahma whose nature is coloured by
qualities like sa,ttvam.
''Whatever pnrana was diotated long ago in a
particular kalpa by Brahma - in that kalpa it is
only the greatness of the deity having, in full, the
quality (pertaining to that kalpa) that is described
in aooordanoe with the nature of that kalpa."

Matsyapu,ranam.

Speoifioally, too, it has been said (as follows).
"The greatness of Agni and Siva is extolled in

pu,ranas whioh are tamasic; the greatness of Brahma
is highly described in p11,ranas which are rajasic and
in p·uranas whioh are sattvic, the greatness of Hari is

seen prominently, Only those men who follow the
yoga prescribed in these sattvika puranas reach the
Supreme Goal. In pu.ranas which are mixed
( samkirna), the greatness of Saraswati and of the
Pitris is described'' and so on.
This is what it means:- Since Brahma is the
first among created beings. in him too, on certain
days (of his), sattvam, is predominant, in others
rajas and in others still, tamas,
So has it been said by Bhagavan :Neither ai::nong the beings on the earth, nor again
among thQ gods in svarga is there any created being
free from these three qualities of matter(viz., sattvam,
rajas and tamas). (Bhagavad Gita: 18 - 40).
The 8ruti says :"He who first created Brahma and He who
conveyed the Vedas to him-(He is Bhagavan)".
(Svsto.ava,ara .Upa,n,isha,il 6 - 86).

Qtl
a.

From this, it may be inferred that Brahma is
created being and that he too is subjeot to the
authority of the Sasfra. So, he, too, is a kshetrajna,
(individual self). If there is a oonfliot (of statements)
between the pu,ranas dictated by him on the days
whioh were sattvic and those which were diotated
by him on other days, only that purana which was
dictated on the sattvic days is authoritative; those
which conflict with it are not. The superior validity
of a particular pnrana has to be determined
after considering whether or not it was dictated
by Brahma on his sattvic days.
The effects (karya) of .satt1•am and the other
qualities are stated as follows by Bhagavan Himself:"From the development of sattvam arises jrvina or
perceptual knowledge of the real nature of the soul;
from the development of rajas arises desire (for the
pleasures of this life and of svarga) and from tamas
arises engagement in evil deeds due to negligence
and false knowledge, which again lead to the
deepening of tam,a.s and consequently of ignoram�e or
want of knowledge". Bhagavad Gita: (14-1).
"That intelligence (budilh£) which discriminates
between action ( that leads to the pleasures of this
world-pravritti) and abstention from such action
(that leads to mok.sha)-(ni1Jritti), between whatought
to be done and what ought not to be done, between
what is to be feared (violation of the teaching of the
scripture) and what is not to be fearea (following the
path indicated in them) and befjween bondage
(samsara) and release (moksha)-·.that intelligence,
Arjune., is sattvie.

p

• "That' intelligence, 0 ! Arjune., is rajasic which
does not understand properly ·what 'is meant · �

dharrn4, and adharm!'.i, and what ought to be done and
what ought not to be done".
"That intelligenoe which oonsiders t1dh�.r ma to be
dharma owing to its being clouded by tamas
(ignorance) and which understands all things
perversely is, 0 Arjuna, tamasic" : Bhagavad Gita
(l4- 17 and 18 - 80, 81 & 82).
The authors of the pnranas learnt what is said
in the respective puranas only from Brahma and then
composed the puran:is. This may be seen (from the
following sloka} :"I will tell you how, being asked by the great
·dsliis like Daksha, Bhagavan Brahma bor1,1 in the
lotus, related to them long before ( what is said
in the pu,ranas) : Vishnu-p'l6ranam: 1, 2 & 8,
If it be asked how the decision should be
arrived at in oases where there is mutual oonfl.iot
(of statement) among the passages in the Vedas
whioh are not of human authorship, we have
already said that the conflict may be resolved by
a careful consideration of what goes before a.nd
what comes after and then determining the
purport,
Here are some passages m th�
appear to· be conflioting:-

srutis whioh

(1) "Having withdrawn all the senses

with
the mind (from external objects) and fixed them
on the Supreme Being, one should meditate
on Isana," Atharva Sikha.
(2) uBrahma, Vishnu, Rudra and Indra are all
,created beings, What is to be meditated on is the
18
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( µltimate) . cause. Only •. Bambhu,, who is possessed
of all supreme powers and who is the Lord of
all, is fit to be meditated upon in the midst of
tlie sky": Atharva Bikha.
(8) "He, to whom there is none superior nor
inferior, He, than whom there is nothing smaller
or greater, He who stands alone and unshaken
like a tree in the heavens - by him is all this
(universe) filled. Bvetasvatara Upanisha,d (Chap III).
· "What is above Him is formless and faultless,
and those who meditate on it become immortal;
others are afflicted with sorrow- That (Being)
has its faces everywhere, its heads everywhere,
its necks · everywhere. It lives in the cave of the
heart of all creatures. It pervades all things,
It is Bhagavan who is called Siva," Bvetasvatara
Upanishad (Chap III).
(4) "When there was darkness (tamas) every where, there was no such (division) as day and
as night; there was no sat (existence) and no
asat (non-existence). Only 'Siva existed'. That
is the reality existing within the sphere of the
sun which is worthy of adoration. It is from it that
·during creation, the jnana of beings attains expan
sion. Bvetasi,atara Upani.(Jhad.
It has been already pointed out that Narayan&
is the Supreme Brahman. How, then, could it be
said that this does not conflict with the, passages
cited above, where Siva is stated to be the Supreme
'Being? (it may be asked). This is a small matter.
The Vedas with their an,qas (supplementary treatises
like Siksha and Vyakarana ), as elucidated •· and
elaborated by the principle� of interpretation
, enunciated i:q the words of, Vedio . · scholars

1,s
(Mimamsakas) declare that Bari is the cause of
the world's origin and the like. The •(811,trakara.)
says:- "From whom (are) the origin and the like
of this (world) - (that is Brahman)" - 1, 1, 2, "That
from whioh all these beings are born, that by
which those that are born continue to live, that
into
which all these are merged - that is
Brahman" Tai'.ttriya Bhrir11< 1,alli : 1
Note:-• Badarayana, the author of the Brahma Sutras,

From these it is evident that Brahman is the
cause etc., of the world. This has to be under
stood only from the sections dealing with the
creation of the world. "This * (world) existed, my
dear, as Bat at the beginning, single and without
a second," From this text, it is learnt that the
material cause and the instrumental cause of the
world and that which is the Inner Ruler-that
these form the (one) final cause and that this final
cause is what is denoted by the word Sat. In
another sakha or (branch of the Veda), the . same
meaning is conveyed in: "This existed at the
beginning as Brahman, alone." Here, the final cause
is referred to by the word 'Brahman'. So it is seen that
what is referred to by the word Sat is only Brahman.
�n another sakha the same meaning is conveyed
in:- . "This t existed fn the beginning as atma alone'',
where (the final cause) is referred to by the word
•�ma. In another sakha the same meaning is
oonveyed in:- "Only § Narayana existed (then);
neither Brahma nor Isana tSiva.), nor the sky nor
tl;,.e earth nor the stars". (The final cause) is here
referred to by the word 'Narayana'. From this it
�y be determined that, by the words expressive
• · Briharanyaka · Upanisha,d : 8 - 4 - 10.
t A.iteraya Up. 2 - 4,
§

Mah<YpM1,'81uid. ' -
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of the final cause like Bat, Brahman and the like,
only Narayana is referred to.
Note:-The principle of interpretation enunciated by the MifflllfflSII S111lr•
here referred to is this ;- When, in a certain context, a number
of words of which the earlier are eeneric and the latter specific
are employed to denote a thing, the generic words refer only to
the thing denoted by the words whieh are more 1pecific. Here
5111 (exist<nt) is an extremely comprehensive word referring to all
that exists, both small and great, sentient aad non-sentient,
Next comes Brahman which excludes small things and applie1
only to the great (brihat). More specific is the word 11tm11 /1oulJ
which excludes non-sentient things and applies only to the
conscious self. The word ••Narayana" is the moat specific of all
beings, more specific than atm11 (the conscious self which includes
the individual self as well), Therefore, Sal, Brahman and alffl/J
refer only to Narayana.

In Narayanopanishad, (6-2) the passage beginning
with •aHim whom seers describe as being in the
ocean" and ending with "No one has taken hold of
Him (i. e.) known Him either above or across or in the
middle. No one rules over Him. He, indeed, is
greatly famous ( as the creator and protector of the
world). His form is incapable of being seen, and no
one can see Him with his eye. He can be realised
only by the mind endowed with devotion and resolu•
teness. Those who meditate on Him become
immortal"-this passage brings out His being
beyond all else, denies the existence of anything
superior to Him and then states that this
passage should be taken as being one with the
t eight hymns (riks) beginning with "Hiranyagarbha
arose from the waters." That these rika treat
of the Supreme Person and are in praise of
Narayana is indicated by the sentence, "Hrih (i. e.).
Bhumi) and Lakshmi are His consorts,"
• •Lying on the ocean' and •being the Spouse of Lak1hmi' are mark■
from which it may be inferred that the deity referred to it
Narayana.

t

See APJ>ln4� fo; the

meaninr of tho1e eitht h�•·

1,1
The same · idea is explicitly stated in the
Na,rayana Anuvaka:- "He is the God with a thousand
heads; He sees all things; He looks after the
welfare of the Universe; The Universe is Narayana
(because He is its soul), The Purusl1a is the Universe
because it depends on Rim for its existence.
Narayana is the Supreme Brahman, Narayana is
the Supreme Reality or Truth, Narayana is the
Supreme Lig ht, Narayana is the Supreme Self.
He is the infinite, changeless Seer who has his
residence in the ocean, He confers benefits on
the world; Beginning with these sentences and
ending with :,He is Brahma, He is Siva, He is
lndra, He is the freed soul ( akshara); He is the
Supreme Ruler with absolute sway (svaraf)", (the
A.nuvaka) employs words which, in all the branches
of the Vedas, denote the Supreme Reality (Tattva)
words like 'the freed soul', 'Siva·, 'Sambhu', "The
Supreme Brahman", 'The Supreme Light', "The
Supreme Truth or Reality'\ 'The Supreme Goal',
and the 'Supreme Being' to denote only Narayana
as endowed with the respective qualities. (Tl1e
Anuvaka.) further points out that all other things are
dependent on Him, are pervaded by Him, are
supported by Him, are controlled by Him, exist for
Him to serve His purposes and have Him as their
soul. It shows how Brahma and Siva are of the
same category as lndra and others and are therefore
among His glories (vibhuti). This passage in the
Anuvaka is solely intended to determine the
nature of the Supreme Reality (or tattva). Apart
from this, nothing else is prescribed here. The
adoration of Brahman, who is declared in this
passage as being above all else, is ordained in
other. passages. (elsewhere), such as ,:He who medi
tates on: : Brahman attains the Supreme". The
p•ssage inark8d (l)·(Page 141) above mean$ "One

should meditate on the Supreme Being who is the
cause of everything by withdrawing the senses and
the vital breaths and fixing them on Him".
It
prescribes therefore only the meditation on Naraya.na,
who is the Supreme Brahman. Thn word 'lsana.'
applies to him (and not to Siva) because the
Brntis say He is the Lord of the Universe and
'There is no ruler over Him'.
Note:-The word 'Isana' has, for its conventional meaning (roodi),
Siva. But here, it has its etymological meaning (yo:a) viz., one
who rules.

The passage marked (2) (Page 141) also prescri
bes the meditation on Narayana who is the ultimate
cause and who can be called 'Sambhu'. "On whom
should one meditate?".
The passage beginning
with this (question) and ending with "The cause
should be meditatated on" lays down first that
the effect or what has -been produced should not
be meditated on and that only the oause is fit
to be meditated on. Narayana's being the ultimate
cause and, likewise, His being denoted by the word
'Sambhu' are declared in the Narayana Anu1Jaka,
which deals solely with the question of · deter:r:Qi
ning what the ultimate cause is.
Therefore to
give any other interpretation is against reason in
regard to this passage which ordains that the
cause should be meditated upon.
In passage (8) (Page 142) it has been stated that
the words "What is above Him" refer to the
Supreme Reality being other than the Purush4�
This, too, has been refuted by what ha.s been said.:
For the meaning of the passage. is as follows:.:.....·•
"There is nothing else superior�· to . :Hittt andt
nothing oan therefore bc r a.bove ·Him'r• n,r,•, : in;

1,,
-other words, it means, "Nothing that is other
tihan the Purusha can, in any way, be superior".
The word aniyastva,m (smallness) means subtle
ness. 'jyayastvam' (greatness) means
"Lordship
over all".
So, the meaning
is
"Since He
pervades all and is the Lord of all, no one
other than He can have the
(same) subtlenes
or the (same) greatness of lordship; "than whom
there is nothing more subtle nor greater" denies
the superiority of any one other than the Puru.,sha.
So the supremacy of any other deity is against
reason.
That
Note:-A niyastua'" (1mallne1s, which means here, 'subtleness'.
which ia subtle can pass through things that are gross. Light,
for instance, can pervade or pa�s through glass, being more
subtle than glass. Xrays are more subtle than ordinary light,
aince they oan pass througb or pervade even things like, wood,
flesh, de., through which ordinary light cannot paas. Brahman
is the subtlest of all. for it can pervade all otber substances
without exception,

If it is asked what this passage means, the
answer is as follows:- At the beginning of this
section (Upakrama), it is said, "Only by meditating
on Him does a person attain immortality. There
exists no other way''. Thisshows that the meditation
on the Person is the cause of immortality and
that the meditation of any one other than He is
no ·way at all, Then follows the sentence, "There
is nothing else that is superior to Him''. This
declares that the Person is above every one else.
Since the Real called Purusha (P.urusha tattvam)
a.lone is superior to all else, it is formless and
faultless. "Those who meditate on it beoome immor
tal, Others have only sorrow?" By these sentences the
meditt\tion on the Pu,rusha being the cause of
immortality and that of others not being the
proper•· Wf.Y, which were stated before as propo-
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sitions, are now concluded with reasons. (If it iB
interpreted) otherwise, the conclusion would be in
conflict with the two statements or propositions
(pratijna) stated at the beginning. Since this
Real called Purusha is free from all taint of im
purity, He has the quality of purity and is fit to be
called Siva and is known also from the words "the
eternal, the pure" (Sasvatam, Sivam, Achyutam).
It is only the P1trusha that is referred to by the word
(Siva), as may be seen from what follows:- "He
is the great Pu.rnsha, the Lord (of all) (who can
give us the object of all our efforts, viz., moksha,
the one who inspires (ii,s) with goodness sattvam)".
By tho same argument (as is followed above)
in the passage marked (4) (Page 142) "There was no
sat nor asat. Only Siva existed", everything should
be interpreted (as before) (i. e.) Siva refers to
Narayan a.
Further, in the An,uvaka ( section) which begins
with (Ambhasyapare) "In the boundless water (i. e.)
(the ocean) the Purnsha is described as One who
is without au equal or a superior in "No one
rules over Him". The same Pttrusha is des
cribed in the Aniwaka or section beginning with "He
is subtler than the atom" and is called"Maheswa.ra"
who is signified by the syllable a (31') which is
the origin (prakriti) of prana1:a (the syllable aum
(aTI), which, in turn, is the origin of the Veda,
being both the beginning and the end thereof.
The Anuvaka then prescribes the meditation of
the Purusha as existing within the ether ( akaatz)
of the lotus-like heart. This is the meaning:
Of all the Vedas, the syllable aum (pranavo) is
called the origin. Of pranava, too, the origin is
the syllable a (31). The Veda which is an evolute

from pranava has obtained the form of its origin
(namely, pranava). He who is expressed by the
syllable a (31') which is the origin of pranav"'
is Maheswara. He who is denoted by the syllable
a which is the origin of all words that are ex..
pressive and who is also the origin of all things
denoted by words-He is N arayana,
The Bhagavan has said the same
following):-

(in

the

"I am the origin of all the world and, likewise,
of its dissolution. Dhauanjaya, there is nothing
else that is above me". Bhagavad Gita 7-6 & 7 ).
"Of all syllables, I am the syllable
(10-38).

a",

Ibid

Nara.yana is that which is denoted by the syllable
a, for the Sruti says "A is Brahman". All words
have the syllable a as their origin, for it is said
•'All speech is the syllable a". That all things
expressed or denoted by words have Brahman a.s
thoir origin is evident. So since the syllable a
denotes Narayan.a, it follows that Narayana is
the Maheswara (referred to in this Anuvaka and
riot Siva). And this has been explicitly declared
in the Nara.yana Anuvaka whose purpose is solely
to determine the Supreme Reality.
· The same Supreme Reality (Paratattva) which
is determined in this Anuvaka that has no
other purpose is denoted
by
other words
in all passages which treat of other subjeets
(like the cause of the world). And this truth is
brought out by the Butrakara in Brahmasutra, (11-81) which · says: "This instruction {is based)
on insight in:tod;he Butras, as by Vamadeva.". 011r
19
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the ground that the Supreme Brahman is signified
by the words Brahma, Siva and the like, it would
not foll ow that Brahma and Siva are Supreme
Realities, for, in this Amwaka which has no other
purpose than treating of the Supreme Being,
Brahma and Siva are placed among the glories
(vibhutis) of the Supreme Being, on the same
footing as Indra and others. From the fact that
words like Prana are (sometimes) employed in
the Srutis to denote the Supreme Brahman, it
would not be right to say that Prana (the vital
breath) and akasa (ether) and the like are the Supreme
Reality.
Note:-Sul,11 I - I - 31. In wha.t is called P,11111,d111111 Vidy11 in K•us/Jit11ki
Ulanislti,d, Indra says, ''Worship me, Iadra, the slayer of
Vritra', The Sulr11kar11 discusses the meaning of this passage and
comes to the conclusion that the object of meditation or
worship is not Indra but the Inner Self of Indra (namely)
Brahman. So, Indra'a teaching is that the Inner Self within
himsell should be meditated on, In this he had in mind the
Saslra which says that Brahman is the Inner Self of all,
Vamadeva. the seer, taught in the same way. So here too,
Brahma and Siva mean the Inner Self of Brab.111.a and Siva,
namely, Narayana,

Now for another objection :-In Ohandogya
Upanishad ( I - 8 ) occurs the following passage :
"In this city of Brahman ( viz., the body of the
worshipper) there is a small abode like the lotus
(viz., the heart); inside (that abode) there is an
infinitely small akasa (ether). What is within that
akasa or ether should be sought. That is to be
known", "The word akasa here denotes (Brahman),
the material cause of the world, and what we a.re
asked to do is to seek (and know) something that is
within that akasa (for purposes of meditation).
This akasa is said to be the dispenser of names and
forms. As in the Purush1, Bukta, the Purusha
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is called the dispenser of names and forms,
the object of search and meditation is (not
the Akasa or Pnrusha) but something else that
is within the Akasa which is synonymous with

Purusha.

Note:-This view is that of v,oma1ita Vadis (i. c.) those who hold that
beyond 11,-0111•t1 or Al1asa viz., Narayana, there is a higher
principle, a higher Real or tattva which is prescribed as the obJect
of meditation or worship.

This objection can be raised only .hy those
who have not studied the Veda (properly) and
who have not seen the writings of those that
have studied the scriptures. For the Bruti itself
gives the answer to this objection.
So also the
Vakyakara. The Bru.ti raises the question, "What
is there within that small akasa that should be
sought and that should be known?" and answers thus
"This ai·asa, which is within the heart, is as
immense as the physical or material akasa, thereby
indicating that Brahman, the Supreme Person,
who is denoted by the word akasa, is of bound
less splendour and is the cause and the support·
of the world. Then the Br uti proceeds to state:
"In this, all auspicious qualities (kamas which are
objects of desire) are established eternally. This
self (atma) is untainted by evil,, has no old age,
nor death, no sorrow, no hunger, nor thirst: it
has all objects of desire and its will is irresistible.
Thus, the eight qualities beginning with freedom
from evil and ending with irresistible will are
placed in it (namely, the akasa or Brahman).
So, by saying that, in the same way as the
Supreme Person is meditated on, the eight qualities
of the Supreme Person, too, are to be separately
Jmowu '.(a.nd meditated, on), the sruti ' · itself ha.$ ·

refuted. this objection.
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This is what it comes to :- "What is there
within it that is to be sought? To this question
the answer is: "In Him (viz., the akasa) are
qualities like being the creator and supporter of
the world, the quality of being its controller, the
quality of being one for whom the· world exists,
freedom from evil and the like. This is the
refutation of the view held by the Vyomat1'.tavadin.,.
The Vakyakara, too, says:- By •'What is within
it" the kamas are referred to. Kamas are those
which are desired (i. e.) attributes l ike freedom
from evil. The real purport is the foll owing:
That Brahman, whioh is referred to by the word
Dahara .Akasa (i,he small ether) and whioh, as a form
of play, creates. maintains and dissolves the
whole world and so also, the supremely wonderful
eight qualities like freedom from evil whioh are
within it, both these are to be sought and known.
The Brut-i says again, '·Those who depart (from
this world) after knowing this atmin (Brahman)
and also its qualities-to them there is freedom
to go about as they please in all the worlds,'' .
But it may be asked:''How is it that, in
a sentence whioh lays down (the injunction) that
only the (Ultimate) Cause is to be meditated
upon, Vishnu, who is described as the Supreme
Reality in passages which are devoted to no
other purpose than the determination (of the
Supreme Reality) is placed among created beings?"
(The answer to this question is as follows:-)
"We have to understand that Vishnu who is
placed here alongside Brahma and Rudra wanted
to complete the number of the Beals (tattva,)
who were His own creations and, by · way of
sport and· by His own will, incarnated as Vishnu.
(to maike the number three). This is jQSu . Ute .
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the Supreme Being incarnating as Upendra, by
way of sport, to complete the num her of the gods
(devas), and also like the Supreme Brahman
incarnating, by His own will, as the sou of
Dasara tha to complete the number of kings born
of the solar race, and like Bhagavan incar::iating
in the house of Vasudeva by His own will to
relieve the burden on the goddess of the earth,
while completing the number of the kings of the
lunar race.
It has already been said that, in all contexts
dealing with creation (sriHldi) and dissolution
(pralaya), Narayana alone is stated to be the
ultimate cause.
Note1-An avatal'a is not a ,:reation by somebody else, It is a form
taken by the Supreme Being, b1 His own will, for a definite
purpose. So an avata,a is not a ka,,,a (�/feet) and may be the
ka,ana or cause,

It may be objected again that, in the Atharva
Biras, Siva describes himself as possessed of supreme
lordship. The Srtdi itself replies to this objection
by saying: "He has entered into all and into all
the quarters.'' (The word 'He' in this sentence
refers to the Supreme Being and not to Siva).
Therefore, it was said so by Siva on the ground
that the Supreme Being had entered into Him.
The Butrakara himself has explained the meaning
of this and· other such passages by saying, "This
instruction (is based) on insight into the Saatras,
as by Vamadeva" (I-1-81). So also has it been
stated by Prahlada:•'Sinoe Ananta (Nare.ya.na) pervades every
where, . I am He; from me '(arises) all; I am all;
everything is in me wlio �m eternal," Vishnu,
purt1nam: 1 • 19 - 86.,
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"Since Ananta pervades everywhere" gives
the reason (for the statement made by Prahlada).
The Supreme Being pervades all, because He is
the soul of everything, sentient and non-sentient,
which forms His body. Therefore, it has been
said that all words (like Siva a.nd the rest) de
note only the Supreme Being, Hence the word
'I' ( aham) in Prahlada's speech refers only to the
Supreme Being who has for His modes (prakara)
the soul of himself. The Vakyakara, therefore
says, "It is said in such statements as Brahman
should be meditated on as the soul (of all),
since it is the cause of all." It is only the
Supreme Self that stands as the effect r karya)
and as the cause and has for His body, sentient
and non-sentient things. both in their gross and
in their subtle state, So. the Vakyakara says
'It is the cause of all.' The Su.trakara also says:
" Brahman should be meditated on) as the soul;
(it is) in· this way that (previous worshippers)
have meditated, (The Sa.r.;tras) too give the same
instruction (IV - 1 - 3).
In the Mahabha1·ata also, in the dialogue
between Brahma and Rudra, Brahma says to
Rudra:"* (He) is the inner self of you, of
myself, and
of
all
who
are
called
embodied beings" (i. e.> Narayana, who is the
Supreme Ruler (ParameswaraJ is the Inner Self
of Rudra, Brahma, and other embodied beings, (dehi).
In the same (treatise) occurs (the following):
"t Vishnu is the soul of Bhagavan Siva (Bh-ava)
who is possessed of immeasurable splendour")•.
• Mahabharata: mo: 179-4
t
Do
Do: 196-1& '· ·
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. In the same (a,ga,in occurs) the following):These two (Brahma and Rudra), greatest of
gods who are stated to have been produced from the
graciousness (prasada) and wrath (respectively)
of Vishnu, act as the agents of creation and destruc
tion following the path pointed out by Him
(Naraya.na)".
11•

The meaning is:- Brahma and Rudra carry out
the work of creation and destruction, having been
shown the way by Narayana who resides within
them as their Inner Self.
Here ends the section proving that Narayana
is the ultimate cause.

The argument to prove
that Brahman is the Instrumental Cause (nimitta karana)
as well as the Material Cause (upadana karana).
Those who maintain that the Instrumental
Cause (nimitta karana) of the world should be different
from the material cause (u,padana ka1ana) should
be looked upon as outside the pale of the Vedas
(for their view is against that of the Vedas). This
view is also aginst that of the BU,tras composed
by that(great) authority on the Vedas, (Badarayana),
suoh as, "(That) from which arise the origin etc.,
of this (world) (is Brahman)" (I. 1-2) and
''Brahman is also the material ea.use (prakriti) since
this is not in conflict with the proposition and the
illustrations". (1-4-28).
It is also against a large number of srutis (e. g.)
(1) "This, my dear, existed at the beginning
a.s sat and without a. second" (2) "It resolved
· •Ma.habharata: ka, Pa.r: 85---60
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that it should become the manifold", (8) "Brahman
is the forest and Brahman is the tree from
which they made the world", (8) "Brahman
presided supporting the worlds", ( 4) "All the
moments (of time) took their origin from the
P.uruslia, whose splendour is like that of lightning",
(5) '•No one rules over Him. Great fame is His,.,
c 6) There is nothing here of plurality ( nana,),
(7) "He has everything under His control and is the
ruler over all'', (8) The P.uruslu1, alone is all this,
both the past and the present and He is the ruler
of all, (9) "There is no other way of attaining Him".
Likewise in the Ithihasa,<; and Puranas, while
describing creation and dissolution, this (alone),
Brahman or Narayana), is indicated to be the
highest reality (paratattva):In the Mahabharata occur the following (slokas):
"By whom was all this created, 0 Brahme,
(literally grand - father,) both the moving and the
non-moving? Whom do they go to at the time of
dissolution ( pralaya)? Tell me this;
"Narayana has the (whole) world as His body;
He is the inner self ( atma) of all; He is eternal".
"The ri,'lli-i:,;, the p'itris, the gods, the great
elements, the tissues of the body ( dh,a,tu) - this
world consisting of moving and non-moving things
all had their origin from Narayan&".
Note:-(1) shows that Brahman is both the material and the instra
ruental cause, (2) shows His being the instramental cause,
(3) shows His being the material cause, ( 4) shows His being
the iaatrumental cause. (SJ shows His being the material cause,
(6) shows His being the instrumental cause, (7) abo:ws both,

The Vishnu, Pu1rana whioh is aooepted unani
mously by all learned men (sisktu) in · the ·east,
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north, south, and west as being adequate, by
itself, to determine the nature of all dkarma,
(duty) and of all reality (tattva) raises the question,
"The cause of the origin and the like of the wor Id
is understood to be Brahman; What is that cause?"
and answers it by saying "( All this) arose from
Vishnu". From such passages as this, it is agreed
on all hands that this purana exsits solely for
the purpose of pointing out the specific form of
Brahman ( viz., Vishnu),
So also in the concluding section of this treatise
it is said:"(The nature of) Prakriti, both in its manifested
state (vyakta) in creation and in its unmanifested state
( avyakta) during pralaya, has been explained by me and
so also, (the nature of) Puruha (the individual self).
Both of them merge in the Supreme Self". (This
means that the Supreme Self is the ultimate cause
of the world),
"The Supreme Self is the support of all and
is the Supreme Ruler (Parameswara), In the Vedas
and the Vedantas (the Upanishad), it is celebrated
in song by the name of Vishnu".
The meaning is "He alone is celebrated in song
in all the Vedas and Vedanta by all words as the
ultimate cause. Just as the Narayana Anuvak(l,''
among all the srutis, interests itself solely in
determining
the specific form of the Supreme
Brahman, so also this Vishnu Purana says:"From you, 0, knower of dltarma, I desire
to learn whence this world arose, how it arose,
whenoe it will arise again and how it will
arise; illustrious sir, tell me by whom it is pervaded

10
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and in whom this world of moving and non-moving
things lay merged before and in whioh it will beoome
absorbed again". Having begun, in this way, to ask,
"What is this Supreme -Brahman?", it proceeds to
describe the specific nature of this Supreme
Brahman:•'From Vishnu possessed of the will (to oreahe),
this w orld took its origin; in Him alone it stands;
He maintains it and controls the world; He is
the world.
"He is greater than the great; He pervades
everywhere; He is self - supported; He is with
out the specifications of genus, quality and the
like. He is not subject to deoay and death, to
modification, to grow th and to birth. He is
capable of being spoken of only as existing
always •.
"He is everywhere and everything bas its
abode (vasati) in Him. Therefore, the learned
speak of Him as Vasudeva,
"He is the Supreme Brahman-eternal, because
He is unborn, unchanging, and withont end. He
is always of the same nature; He is pure, because
there is no blemish or imperfection in Him, as
He is free from karma."
"AH this universe which is of the nature of
the manifest and the unmanifest, and which
also stands in the form of puruaha (the individual
self) and of kala (time) is only He,"
"He is beyond prakriti (matter) whioh is the
oause of all the elements ( bkuta), beyond its
evolutes or modifioations (like maka,t a.nd a,h,a,nka,r,r,)
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and beyond blemishes like the .r;u.na.9 (of prakriti
viz •• sattvam, rajas and tama1;.) He is beyond all
obscaration ( avarana). He is the soul of all,
0 Sage, because all parts of the world are
pervaded by Him."
"The essential nature of His divine self has
the quality of all auspiciousness. He supports
all sorts and kinds of beings with but) a small
fraction of His might. At His own will and
pleasure, He assumes wonderful forms pleasing to
Him; and (this He does) to promote the well
being of the whole world,"
"He is the unique abode of qualities like
splendour, strength, wisdom, valour and might.
He is the greatest of the great; in Him there are
no such things as pain, because He is the ruler
of the great and the small,
'·He is lswara; He is of the nature of Jfra9 in
their individual state (vyashti) and in their
collective, causal state (sarnashti);
so also He is
of the nature of the manifested and the unmanifested
state ( of matter). He rules· over all ; He knows the
nature of everything and of every mode of every. ·thing".
"That knowledge by which this (Brahman) that
is free from the taint (dosha) (peouliar to prakriti),
that is pure (without the karma which binds the
Jiva), that is incapable of being ever ts.inted (by
karma like the released souls), that is supreme and
always the same-that knowledge alone is knowledge;
·the rest is called ajnana (ignorance]'.
Iu this way the Vishnu Purana is interested
<JDly· in determining the· speoino form of the Supreme
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Brahman. Therefore, other puranas are to be so
interpreted as not to conflict with it. That they a.re
interested in other subjects ( than Brahman) may
be seen even in * the manner in which they begin,
That in them which is entirely opposed (to what is
in the Vi.�lmn P urana) should be disregarded a.s
due to famas.
Note;-in Iii, manner in which th,y b�tin : The Laingapurattaf# begin■
by asking for a description of the greatness of the Lin111 in
special, whereas Yilhnu;u,a'nam seeks to know the Supreme
Being and its characteristics and declares that Yi,h•u is ihat
Supreme Being; so the praise of Vishnu in it i& impartial.

But it might be said, even in this (purana),
the equality of the trinity (Brahma, Vishnu and Siva)
is apparent as in the following:"Bhagavan Janardana alone takes the names of
Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, while engaged in the
(respective) work of creating, maintaining and
destroying". Vishnu, Pu,rana: 1-2-66.
-

We answer: "It is not so. "Janardana alone"
means that Janardana is stated in this context
to be identical with Brahma, Vishnu, Siva and
the rest of the world. What was stated succinctly
before in "He is the world" is here elaborated.
"He is the creator and He also creates Him
self; Vishnu is the object of protection and is, at
the same time, the protector; He is destroyed at tho
end (in pralaya) and He is himself the destroyer,
being the Lord (of all)." Vishnu P.urana: l-fJ-6.
Here by indicating Brahma in his capacity as
creator and the object c,f creation, and likewise
the destroyer and the destroyed at the same time,
the purana teaches the identity between Vishnu
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and everything else. In so far as the creator and
the destroyer are among the glories (vibh1dis) of
Janardana just like the created and the destroyed,
there is nothing peculiar to the former. Since
the words, Janardana and Vishnu, are synonymous,
the pnrana, states that, for His own Lila, (or play)
and at His own pleasure, the possessor of these
glories becomes himself one of the glories. This
idea is set forth immediately afterwards:"Earth, water, and likewise, fire, air and
ether, all the senses, the mind and the pu,rusha
(viz., the Jiva) - these that constitute the world
are only He. Though He is unchanging (avyaya)
yet, He is the soul of all bemgs and has the
universe as His body. Therefore, creation and the
like which are found in all beings is only to
serve His purposes. Vishnu, Purana: 1-2-68.
"He alone is the created and He alone is the
creator; He protects and destroys and is. at the
same time, the protected; Vishnu who has every
thing without exception as His form owing to
states of existence such as Brahma-Vishnu grants
us the , objects that we desire; He is t he object
of worship; He is the highest of all." ibid: 1-2-68.
,i;,

Here, the purana raises the question whether
it is proper to affirm the identity between the world
with blemishes and imperfections mingled (with
good qualities) and Brahman who possesses all
auspicious qualities and who is not subject to any
blemish or change - identity. such as is implied in
the grammatical co-ordination or
apposition
(Btllmanadhika.ranya) such as "The world is He"
and then itself answers it in the words: "Though
unoh�nging, He alone is the soul of all beings and
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has the universe as His body". This Vishnu alone,
who is the Ruler of all rulers and who is the Supreme
Brahman, is stated to be the whole world and the
reason is given in: "Though unchanging, He is the
soul of all beings and has the universe as His bGdy."
Again, it is said, "All that is the body ( tanuh)
of Vishnu" To explain :- Though He is unchanging,
since Vishnu, the Supreme Brahman, has the
universe as His body, this identification of Him
with the world is not against reason, The nature
of the soul and the nature of the body are, of course,
different. This Vishnu. who is the Ruler over alJ.
it has already been stated, incarnates, at His own
pleasure, as Vishnu, one among the gods, among
animals and among men that are in the ranks of
those under His control in the world, in order that
they may seek refuge under Him. In the sixth
chapter of the Vishnu Purana, while speaking of
Subhasraya (a sacred object for meditation), it is
clearly stated that Brahma and others are under
the sway of karma and that Bhagavan Vasudeva,
who is the Supreme Brahman, takes an incarnation
of His own accord and in His essential nature, for
the good of the whole world. In the Mahabharata
it is explained that even in these incarnations as
gcxls and the rest, His body is not consti_tuted of
matter ( aprakrita), "The body of this 'Supreme
Being is not built up of the five elements (earth,
water, etc., which are evolutes of matter (prakriti)."
The 8r11,tti also says "Though unborn, He is born in
many forms".
The foremost among the wise are
aware of His birth". To Brahma and others who are
subject to the sway of /ccirma, birth, which is of the
nature of entrance into the bodies of gods, (men)
and the like that are special oontigd.rl;l.tions
of the elements (earth,.
(samsthana)
water,
fire, air and akasa) that·
are
· themselves
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evolutes or modifications of matter is inescapable,
though they may not desire it and these bodies are
adapted to the respective karma. On the other hand,
this Bhagavan. who is the Ruler of all and whose
will is omnipotent (satyasankalpa), though He
never performs any karma which is other than
pure, is born manifold, of His own accord and
in His own wonderfully auspicious form among
gods and the like for the well-being of the world.
The word •His' (tasya) (in the Sru,ti text)• means
•Of Him who does not perform any karma that
is other than pure; bahudha yonim (manifold birth)
means many kinds of birth in accordance with
His innumerable auspw1ous
qualities,
dhirah
(the wise) means 'the foremost among the wise.''
,ananti means ·know'.

• ajayamano lJakudha vijayate; tasya dhirah parija
nanti yonim.
NotE.;-The question asked was: Docs not the placing of Vishnu
alongside Brahma and Siva in the sl•h11 quoted from Yi11111u
Pu,ana show that He is not above them and that there ii another
lollr,o above Him? Sri Ramanuja's answer is "No, Brahma
and Siva are created beings and therefore Jiuas, whereas Vishnu,
though placed alongside with them in that context, ii not a
created being but an incarnation of Janardana or Vasudeva or the
Supreme Brahman. An incarnation is not the same thing as a
created being,

The Butrakara (Badarayana) himself has refuted
the idea of there being a higher principle (tattva)
than this Supreme Person who has been explained
as the material and instrumental cause of the
world in the following sutras:- "From which the
origin and the like ( of this world) proceed - (That
is Brahman)" I, 1, 2 and "(Brahman isJ also the
material cause as it is not opposed to the proposition
(sought to be proved) and the illustrations" 1-4-,28
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and other such (sutras), For in Ill 2, SO he
raises the pu,rvapaksha or prima facie view. t"There
must be) another (reality) higher than this
(Supreme Person) on account of suoh indications
as 'bridge', 'measurability', 'connexion' and differ
ence". Then, he refutes the purvapaksha in the
following Sutras:Br. F.tdra III. 2,
resemblance.''

31.

"but on account

of

Nole:-1he Sruti text which is the subject of discussion here means;
This Atma (the Supreme Self) is the setu which protect■ the
worlds against getting mixed up with one another (Chandogya
Upanisltad Vlll - 4, 1). The Pu,va Pahshin says that the word
s,tu in the text should mean 'bridge' and that, a, a bridge always
leads to something beyond itself, the atma or Brahman described
so far mast lead to a higher tattva beyond itself, The Sut,aka,a's
answer is as follows1- On account of resemblance to a "'"•
Brahman is called here a setu. Setu here means not a bridge, but a
dam which prevents what is on one side of it from getting mixed up
with what is on the other side. But for Brahman, the properties
and limits of things like earth, water, fire and air would get
mixed up. So, Brahman is not a bridge leading to somethmg
else beyond it, but a dam or controlling authority which keeps
all things in the proper places assigned to them.

Br. Butra III. 2 - 32. "(It is) for the purpose
of contemplation as in the statement a.bout the
feet."
Note:-The S,uti texts which are the subject of discussion are such
passages a■ "Brahman has four feet'' ChafldOtJ• Upawishad
(V. 18-2) Brahman has sixteen kaltAh or part■ P,asna Upawishatl
(VI. I), ••His foot i1 all the beings" Puru1ha SNkl•• Theae
passages would imply measurability or limitedness. It might
follow from them that the Brahman described so far was finite and
that there was a higher lattv<A that waa infinite. This conten
tion of the Pu,va Pakshin is refuted in III • :z-3:z as follow■ •
Brahman is certainly infinite, but for purposes of meditation,
we are taught to think of Him as having feet, parts and the like.

Br. Butra III. 2-88. (Though infinite, it may
be meditated on as finite) owing to particular
pla.oes as in light and the like,
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Note :-Light and ether, (111,111•), though pervading nerywhere, ar• sp,ken
of as finite and limited, owing to their connection respecti\'ely
with such places as windows as in 'the light in the wiudow' and
with such objects as pots. So too, though Brahman i1 in1inite
and all • pervasive, it may be meditated on a■ finite owing to it1
connectiou with particular places.

Br. But. Ill. 2 - 34. As there is no im
possibility {in the sa.me thing being both the
end and the means).
N ote:-The text discussed here i■ •' He is the selu leading to immortality".
The P"rvapcksl,in contends that, as there is a connectine inter•
mediary between the goal and the means of reaching the goal, the
goal should be different from the means of reaching it, The
s..1,aka,a's answer is this: Brahman may well be both. There i■
nothing that is improper in this, for the Sr"li 1ay1 "He whom thi■
Atma (the Supreme Self) chooses-by him alone can He be at•
t11ined; to him alone He reveals his form'"• Kalt1J,•,si1A•d•

Br. Butr4: III. 2 - 35. "So also owing to (the
existence of) others being denied, (there is nothing
higher than Brahman).
Note:-The texts discussed in this S"lrtJ are 1uch passages as "That which
is higher than it1" Svalasv1111a,a Upanishad (3•10) explained before
(on page 146), "He reaches the Person beyond the higheat
(M"ndaka Up11nishad III 1•8.) ''He is beyond the highest which is
hi&her than the Aksha,a".
On the atrength of these passage■, the P"rvapaks•i,s 11ay11
.,There should be a higher latlva than Brahman. The Sutrakara
replies "No, There is nothing higher, for the Sr"'' itself says (in
Sv,t111val11rt:1 u1a,sish11tl 3-9) that there is nothing el•• hieher than
Brahman."

Br, Sutr. � III. 2 - 86. (We learn) that every
thing is pervaded by this (Brahman), from words
signifying extent and others."
Note:-The Sutrak.i,11 here says that there are Vedic texts like "By Him l■
all this (world) filled", S11,1asvAtar11 Uf>artishad (3·9), "Whatever is
seen or heard of in the world. all that Narayan& pervades, both
within and without'' P"'"slt11, SuktaM. "The wi■e see (Brahman)
_who is eternal, omnipresent, pervadiag everything, owing to His

11
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111ibllene11 and who is the cause of all living beings". -M..,.4•A•
Upaw.i,n•d I 1 -6. (In these SNncas. the author refutes the
view that there is anything higher than Brahman such u
Brihma,)
In llrfanu's Dnarmo S011,a also, we find (1) "Then appeared
He who controls ,11,,.os", (2) "Desirous of creating all kinds of
beings", (3) "First He created water and placed His energy in it",
(,f) ••From the egg of Brahma (Brdmanla) arose Brahma", In
these passages, since we hP.ar of Brahma•s birth 1 it is evident that
Brahma is a Jiva ( Kshet,aina),
Note:-The 'He' in (I) refers to Aniruddha, an incarnation of Vasudeva,
the Supreme Being, who is said to preaide over tama■ before the
creation of the world and of Brahma, (2) • Desiro11s' is here
said of Brahman not Brahma (3) the •He' refers to Brahman,

The names are given also of the Supreme
Person who is the creator and of Brahma who
was created by Him in the following:"The waters were His abode of old. Therefore,
He is called Narayana. The person created by
Him is celebrated in the world as Brahma."
Note 1-Narayana etymologically means "He of whom the waters (narah)
are the abode (ayana).

That Brahman and others are Ji vas may be
determined also from the Vishnu Purana, where it
is explained that they cannot be sacred objects
of meditation (Subhasraya) owing to their associa
tion with the three kinds of mental effort (bhavana).
Note :-(I) The mental effort for performing karma capable of securing
objects of pleasure is called karma bhavana, (2) The mental effort
to perform the adoration of the Supreme is called Brahma bhavaDa
and ( 3) the mental effort to perform both the above is called
ubhaya bbavana.
Brahma has bbavana of the third kind.
In creation he has
karma bhavana. At other times, he has Bahma bhavana. Some
have only karma bhavana, like moat of us mortals, Great
seers like Sanaka and Sanandana have only Brahma bhanna.
Here enda the section proving that Narayana ia both the inatru•
mental and the material cause of the world,

Refutation of the view of the Mimamsakas of the
Prabhakara School that we understand the meanings of
words o nly when finding them employed in denoting
some action or other:
Note :- ( The
Mimamsakas,
who
have
laid
down valuable
principles of interpretation in regard to
the
Vedas.
attach great importance to the earlier parts of the Veda, the
1:arma karida, which prescribes rituals and sacrifices (yajria■l for
the attainment of certain worldly objects and of avarga after
death. To them, the Upanishads v.hich form the jnana kanda
are of little or no importance, as they do not prescribe the per
formance of rituals and sacrifices and describe only the nature of
Brahman, of the individual 11elf, of matter and of their relations
to one another.
The rituals and sacrifices described in the
1'.arma kl.Ilda, if properly performed, would, of themselves
according to them, lead to the attainment: of the good things
of thi■ world or of ■varga as the case may be. It might appear
from the Vedic texts that these rituals and sacrifices are intended
to please this god or that.
But such words have no validity
in �egard to the knowledge that th ey impart. It is doubtful,
they say, whether gods really exist; even supposing they exist,
they are not necessary at all for man's attaining his desires,
The performance of karma by itself w ill give him, either In this
life itself or after death. whatever he desires. n may be objected
that as karma, the performance of a rite or a sacrifice, last s only for
a short time and as no trace of it persists after the performan ce
is over, it cannot yield such benefits as avarqa which can only
come after death, since there is no connecting link between the
To
karma which has perished and the end that is desired.
meet this objection, the M1mam1aka1 postulate an entity called
apurn which arises in the atma as a result of the perfomance
of the re■pective karma and immediately aft1r its performance
is duly completed, This apu"a or kary1 (as It is also called),
they maintain, persi■ts through life and even after death and
secures the attainment of the desired object either in thi■ wi;,rld
or in evarga. There is no need, ac cording to them,:to asaame
that the gods mentioned in the Vedic texts confer these benefits.
The Vedas consist of three parts, viclhi, mantra, and arthavacla.
Vlei.hi is those texts which lay down certain actions, rites
or yajnas as fit to be performed and certain prohibitions
a■ to what wo 1hould not do, It is only these texts that.
accordiag to llimam■aku, are valid 1ources of ku,owledge.
lda11tra1 con1i1-t of hymns in verse in · praile; of the gods
4�blq $b1ir •ttributes and. lllwil to, th'1r. iaVOIU'. They
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may be in praise also of the karma prescribed in the vidhl
The Mimamaaka.11
valt7a1 or texts prescribing rites or karma.
do not regard the1e mantras as giving any valid knowledge.
What ma, be inferred from them about gods or their attributes
is ab1olutely of no value as true knowledge. ArthaYadaa are
invariably in prose and extol the karma laid down in the
vidhivakya or the god or gods whose praise is sung in the
mantra,. These, too, have, according to Mimamsa doctrine,
ao value as source■ of true knowledge •
There are two schools of thought among Mimamsakas, namely,
the school of Prabhakara or Prabhakaras (the followers of
PrabbakaraJ and the 1chool of Kumarila Bhatta or Bhattas,
as they are called.
How do we learn at first the meaning (vyutpatti) of words?
To this question different philosophers have given different
anawers, The Prabhakaras affirm that the meanings of words
are understood only when they arc employed in connection
with some action to be performed (karyarthavada). When A
says 'Bring the cow' and B brings it alter hearing the words
of A, C who baa listened to A' s words and observed B's
action in bringing the cow, infers that the word •cow' uaed by
A must mean th e animal brought by B.
The Prabhakaras
are not content with stating that this is one of the ways in
which the m,anings of words are learnt, but a11ert that this
ia the only way in which the meanings of words could be
learnt. According to them, sentences or words which do not
denote any action to be performed cannot convey any valid
knowledge, Now in the Upanishads. there are many sentences
which speak. for instance, of Brahman as being eternal. as
being conaciousness and as beinc infinite (aatyam, jaanam,
aaaatam.J Do these texts convey any meaning that may be
considered aa a contribution to valid knowledge in our minds?
The Mimamsakas say 11No, they do not",
These passages
do not prescribe any action for performance and are of the
nature of erthavadaa. Hence, no valid meaning can be derived
from them. This contention is called vyutpattl abhava vacla.
If tbis view· were� accepted, it would follow that the study of
t:he Upanilhads is absolutely of no use.
In this 1ection 1 Sri Ramanuja refutes the contention of the
Prabhakaru that the meanings of word■ come to be learned
at first only from sentences prescribing action. Be ■hows alao
that the Upanishads, too, contain vicihi•akyas prescribing what
0111ht to be done and that, on thi• aocoant also, what ia said
in them has validity. Then, he takes the warfare into the enemy'•
camp and provee by vario111 argument■ tllat there ii no justifl
catioia for the llima•sak•'• a•a•ptioa of the Hiatnco o(
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an apurya or karya Which confel'I the benefits, though the karma
or ritual has perished. Though the karma is over, it has served
ita purpose, Sri Ramanuja says, in pleasing Iswara who, at
the appropriate time, rewards the man with the objects of
hi• desire).

There are some (thinkers) (Prabhakaras) who
hold that words (in the Vedas) which consist of
vidhi, arthavada, and mantra can be said to convey
� meaning only when they denote a thing to be
done (karya), because we do not find words oonv:eying
any meaning when they are used in connection
with anything other than an action (to be per
formed). All speech, action or (vyavahara) is based
on the idea of the action to be performed. Therefore,
the sigificance of the Vedas is, in their opinion,
concerned only with things to be done and they
a.re not valid sources of knowledge in regard to
permanent or established entities (parinishpanna
vasfo) (like Brahman).
Against this view (of the Prabhakaras), it may
be said as follows:Is it a king's command that the determi
nation of the power of words to signify what they
mean is arrived at only by speech stimulating
activity (of some form or other)? (There is none
such). It is easy to make one understand the
signifying power of a word even in regard to
established entities. For example, one (AJ is sent
by another (B) wibh instructions given by gestures
and the like to say to Deva.datta, •;The stick is
in the room," A, proceeding to execute the orders
goes to Devadatta and uses the words, "The
stick is in the room."
A fourth person O who
stood by and understood the gesture employed
by B like a dumb man may not at first know
the meaning of the words employed. Notwith-
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standing this, he observes these words employed
by A to signify to Devadatta that the stick is in
the room and learns that these words convey this
meaning. Where is the impossibility here? (In "the
stick is in the room", there is no activity enjoined).
So also, deliberately, it may be learnt by the teaching
of others. For example, the child is told again
and again by parents and others with words
accompanied by fingers pointing to the respective
objects, "This is father", 'This is mother', "This is
uncle", "This is a man," "This is a beast", "This
is the moon", "This is a serpent". Being taught
in this way, the child finds a knowledge of their
meanings arising within himself from those very
words. He concludes gradually that the use of these
words accompaniecl with the gesture of the finger
is the cause of this knowledge of their signification,
since there is no other association (sanibandha) and
since there is no knowledge of any person who has
established any convention (regarding the words
and their meanings). Later the child is told by
elders, "This word means such and such a thing''
and learns the meanings of all words and himself
also employs collections of words (sentences). In
the same way, he learns the signification of all
words and, in specific groups of words, the signifi
cation of the true connection existing among the
different words. Therefore, the insistence that the
knowledge of the meaning of words arises only in
connection with things to be done is without reason.
Hence, since it is clear that the signification of
words can be known also in the case of established
entities (both in ordinary speech and in the Vedas),
it follows that all the Vedic passages do give (us) a
knowledge of Brahman who is the cause of all the
world, who is the abode of all auspicious qualities
and who has (other) such attribqtes. Fq.rthEtr, (le�
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us admit for the moment) that the knowledge of the
meaning of words arises only in regard to a thing
that is to be done (karya); even then, the texts
in Vedanta also may (be shown to) give knowledge in
as much as they too prescribe a thing to be done. They
prescribe meditation (upasana) (of Brahman). In
connection with that action to be done, they may
very well give (us) knowledge of the person (who
meditates) and of the fruit of the action which is
an attribute of his, in the same way as the Mimam
sakas admit that arthavadas give valid knowledge
of certain things even when the vidhivakya does
not mention them. For instance, (1) the vidh-ivakya
says, "The person desirous of svarga, should per
form the Jyotishtoma sacrifice'', It does not tell us
what svarga is like or the attributes of svarga.
An arthavada says - "Where there is no heat, no
oold, no grief". It is admitted by the Mimansakas
that this attribute of svarga is valid knowledge
(though it does not occur in the v-idhivakya). Again
(2) there is a vidhivakya which enjoins: "The night
satras (sacrifices due to be performed at :aight)
should be done'', It is not stated in the vidhivakya
what the reward (or ph(J,la) would be.
But an
arthavada following it says, "Those who perform
these night sacrifices become well-established in
life''. The Mimamsakas admit that this passage,
though only an arthavarl,a, gives us valid knowledge
about the fruit resulting from the performance.
Furthermore, (8) there is a prohibitary injunction
(nishedha) to the following effect: "Therefore one
shall not threaten a Brahmin with assault". It
does not state any penalty. Only an arthavada
says: ''He who threatens shall be fined a hundred
gold coins'', This arthavada is admitted by Mimam
sakas as affording true knowledge. As in these
(three) oases, viz., the attributes of svarga tha.t

it is a place where there is no trace of grief, the
information about the fruit resulting from night
sacrifices and the punishment for threatening,
arthavada passages in Vedanta do give true know
ledge of Brahman, the attainment of which is the
fruit of the meditation enjoined in the vidhivakya
("Brahman should be meditated upon") of the attri
butes of Brahman, of the person who medidates and
other suoh things and all this is being related to
the ·vidhivakya.
Note:-The original is too condensed and presumes too deep a. knowledge
of Mimamsa on the part of the re.id er to be easily understood.
So the translation had to be made explanatory.

For instance, the text, "The man who knows
(meditates upon) Brahman attains the Supreme"
really enjoins that the man who wants to attain
the Supreme should meditate on Brahman. So
the attainment of Brahman which is an attribute
( viseshana) of the person who is concerned with
the meditation of Brahman is here declared to be
the fruit of the meditation. In this, the essential
nature of Brhman (sva·r-upa) whioh appears as the
object of attainment and all its attributes are
established only as being related to the thing to
bo done. And comprised within it, such things as
Brahman's creatorship of the world, Brahman's
being the cause of its destruction and Brahman's
being the support and the inner soul of the world
-all these (both what has been said and what
has not been said) are established. There is nothing
in this that is against reason.
Since this is so, whatever is said in all the

mantras and arthavadas becomes established as being

related to the thing to be done (namely, the
meditation), provided it is not opposed (avirud,d,h,a)

to other souroes of valid knowledge (pra.m4na)
and provided it oannot be established (by other
souroes of valid knowledge) (aprapti). So has it
been said in the Dramida Bhashya :"Beginning with the Srnti text •(on avadana),
the Bhashya prooeeds to say, "Though this text is
in praise of avadana, the praise oannot be true,
if it· tells us of what does not exist", To explain:
"lt is well-known that all arthavad,a passages
inspire (one) with a knowledge of the exoellenoe
of the enjoined karma by praising, in a thousand
ways, the qualities of the saorifioe and the like,
whioh are of the nature of the worship of
(oertain) deities with their supplementary rites
(anga) and, likewise, of the unseen qualities of
the deities worshipped. If these qualities do not
exist in reality, there will be no knowledge of
the exoellenoe of the karma (saorifioe). Therefore
to produce this knowledge of its exoellenoe, the
arthavada passages must afford a knowledge of only
such qualities as really exist. On the same line
of reasoning. it would follow that what is said
in the mantras, too, should be oonsidered as true.
Note :-(.4011411,aa is from the root do (�) to cut (with the preposition
0111.) The Sruti referred to in the Dramida Bnasnya means, ''A
man is born with three debts (Ri1111), that to hia anceston, that
to the gods and that to the Riahis, If a saerificer cul, a slice
from the heart of the animal slaill for the sacrifice and makes
of it an ofiering in the fire, all his three debts will be iut off
(i, e.) diac�arged; thatl is why ooad1111a1 are called by that name
(i, e,) those thatl cut,
Note :-Sri Ramanuja first refuted the theory that the meanings of
word■ 'are fir■tl understood only when they are employed to
; denote an action or a thing to be done, Later, he said that,
even on th• assumption that this theory is true, the Vedautic
texts mus, be considered as afiording valid knowlege in as
,.mucb' a1, in Vellanta, action■ or thing• to be done are pre1cribed,
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Now •. be prGCeeds to. show that whatl the Mimamsakal meait
by the thing to be ·ctone (ka,,,a) namely, opu,11a (a potential
created in the soul by the activity connected with rites and
aa.crifices. which, later on, results in certain fruits) cannot be
properly c!efined and has no foundation in fact, being only an
unneceasary and dogmatic assumption, Sri Ramaauja points
out that the definitions which might be given by Mimamsakas
of af'14,11a or ka,,,a would apply either to the rite or the fruit
of the rite and not merely to thi1 llarya or ot,u,110.

. Further, those who hold this theory regarding
the meanings of words as being related only to
a thing to be done, - they should define what they
mean by karya or 'the thing to be done' (when
they say it is identical with apMrva,)
If they say karya or a;mrva is what is
produced by the volition ( kriti or mental effort)
and is, at the same time, aimed at by the voli•
tion, we ask, what is meant by "that which is aim�d
at by the volition!". (1) If the reply is "that with which
the volition concerns itself is that which is
aimed at by the volition", volition which is an
activity of a person cannot have any concerns
(adhikara) or aims (for only persons have aims
and concern
themselves with activities like
sacrifices). How can volition have 'concerns'
,(adkikara)? (2) If the definition is altered or amended
in this way: "That desirous of securing which a
'.person produces the mental effort (or volition)
Js what is aimed at by the volition", it would become
-,too wide as a definition (ativayapti) for, then,
that which is desired would beoome that which
is aimed at by the volition. (It would apply to svarga or
any worldly enjoyment that the saorifioer desires
1
Q,B.. well
to th e a,pu,n:a). The Mimamsaka.
jnigh� reply, "There are two aspects · of _desire,
:one is existence as the object· of the desire and
· the other is the power of · stimulating the ,person

as
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to act. It is· this stimulating or inspiring aspect
that forms the · definition of "that which is aim.ed at
bu the volition." This effort (to amend the definition)
which is due to an obstinate in�istence on one's
theory is all in vain. The power of stimulating
or inspiring is nothing but the absolute depend
ence of what appears to be the object of
desire on one's own effort for its realiz;ation (i. e.)
that the object desired cannot be attained except
by one's own effort; for only then (i. e.) after
realising that it cannot be secured without one's
effort, does one proceed to enter on the activity.
When the desire for a thing (svarga and the
like) has arisen, and when the person realises
that the desired object cannot be secured with
out beginning his effort, the desire to act arises
and then the person acts. This is the order· of
sequence as understood by those who know the truth
of these things. Therefore, there is no such thing
as that which is airned at lYy the volition (apurva) apart
from the desired object being dependent ·for
its. attainment on one's volition. The Mimamasaka
might now say, "The reason for a thing being desired
is its being agreeable (anukula) to a person. (8) So, that
which is agreeable to a person is that which is aim.ea
at by volition". But this cannot be. That which is
agreeable ( anu,kul,a) to· a person (is synonymous
with pleasure and) means. nothing other .. than
pleasure, in the same way as that which is
disagreeable to a person is synonymous with pain
( dukkha). There is nothing other tha,n pleasure
which can be said to be agreeable to a person (and
apur� is certainly not pleasure). The Mima.msaka
might;- reply, 0 The �elief from pain which · is
other · �ban pleasure (sukha) is ,seen. 1i9. be agrQeable
.
to a·. persen"::·· We: refute this'. sta.tenierit
•
:: '.: ;_( �·
lo116ws:·��'-·'. ·: .'.; :: .,·..:; , : :; : ' • , �, - • • '
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"Whatever is agreeable to one's .self is pleasure
(sukha) and whatever is disagreeable to one's self is
pain (dukkha). This is the differentiation between
pleasure and pain. Between them, pleasure which
is agreeable to one's self becomes an object of desire
and pain which is disagreeable to one's self becomes
undesirable. Since contact with pain is unbearable,
relief from it, too, becomes an object of desire.
Since it becomes an object of desire in the same way
as pleasure, relief from pain is confounded with
pleasure (though it is not the same as pleasure).
To a man who is still in the stream of births
and deaths (samsara) owing to contact with prakriti,
there are three possible states:contact with
what is agreeable, contact with what is dis
agreeable and being in his own essential nature
with neither pleasure nor pain. Absence of contact
with pleasure and absence of contact with pain
are both the same (because that is the third
state described above with neither pleasure nor
pain), Therefore when the contact with what is
disagreeable exists, relief from it, which is this
third state of being in a neutral condition, becomes
desirable. Since, there is a similarity between
pleasure and this relief from pain in both of them
being desirable, relief from pain is illusorily mis
taken (bkrama) for pleasure,
Therefore, those who judge matters by valid
evidence laugh at the man who says that Niyoga
(commandment as also that which is acquired
by the commandment or vidhi namely, apurva, is
agreeable because whatever is agreeable is of the
nature of pleasure (sukha). It is because Niyof}4
(apurva) oan bring about the �omplishment of
the desired objeot that it is .e.ssumed to � thEt
object of � oommandment, an enduring ijung

l'iT
(lasting for a long time) and also as a new and
super-sensuous entity (resulting from the activity
connected with sacrifices and the like). In the
words "Bvar,qa kamo ya,ieta" tHe who is desirous of
svarr1a shall perform the sacrifice), the contention of
the Mimamsakas that the thing to be done signified
by the word yajeta is something other than the
activity connected with the performance of the sacri
fice, namely, apu rrn-this contention would be possible
only because of its being read in association with the
words, "He who is desirous of svarga" and conse
quently of its being considered as the means of
attaining savrga. The *Mimamsakas cannot say
that the use of the word yajeta first suggests
niyoga or apurva independently of the other words in
the sentence and that its being read in association
with the words "He who is desirous of svar,qti", later
brings into prominence the person ( commanded to
perform the sacrifice) who is necessary for the
production of this apurva. They cannot say so, for
the verb yajeta suggests only "what can be
accomplished by man's effort". It is only by its
being read in association with "He who is desirous
of svarga", that the Mimamsakas could infer what is
not conveyed by the verb yajeta and what is other
than that denoted by the verb, namely "the
thing to be done", its enduring quality, and
its being a new super-sensuous entity (apu,rva).
Its being different from the activity which
alone is suggested by the verb is inierred from
its appearing as the means of bringing .�varga
into effect. The terminations of the potential (ling)
and imperative moods affixed to verbs only indicate
that the activity is the means of attaining svarga,
J(otet-•Tbe San�krit verb y11,j1ta means ••should perform a sacrifice", &ut
the 11.imamsahaa ■ay that it meana "create or acquire apuf'f/• (b)'
P"fc>nsli•I the 1acrii9e)"
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which is consistent with the meaning ot other
words read in connection with the verb, namely,
"He who is desirous of svarga", This is the usual
designation accepted in ordinary intercourse and
the Mimamsakas have to ignore it in their assump
tion of apurva. What has been said means tbis:
Wben a number of words are employed in a
sentence, the meaning of a particular word can
be taken to be only that which would be coherent
or congruous with the meanings of other words
uttered along with it and this meaning of the
word in question can be determined only after
hearing the full sentence consisting of a number
of words which express a meaning in connection
with one another (and not independently) and
before reading and hearing the whole sentence,
as the Mimamsakas claim of the apurva in the
word yajeta. That meaning in the sentence in
question is only 'the means of attaining avarga.
Therefore, in the same way as the activity in
performing the sacrifice is given up by the
Mimamsakas as being incongruous
with the
meanings of the other words, the meaning of the
word yajeta as being none other than apurva will
have to be given up ( even though they say it is
suggested by the word at first and indenpendently);
because it is also incongruous with the meanings
of the other words.
("He who is desirous of
svarga should attain apurva" does not make any
sense). For example, in sentences like "On the
Ganga is the village of the herdsmen," the word
'Ganga' is construed as referring to a place capable
of being dwelt in, with reference to the village
of the herdsmen. At :first, it is true 'Ganga'
suggests the flood of the river; on that aocQunt
(that only the meaning which the word, at first
and independently of others,· suggests' '.:should be
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,tooepted), it does not become coherent il.nd
congruous with the meanings of the other words
in the s entenoe. Therefore, we give up the meaning
'!�he flood of the Ganga" as there cannot be a
village on the water and take the word to mean
'!on the b3,nk of the Ganga." Similarly here also,
granting, as you say, that the word yajeta
suggests, at first, only the karya viz., apurva
and nothing else,
its denoting nothing else
cannot be maintained when
the sequence
of the words in the sentences is thought
of for the sake of the meaning. (So, this meaning
of the word yajeta insisted on by the Mimamsakas
will have to be given up). But, this assumption
that the word yajeta, at first and independently of
other words, suggests 'the thing to ho done' (i-e.) karya
or ap11,rva at the time when it is heard, is itself not
true. When A says 'Bring the cow' and B brings
it, 0 who understands the meaning of the words
'bring the cow·, while obser.ving B bringing it,
knows that the activity of B in bringing the cow
is painful in itself and is looked upon as the thing
to be done (karya) only as it is a means of attaining
some specific pleasure (afterwards) and not as it
self being
pleasure. Therefore, to say that
.niyoga or apurl!a ( or the commandment to produce
it) is agreeable to a person is opposed to all
ordinary experience. It is also against the experience
.of the· person who maintains that niyoga is of
the nature of pleasure, because it is agreeable to
•men

a.

. In . ea.see; like. ·'He who is desirous of rain
shall sacrifice with bamboo shoots O·ariri)," as soon
as tb.e sacrifice is over, the niyoga or ap·urva should
have been generated, but it is not experienoed as
�greeable in its.elf as a.part from the rain, though
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The Mimamsa,ka
it is the ea.use of the rain.
might reply, "It is not experienced as agreeable
in this life, for the effect, namely, rain may
ooour either in this life or in a later life:' From
the unoertainty regarding the time when it will
rain (as the result of the sacrifice), the Mima.m
sakas have necessarily to assume that the niyoga
or apurva has already been generated in this life.
But, this niyoga is not now experienced as being
agreeable or, in other words, as a pleasure. Thus
from these arguments, it must have become
evident that there is no such thing as "that
which is aimed at by the volition or mental
effort" other than the desired object ( viz., rain or
svarga as the case may be) which oan be attained
by the effort.
The Mimamsaka might now attempt another
definition of "that which is aimed at by the mental
effort or volition" and say, (4) "that which is aimed at
by volition is seshin to the volition. ( seshin is one for
whose purposes the sesha exists). We ask, "What is
the definition of a seshin and what of a sesha?"
When two terms are associated with each other,
they are said to be mutually associ:ited (pratisam
bandki to ea.eh other); (for instanoe, •father' and
•son' are mutually assooiatod terms; they are pra.ti
sambandhi to each other). Hence, the Mimamsa.ka.
might reply: "That whioh is mutually assooia.ted
with karya or apurva as its pratisambandhi is
sesha to it and that which is pratisam"IJandM, to
the sesha is the seshin,. Here, karya is certainly
not defined, for the karya, is now called seshin
without the word seshin being defined clearly and
all along we have been asking for a definition
Mima.msaka should
If now the
of karya.
a.mend the definition and say. (5) "The sesht1 is olie
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which exists invariably along with the volition
which bas started with something else for its aim",
we ask, ''What is this something else for its aim?".
It is just this aim which was required to be defined.
The definition of a word should not contain the
word itself to be defined. It may be said "aiming
at is the accomplishment of a desire''. We ask
again, "What is this thing that is desired?". The
Minamsaka might reply, "The benefit to be derived
from the volition is the benefit which stimulates
a man at the beginning to make the mental effort
or volition and this is the object desired (namely
svarga) which can be attained only by the volition.
This
we
have
already
stated.
Everywhere
the relationship between the sesha and the seshin
is as follows:- That whose whole existence, by its
very nature, serves to promote the interests of
another is sesha and the other is the seshin, Saori
fioes and the like and the effort to perform them
subserve solely the desire to attain the fruit. Owing
to the desire to complete the sacrifices and the
like properly, the rest is subservient ( sesha).
Those who are born slaves to others exist
solely (and primarily) for promoting the highest
interests of the others and are hence sesha.
Similarly, the essential nature ( svarupa) of all
things, sentient and non-sentient, eternal and
non-eternal, is to subserve the highest purposes of
Iswara: so, they are sesha and He is the seshin. The
Brutis therefore say, "He has all things under His
sway"'., "He rules over all'', "the Lord of the
Universe" and so on.
Therefore, it is only the attainment of svarga that
ean . be • ou.lled aeshin and not apurva or karya,
for if; ia. only : the· former that is the ultimate
supreiutbenefit derived from the volition.. The

awl
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Mime.msaka.'s definition "that the primary and
important entity which is brought into accomplish
ment by the volition is karya or apurva will convince
only those who have implicit and unquestioning
faith in Mimamsa doctrine,
Note ;-S,s1'in is defined by the Mimamsaka as that which is related to the
1111'11 and when the question is asked what is meant by ,,,,.., it is
defined as that which i1 related to the sn"i•. Here llO real
colltribution is made to a knowledge of what either of the two
means. If one of the words, say 1tslia, i1 defined without bringing
in the other word, then, the second word s,sliin may be defined as
having a certain relation to s,slia; then, one could undentand
what the two words mean,

Further, in instances like "the man desirous of
svarga shall perform the sacrifice'', the termination
of the tense form yajet'l, suggests an agent or (karta)
in general and "The man desirous of svarga" makes
it refer to a special kind of agent or karta and this
is the explanation of grammarians, The Mimamsaka
contention that the words "The man desirous of
svarga'' suggest not a special kind of agent or doer
but a special kind of niyojya (or person who should
understand in his mind that he should acquire
apuri:a) is opposed to the view of the grammarians
a,nd we ask "Whence is it inferred ?". The
Mimamsaka might reply, "How can a man who
is qualified by the desire for the attainment of
si·arga be the agent or doer when he does not
know. that the activity, namely, the performance
of the sacrifice is a means to attain svarga,1" We
ask the Mimamsaka in return, "How can one
qualified by the desire for .the attainment of
B1:arga understand in his mind that he is a. niyoj'JIO,
(i. e,J one who should acquire apurva1" · lt is
peoause of this difficulty that the Mimamsaka
says he arrives at the oonolusion that the nigoga
9r (apurva) is the means of attaining BVIJ,f'IJ(I- We
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may also reply in the same way, "We arrive- at
the oonol usi on that the aoti vity in the performa.noe
of a saori:fioe is the means of attaining svarga
(without any such niyoga or apurva). Our view
has at least the merit of having the sanction
of the science of grammar, (whereas the Mimam
saka view has not). When a statement is made
such as "He who desires to eat should go to
the house of Devadatta," since we hear of the
activity of going to Devadatta's h0use on the p:1rt
of one desiring to eat, we conclude or uner,
though it was unknown before, that going to
Devadatta's house is a means of attaining the
desired end ( eating food). So also in the instance
"He who is desirous of sva.rga shall perform the
sacrifice Jyotishtoma." It is not proper on the
part of the Mimamsaka to attribute, to a person
described as a doer of one action, the doership of
an entirely different action. The word yajeta
(should perform the sacrifice) describes the person
as the (prospective) doer of the sacrifice. In
Mimamsa interpretation, he is called the doer of
another action vis., of the action of understanding
in his mind that he is a niy ojya enjoined to acquire
apuri:a or niyoga. For the niyojya has been defined
by Mimamsakas as one who understands in his_
mind that the karya or apurva should be
his.'' If they should state (at this stage) tha�
this understanding is favourable to the activity
in performing the sa.ori:fice, the objection is. not
thereby removed. For when it is said "Devadatta.
should cook (food)" he is stated to be the
(prospective) doer of the oooking, and it is
not proper to sa.y that be is stated in t)le
sentence to be the doer . of the aot of going (to tb�
kitchen, for example), because this going: W
Javourable to the act of oooking,
.I

l.8&
�ote 1-All thi1 long discussion is for the purp�se of proving· that the
assumption of an entity called apu,vo by the Mimamsakaa is
uncalled for. qin�n th;• 11f:,un o r ,_, .,..,. r.nnnot be defined a 11nv•
th•ng o,
,,ia, t.,c tlc,iil, fir r1e iru.t of h� sacrde<.: nd the
Jikt· or the .,,ci:,v1t\· conn�ct.,J. with t,,e -•-\Cn:fice. fhi1 assumption
(of a n1yo10 or 11pun111) is opposed to the ordinary interpretation
of words in life and also that of grammarians.
0

Note :-The Mimamsakas maintain that, when we hear the 11idlti11alty11,
••He who is desirous of svor1a shall perform a certain kind o f
sacrifice", first arises a desire (J,eho) for s11a,10, then the Yolition,
will, or mental effort (li,ils) to attain that end, then the under•
standing that the opurvo should be acquired, then follows the
activity connected with the sacrifice tliriya or karma) and, as a
result of the k,iya, lio,ya or ap11no in the soul which, later, either
after this life or after some future life, secures the object desired
namely, s110,10, Sri Ramanuja would describe the chain as
follows:- Fir1t the desire for svorgo, then the will or volition,
then the activity of the aacritiee, then the consequence of this
activity which consists in having pleased Iswara by the sacrifice
and this pleasure in the mind of Iswara or His grace finally bring■
11111,10. 1he Mimamsaka assumed the generation of an apu,1111
on the ground that the activity of the sacrifice which perishes
when it is over, no longer persists and cannot therefore aecure the
desired object. Sri Ramanuja explains that this assumption of all
11pu,110 is unnecessary, 1ince Iswara's pleasure or grace which has
been secured by the activity of the sacrifice pessi&ts and can brini
about the accomplishment of the desire.

Further, we ask, "Why do you assume or
postulate the existence of an enduring entity (that
lasts long) called apurvar'. If the reply is, "Otherwise
the utterance of the words 'He who is desirous
of svarga in conjunction with 'shall perform the
sacrifice,' would be incongruous and against reason;
we ask, '•Where is the incongruity or un
reasonableness?. "He who is desirous of ,,1,,arga"
means "He to whom svarga is the aooomplishment
of a desire". If it is said by the Mimamsaka that,
for the svarga which is to be attained at some future
time, activity suoh as the performance of the sa.orifioe;
whioh perishes immediately after it is over, cannot
be the means, we reply · that this charge of \l.iJ.i.
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reasonableness or incongruity oan be made only by
those who do not at all understand the true teaching
of the VetlJ.j. Thn:-\•. wl:·J tuHkr:�taud th· Vedasoeolare
that .8hagavan Narayaua, the Supreme Ruler, who
has been propitiated by all sorts of kurma or activities,
vouchsafes the desired fruit (of such activities).
For example, Sri Dramidacharya, who is in the
forefront of those that have understood the Vedas,
says "It is certainly by the desire to attain the fruit,
that men seek to propitiate the Supreme Self
(atma). The teaching of the Sastras is that when
He is pleased by the actions, He is capable of
granting the desired end". The meaning of this
is as follows:- "In order to attain the desired object
or end, (men) want to propitiate Bhagavan
Vasudeva, the Supreme Self, who is expressed by
words like lndra and others and who is within Indra
and others as their inner self, by karmas or activities
suoh as sacrifices, charitable gifts, offerings made
in the fire and the like to deities Jike Indra. The
Bruti also says:- (The Supreme Being) who is the
hub (nabhi) of the Universe receives all actions such
as sacrifices and good deeds like digging tanks, both
those that were done in the past and those that are
being done in whatever way they may be performed.
'Sacrifices' and 'good deeds' refer to all kinds
of ka,·ma prescribed in the srutis and the smritis.
"Receives all" means "Whatever actions are
performed as for all deities suoh as Indra, A_qni, and
Varuna - they are all accepted as His own by the
Supreme Person who is their inner self. ''The hub
of the Universe" means "He who supports the world
fill� with all varnas or castes such as the Brahmin
and the Kshatriya. · He is called the hub because
He supports the world by granting their res,peotive
desires to those who have won His grace by their
karmas· 'activities, That He is the person referred

or
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to by such words as Agni and Vayu on account of
His being their Inner Self is declared in "That is
Agni, That is Vayu, That is Surya, That is Chandra
(the moon)". Bhagavan, too, says:"Whatever be the body (tanu) that the devotee
wishes to propitiate with earnestness and sincerity,
I endow him with unshaken sincerity in that form
of worship." Gita (VII - 21 ).
"Endowed with thab sincere faith, he performs
the worship (of that form or body (of mine). Thence
does ho obtain his desires, whatever they may be,
and these are really granted by me". Gita (VII -22.J
"Whatever be the body" this means that
"Particular deities such as Indra and others are, in
fact, the bodies of Bhagavan who is within them as
their Inner Self. And again in IX - 24, Bhagavan
says:"I am the deity propitiated in all the sacrifices
and, likewise, it is I that grant all the desires".
So also in the Vishnu Purana, we find the
fallowing :"0 Aohyuta, that art of the form of all the gods,
Thou art worshipped always in (all) sacrifices".
"0 Lord, those by whom Thou art worshipped in
the performance of their respective duties (dharma)
-they transcend all this Maya in order to obtain
release from bondage".
Thus, in all the Itihasas and Puranas as well as
in all the Vedas, it is said here and there
that all rites (karma) are of the nature of worship
of the Lord of all and that Purushotha.ma, being

is
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worshipped by these rites, grants the respeotive
objeots desired. So also in texts like the following,
all 'bhe Srutis declare that Bhagavan, who is
worshipped b y means of sacrifices, charitable gifts
and offerings made in the fire, reoeives them, being
the Inner Self of lndra and the other gods and
is also the giver of all objects desired.
"Baori:fioes beoome related to the gods through
Him". " Through Him " means " Through the
Supreme Being who is within the gods as their
inner self". "S!!icrifices beoome related to the gods"
means ''Saorifioes become associated with the gods".
It really means "Sacl'ifices become associated with
gods like Indra, because they stand in the relation
of bodies to the Supreme Being, who is their inner
Ruler.
In the Bhagavad Gita (V - 29) we are told that
He is the recipient of all sacrifices and austerities
and that He is the Supreme Ruler of all the worlds".
It follows therefore that all rites (karma) are of
the nature of the worship of the Supreme Person,
who is the Inner self of lndra and the other gods,
and that He alone is the giver of those objects
that are desired. Where, then, is the advantage
of postulating an apurva which is far from being the
ordinary interpretation (of words) as being ex
pressed by them or as being required to be postu
lated? If it is asked, *"If so, what is the meaning
a.ooepted for the potential mood (ling) and others",
we answer as follows:- "The root yaj means "to
worship a deity" and refers to saori:fices and the
like whioh are of the nature of worship of a deity;
the potential mood and suoh things as the termi
nations express what ordinary interpretation
requires, namely, that this worship is capable of
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being carried out by the activities of ·the doer".
What is there unreasonable in this? According to
the soienoe of grammar, the terminations de
noting the agent or doer bring out the manner of
relationship between the meaning of the. root and the
activity of the agent. Other tenses and moods than
the ling indicate the past. the present and the
like; suoh tenses and moods as the ling indicate that
the thing denoted by the root is capable of being
accomplished by the aotivity of the agent or doer.
Further, the
vidhivakyas themselves, after
prescribing the respective karma or rite to the
man who desires a particular object, state that
the karma is a form of worship of a deity and
will bring out the desired end through that deity.
For example, the text laying down the vidhi or
command says, "The man who desires to have
prosperity will off er, as a sacrifice, a white goat
(pasn) to Vayu," Then occurs the following sentence
which is an arthavada, "Vayu is a deity who
grants the desired end soonest. So, he who
approaches Vayu with a suitable offering will be
rewarded by Vayu with worldly prosperity." Here,
since there is nothing unreasonable in the state
ment that the desired end is attained (throug h
a god), it does not stand to reason to maintain
that the means of accomplishing the desired end
is inferred by the pramana called Upadana.
Note ;-Upadana is a p,am11na like inference (anu,nana), It is alm01t
the same as a,thapam, When it is stated that Deva.datta is
fa.t and yet d1es not eat in the daytime' we infer that he
must be eating at night time. The inference here i1 by art/fr.a.
patti and uptadana is similar to 1.1,tnapatti. · From the purport
underlying the vidhi (vidhyaksh,paJ, we apprehend the a;w,ua,
according to the Mimamsakas,

Even though the agency by which the desired
end is brought about viz., Vayu is not stated
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in fihe: . o.;,J,'l,,ivakya, · .· yet, thiS' is understood. front
the· .sententies which follow it, especially as it is
necessary for the vidkivakya,. This is the meaning.
In the rule · of · prohibition: "Therefore, one shall
not. threaten a ·Brahman: with assault," though the
vidkivak1J(I, does not , state what would happen
to ene who so threatens,
still we understand
that · the aoiion of doing the prohibited thing will
bring into, effect a fine of a hundred gold ooins,
from the
sentence
whioh
follows
the text
enjoining the prohibition.
We take it that
the prohibited aotion will lead to the fine, as it is
neoessary · for the . passage which enjoins the prohi
bi.tion.- · While this is so, why, in this case (namely
the sacri:fioe to Va.yu), . should we disregard or
ignore what is plainly understood from the senten
ces closely following the (vidhivakya) that the sacri
fice will bl'ing prosperity through thl' agency of
Vayu and resort to the help of an inference or
&PtH'ehension ( upad,ana) for stating that . the
saoriioe will · yield the desired end? There is a.
saying to this effect; "Who will .bury a treasure
of gold in a room in his own heuse and go ·to
beg .of a miser . in bis desire for wealth?" This
'godd in your casei (Mimamsaka'sJ�
1
l3esides, • the . fine of a . hundred gold coins is the
r�!fUlt ·�ot ·of &D:Y (intermediary) apurva · or adriahta.
the :man who obeys the commands la.id down
(h:11 ,�·•.s�this)(to the_ �an ;who �oes. not follow
'�d .. 'to · tlhe _man·· who _d�es what 1s censured
��e:m,'.,
1
l\S. o�at���utb!e"'.".""'t� _. all of th�m,. all the plea.sur�
of the pa.in (d·11,kha) · results from the
(sufl1i&),'
>
Person. . '
'the· ft8wn ·. of the Supreme
fa�
'

sayiilg: !iotas·
Tb

�

or·

! f ·, ',, ''

;

.,

•,• f ,.

, ,·,' J;,,,,,.

i

'To ·provtf lthist
f;here· a.re va.rfous 8r1i,.tis, . Stch
f
tJiese;;,'6hal : 'follow:- ' 11 'It is ' ind��"•'\ He j 'who
bt,ilf�f11,}ijil' ;�t,� Upni.thttd; ,·'(Whdn 'll'
:f

1

a&

1

main

is in oons6ant and llllinterrupted medltatioo of
the Supreme Being). 1lct has no fears. (Whetl
there is interruption in the meditation), then
does he beoome s:abjeot to f-.r.." "For fear of
Him does the wind blow; for fe&r of Him does
the sun rise, for fear of Him, do Agni aud Indra
(perform their respective duiies) a.nd the god of
death who is the fifth among them 1'1lll8 (on His
errands) for fear of Him. (T<1,ittiriya Upan�
"It is by theorders of this imperishable (SupieDi
Being), 0 Gargi, • that the sun and the moon
stand supported. It is by the orders of the
Supreme Being that men, who have moeived
gifts praise the giver, being obliged io him, ibt.•
the gods praise thos� that perform saorifioes a.ad
the pitris those who perform (the ,raiJ.d,Jt,ws),"
• Brihad,ar0,t1,gaka UpanilJksd: a-8-9
So the Dramid.tJJ.ihaskya says:..
"By His orders, the wind sweeps aloug a.ad
the rivers flow; within the bounds ptMOri� bJ
Him, the ooeans leap about like rams tbp.t have
beogme excited".
"These worlds remain without aroppt.g ac,-wn
or breaking to pieces, being subjeo, to llis wUl.
Be knows those who perform llis bic1di0& �
rewards them in His oompaasion, beoause �
knQWS everything and is profioient in all the mle--§; t
This means, ''To the man who ,nd.eraoii<la' •�
real truth oonoerning the na.ture o� �e S111b·eme
Person a.nd then performs the rit.es ancl au.Ci.iee
prescribed (or him, as �$0 Bis./�1�$io,;,,·��•
pa.nied by jnana, a.11 pleasures extending even to
th� attainment of Him res� b7 Ui.$ 1faqe1 and
so also freedom from. fear, MQ4 acoo,di,g .iQi 1�
�a-vou.r. To the � who does n� ....
it.
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on Him with true knowledge of His na.ture and
who does not perform the duties prescribed for
Him and performs those that have been condemned
as evil, immeasurable sufferings including the non
a.fma.iriment of Him result from His frown and so
also fear." ·
Bhagavan himself sa.yij:uPerform the, duties prescribed for you; for,
the perfo:ma.noe c,f ka,rma is superior to jnana,
(withou.& k3,rma }" (Jita III - 8.
Having here la.id
down that al.l 'l«l,r,na, should
be performed with
knowledge, He says again:-

;, r,

, ''Surrender all karma unto me." (Gita. IU-80)
QY wbie\l Re deolares . thait aJl ka,rma is of the
nat1,Jre of Elis warship and that all sc,uls are,
�t. tQ, His oontirol.
,' . ' Ie then prooeeds to say:}

�'Those who perform this bidding of min&
w1$kou1i failure, those who have faith · in · thii\.
teaohi88' of the B<utNi& and those who do'·
not: speak with oontempt of them-all .these
obtain release from karma,."
1
.·

•'Those who do not do my bidding Qqt; of aon•
tempt, those who have no faith in it-these will
beoome deluded in regard to all knowledge.
Know
r
that tlity ,firiiJ detf> id of t11f sense". · Gita IU-89-83.
. '' ,
,;.;,, _:",,;:·.� i
•

. '

(In these two slokas) Bha.gavan praises those
wl1o per.tom His OOl!lmands and censures those who
• , OQninvy io Bis biading., ,.and states again tha.t
iilose whG do · bot, aot, a.ooording to His oomm11nd
lll9. Jotiha,•art'·of<.d&1!'Cls. and nu1rt. they will h•ve i,.
cli..,.,..W.loi1artlea� ,, .,! , : ,, \;,, ,.q;>··
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"Those wioked and cruel men who hate me-,1
throw them into the bondage of samsara and 1Jhat
in asitric births.
"Having obtained asuric birth�, these .fools are:
born again and again and without ever ,-�t�ning;
me; they finally reaoh the most disreputable of
all conditions". Gita (kv-19-20).
"He who perfo�ms all karma with the·· thoughii
that it is really I that mak�. him psrform it-he:
will, by my grace, ·attain thff-' eternal state from
which there is no change." Gita XVIII-56�
Thus, He points out the condition of eternal
bliss assigned to those who do His bidding. · Some
exaggerated statements are made in Karma, Mima,maa'
in the chapter on the gods, in order that tbose·wbo
have not studied Vedanta · may not lose · tlaei-r·
faith in karma and in prder that they may cont!nue
to have faith in all ·karma. Those who are well�
versed in the Vedas know that the tw.o parts
Karma Mimamsa, and Brahma Mimamsa form. a $i.agle
Baatra. In order to emphasise. ,the imp.ortaD.()e of
karma, it is stated. in the chapter on the gods that
the fruit of the karma comes of itselt and no� from
any gods. The real intention is not to deny the
agency of the gods.
The Arguments, to prove th� �•tence

The Region

or Eternal

or .

Glory (Nltyavlbhutl).

In the same way as this Supreme Being, Na•�
ya.na, has infinite knowledge, bliss, and puriiiy;
(which are attributes that define His n&inreJ, ·UlJ
the same wo.y a.s He bas countless, :wonderfuli aml
ll,nsurp,-,ss�d, 11uspioi0Qil · -�alibiea nohi aa: ., �Li

power, · strength, lordship, migh, and• splendour, in
the same way as He controls, by his will, all other
thit1gs, sentient and non-sentient, so also He·· has
a celestial and unchanging form, whiob, besides
beii::ig to his liking, conforms to His nature; He, has
likewise countless ornaznents of wonderful and
varied �eauty in keeping with His form;
has· also innumerable and wonderful weapons
suited to His might; He [has, besides, a Spouse
of unsurpassed glory with a form pleasing to Him
and conforming to His greatness aud with beauty,
greatness, sovereignty and goodness suited to His
nature; He has, moreover; a retinue of countless
followers .and attendants who possess boundless
a.uspfoious qualities like wisdom and the capacity
for r�ndering service suited to Rim; He _has,
further, countless objects and accmpaniments of
enjoyment· suited to His nature, and to his great
ness. · Bo . also He has a celestial abode which far
transcends the power of speech and of mind to
describe. There are thousands of passages in the
8Yutis which state that all these are eternal and
imniaoula_f;e.

He

<

(He,e are some of .them):-

''I know this Supreme Person whose complexion
i's. radiant Hke the sun," . Pur'lµha Bukta.
•, ·'This person is . within the sun, all golden in.
appearance; His · eyes are like. . the red lotus
bl0$somirig in uhe rays of the sun."
Clzandogya
U�isehad 1-6-6
: ..Within · the ether inside the heart, this Person
Btr- ea� -be - grasped· oniy ,by �he p:ure mind.
Be is immortal, all golden." Mundaka
2-!J-'l

dflll81'

Upa,mskaa:

The word manomara, in the (above) Sn1,ti _..na
"that can be grasped only by the. mind tl:1$t i.s pure.•�
"All the moments had their origin from this
Person who is like lightning. 0
"From the Person like lightning'' · means fro"'
the Person whose colour is like that of lightning".
"He shines like a black cloud in the middle Qf
the flame of fire which shines like a streak of
lightning". Narayanopaniskad: 13-2
This means:- This flame of fire which is in the
ether of the small lotus ( of the heart) bas, in the
middle of it, the form of tho Supreme Being shining
like a black cloud and resembles, therefore, lightning
which has within it a black cloud;
"He aan be grasped only by the m.ind.�tji
pure; He has a.11 beings in the world for Hi� bo<lif.
He has a radiant form. His will is irr�i$tible; · Bis
form is as subtle as . ether (4kaia); He the �le
doer of all that takes · .pla.ce; Ue he.a all obj�ts of,
pure enjoyment; He has all (tra.D.Soendsntal),
fragrances and flavours. He has all thes� auspioioqe;
qualities, since He is perfect in Himself, He is
indifferent to everything and does not speak of
anything''.
"He is dressed in a raiment coloured. with
saffron" and so forth.

t,

"The Spouse of Vishnu is the qiieen. of the
world". "The goddess of the ea.rth �:ud tbct, g�u
Lakshmi are His wives", "The Buri& e.re alw•'1'
gazing at the supreme abode of Vishnu", -��
lives beyond this universe of matter (rajas); His
celestial form is endless; It is inQO�P�ftlSible
(avyakta), anoien�, , oinniptt3sent, ,:-.n.d· ,) �1PI¥1l riiti
r�jiOD of tam'M"• ' . . i
''. '., ·' ' ' / •: J'f,Ji I! ti(t ai oH

Ill

,••Ha who medi•tes on this Brahman set within
tile cave· of ihe hea.ri- He attains the Supreme
abode of Brahman". "It a.lone is the pa.st and it is the
future and i* is in the Supreme Ether that never
changes". It is from these and hundreds of such
atNtil tha.t a.ll this is asoertained.
In "That supreme abode of Vishnu eto.," it is
sta.ted that the Buris a.re always gazing at it. From
�e -.ords "a,l,wa,ys gazing", it is learnt that there
are oertain beings with perfect knowledge or wis
dom whose visio11 is eternal. The words may be
interpret"d to mean either "Those who are suris
gaze always" or "Those who always gaze a.re suris0•
lo. both oases. it cannot be said that the sentence
aar.mot be considered as declaring more things tha.n
one. Sin0f3 these things cannot be proved by any
0;ber pramana than the sruti, in this passage,
1ib.ree tihings are declared as. existing; the suris
who are �ernal; their vision, e.nd the Supreme
.A.bode whioh bas them both or, in other words,
� Supreme Abode qualified by the suris and their
gaze is: here deolared to exist, as it has not been
�$a.bli1Jbed elsewhere (aprapt&) or by other pramaruJIJ.
. (Tb.e . sage Jaimini) says in his Puroo Mima.msa:
"U �y a.re not; t$ughb elsewhere, the ancillary
aspects o(. a. rite . men$foned along with the
performance of the rite itself should be considered
as, t,Jso .• p1tsotibed, booa.use they are inseparable.
f,QJn : the·, rile , itself.. � , Jfor example, in vi,rJ,Jii,
�i� .·""8, rite like 'fThe offering made to Agni
""' be· in ei.g.ht potisherd'S," both the l'ite itself
taclJ ib,. aabillarJ fea"-1.res ,d ihe, rite (like . �
potsh� andi-,$he . god Agni� which have nofl
�n i.._bli'Shed tdsewbere should be oonsidered as
P.Mf� (i..ie.) . wW is · ror61.ined 'il the rive
,
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qualified by all" ancillary . features; · ;So, ·:also . · 'here
there is nothing inappropriate in saying thai the:
Supreme Abode of Brahman is declared, to exist
with Buris gazing at it always," because they have
not been established elsewhere or otherwise.
Vedic scholars maintain . that the mantras uttered
while offering (homa) in the fire and the mantras
repeated while it is being offered, the rrmntras
used in japa.�, the mantras which are chanted
(stotra) and also those that; are uttered (without;
chanting) (nstra), those whioh are found in the
respective contexts and those which ·are . · found
elsewhere out of
these contexts - that
all
these are
of
significance and convey their
meaning just as they stand in the same
way as the Brahmanas, provided wha.t they
state has not been already established and provided
also that what they express is not opposed to the
pramanas. A Btotra tells of the attributes of a
god and is intended to be chanted or sung. A Sastra,
on the other hand, speaks of the attributes of a god
and is to be uttered (without being sung). In the
oase of mantras which describe the materials • to
be employed in the rite, those statements whioh·a.re
made in them about the attributes of particular
deities, provided they have not been established
otherwise and are not opposed (to ·the pramana's)
a.re appropriate to the appH011,tion of the rite.
This passage in the sruti, viz., "The Su,ris ·ahvays
gaze at this supreme abode of.. Vishnu" , is · n�
concerned with souls that have obtained. release/
for the word "always'', (whioh means ·etern�lt;J
would then be out of pla.oe. . Nor· can it be said that
the Suris refer to the beginningless streaut .· of
!ele�s_ed · souls ·in• which _c�e. :'al way�'' · :�ht' · · :bii
JUStlf1ed. ·"Gaze" always s1gmf1es that eadh'� 1 thti
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is the. doer of tne aotion of gazing. So, · other
interpretations would be age.inst the spirit of the
sruti. Even in regard to passages which refer to
an action, it has already been shown that mantras
and arthavadas convey valid ideas. Much more then,
should there be a real idea in passages concerning
e.n established entity. (siddkavastu) which is under
stood from the interpretation of the words. There
fore the reasoning followed here to prove the
existence of the Supreme Abode of Brahman and
of the eternal Burill is just.
The (following) objection may be made here:
"The word Paramapacla in the sr·uti which has been
rendered into 'the Supreme Abode of Brahman' really
means the essential nature (svarupa) of the Supreme
Being. In passages like "Paramapada, which has the
name Vishnu, is absolutely free from all that is
objectionable or faulty", Paramapada and Vishnu are
spoken of as being identical. (So how could the
sruti in question prove the existence of the Supreme
Abode of Vishnu?).
We answer: "It is not so. The Supreme Abode
is itself declared to exist in· passages like the
following:"He dwells beyond this world of rajas or
matter.'' Bajas here stands for sattvam and tamas
as well, all the three of them being qualities of
matter,
4 '11&

lives in the Supreme Ether (vyoman) whioh
is· imperishable/'_,,·.•
·, . NHa1wbo.presi&,s,over all dwelli in the Supreme
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·· "He who knows Him that dwells in the�Supreme
Et�er within the cave ....... " · Further that the
Paramapada is the abode and is different from
Vishnu is clear also from the genitive or sixth
oase in "of Vishnu." Moreover when· it is stated,
i.The Paramapada which has the name Vishnu,"
there is an implication that there are other
par.,mapad,a,s. - It is only that paramapada which
is other than the Paramapada of the name Vishnu
that is said .to exist and to be gazed at always
by the Sttris.
,- To explain: In . so111e places the word pararna
pada is employed to denote the Suprem,e Abode;
it is sometimes employed to denote . also the
individual self .freed from matter or pr<ikriti _anc!
i,t is also used · sometimes to denote · Bhaga.van.
In the passage: "In that Paramapada of Vishnu,
the .suris are always gazing at it", it refers to
the abode. · In the. passage "The gre�t Parama12ada, which has no qualities, become!, aS$opiated with
qualities (sattvam, raja.c;, and tamas) during crefl!tion,
continuance and dissolution and is seen to be of
three kinds", the word paramapada means the soul
freed from matter, In the passage ''The pa.ramapadtl
named Vishnu is without anything obje�ijona4le,
or faulty", the word means Vishnu. All these three
meanings are conveyed by the word pt1lrrJimapulJJ,, as
each of them is the supreme objeot of -abt ah1m.eat. .
lf it is asked how all these three oould1 ,be objlk>ts of:
attainment, we answer as follows:- Bhaga.van is.the
supreme end or goal to be attained. The other two
�e also objects; of $.ttainme.nt, as they ·are att1dned
along with Bhagavan. The attainme'nt:of that,�lidi-r
tion of the soul which is free from all the bondage of
m1;1,tter takes place along with blie· ·attainm.eb.t of
Bhaga.van as is stated in the following sruti- "ThoaE,
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auspioious qualities that are desired in moksha a.re
obscured by a,nrita." The word anrita means karma
which obscures .from us the true qualities of Bhaga
vao. .. If it is asked, "How are we to know that the
tJnrit<t which obscures is the karma of the self in
bondage, we cite the following slskas in support of
th�, contention:,

'

'

'

.

· ''.,,4vidya which has the name karma is a third
power .(sakti) other (than these two). By it, 0 king,
the power ( sakti) called the soul in bondage
(kshetraj na) which is found in all bodies is covered or
obscured. Owing . to the· obscuration, the sou1
experiences all sorts of suffering due to sa,msara".
Vishnn Pnrana.
(Apidya and anrita aro known to be synonymous
�erms).''
That the attain nient of the abode of the'Suprem�
Being· takes pl i:i,ce along . with the attai�m,ent,; of
��.���van :is'·obvious (and needs no exf��napfop);: ·•,·u:
,_

oil., .... ,

.. ,•·-

•

•

•

.

·, · •In thtn�uti•"He who dwells beyo11d thi� worlc f ot
rafet,,l', '#1,,jas signifies prakriti or matter whiob
ett<l.owed with three que.Ji�ies sa.ttvam, rajas_ an4 tama/s�
beoa.U'.se mere rajas cannot stand by" itself. · - So the.
paSS&f,!e means, "He dwells in a region which·'
beyondJ: •ma.tiler possessed of the three_· qu11,lit10s'\
Frotn this, we infer that Vishnu's. abode lies beyond:
pr�krit_� llr mat�er whio� .is the obje�t of enjoyment
for the self in bo�dage and . which is oonstitlfted of
�attl'am, _ rajq,s . and, ta�., . �9 also·. in, the sru,ti:
.
-.f.lnow �i,S'_�tip
�eme �1r�p'n .�ving .the r�dian�e.��
�u:� a�d' d�e!!1�· ?��<>,U� ·tamas( �he :W?�d !amaf
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of Vishnu living beyond "1-Jat�, :
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tbe Supreme Person radiant like the sun and
dwelling beyond tani:l,'$ or prakriti." Further, it is said
•"The person that knows Brahman, who is truth,
knowledge and infiniteness and who dwells in the
Supreme Ether (vyonum) within the cave'' and
likewise, ''In the imperishable Supreme Ether".
From these two srnt-i texts, it is learnt that
this abode is changeless and is called by the
name "the Supreme ryoman or Ether". Since the
quality of imperisbability is attributed to the Supreme
Ether in the sritti quoted above, the solar system
(adityamandala) and the like which are perishable
a.re not to be called by the words "Supreme Ether".

• Paittiaiya Aranyaka: (1-1)
From passages like i"Where there is a class of
dei-as or gods called sadhyah" and "Where there are
ancient rishis or seers from the earliest times",
we learn that these are the su·ris referred to
elsewhere. The same idea is conveyed by the sruti.
•"Vishnu's supreme abode (paramapada), where there
are beings with divine wisdom (viprasah) singing (the
praise of the Lord), (vipanyavah) ever vigilant in their
vision (or knowledge), (jagruvamsah). 1Jip ra.r;a,h means
"beings possessed of wisdom"; vipanyavah means
''ever singing praises''. Jagruvamsah means 'whose
intelligence never fails them'. So it means:- "These
wise seers whose wisdom never fails shine radiantly
always singing the praise of Vishnu's parama,pada".
• Tad viprasah vipanyai·ah jagruvamBah samiad1uJte

Vishnoh yat pa,ramam padam.
Since the sruti says, "This, my dear, existed at

the begining only as 81,t, a.lone and without a seoond0,
it has to be understood that these followers, the
a.bode and the like are included in the essen�ial
'

'
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nature of the Supreme Being, just like the multitude
of auspicious qualities like knowledge, strength and
lordship. The words "only as Bat", "alone" and
"without a second'' show that they have to be
included: as being within Brahman, because they
from part of His transcendental, non-material
(aprakr�ta) attributes. The word 'this' in "This, my
dear, existed at the beginning as S,it" refers to this
universe consitituted of experiencing subjects (J£vas)
bound by karma and the objects experienced or
enjoyed by them. "The Snris always gaie at it"
shows that they are not subject to karma, because
their vision is eternal. The srnt,i which begins with
''He is free from sin" and e.nds with "He has no thirst'
declares that Brahman is without any of those
objectionable features that are seen in prakriti
{matter) with its three qualities, in the modifications
prakriti, and in the Jicas who are associated with
them, which three form the materials of His play
(Lila). Then the same sentence proceeds to declare
by the word satyakama that the objects of His enjoy•
ment and the implements of His enjoyment are
true (i.e. j eternal. Whatever is
desired is
kama. He who:;e objects of desire are true (i. e.)
e\ernal, is satyalcama. Therefore, whatever objects
"nd implements of enjoyment are desired by the
Supreme Brahman as suitable are true (i. e.) eternal.
The materials of His play (Lila), which are other
than the objects and instruments of His enjoyment,
are also eternal, in as much as they are capable of
being grasped by the pramanas. They are however
subject to modification, though eternal, and are
he.nee unstable and ohanging. On the other hand,
the objects and implements of His enjoyment in
paramapada are, besides being. eternal, , unchanging
Brahman is also declared in that
and stable and
Bruti to be aatyasankaZpo,. ·
means
although

of

true.

It

that

IOI
I

He has oountless, eternal and wonderful objects
and implements of enjoyment, . He could, by
His mere will, create innumerable obje!)tS unseeq
before,
The word satyasankalpa ( omnipotent). de·clares
that the nature, existence, activity and differenoes of
all things, namely - the materials of His play (iila)�
the objects and implements of His enjoyment, the
sentient and the non-sentient, those that are · no�
subject to change as well as those that are ,,.;ubjeot
to change-all these depend upon His will.
The same truth is conveyed by Itihasas and
Puranas which elaborate ·and elucidate the Vedas:�
,�rimad Ramayana was composed solely to elucidate
the Vedas, as may be seen from the following sloka:'..:.

"*The great sage, Valmiki, found that these two boys,
Kusa and Lava, were intelligent and well-versed in
the Vedas and taught them the Rimayana to illustrate
and explain the Vedas/. In the Ramayana, we find
the following (in Mandodari's lament): t"This ijama
is surely the great Yogin, the· eternal . Supr�ni e.
Self; He has no beginning, no middle, and no
He is greater than the great; He dwells· i,n• tl!ij
transcendental, no�-materjal ( aprakrita) : wqrf�
beyond tamas. He 1s the protector of the w6t1�
armed with sankha, chakra and gada ( oluh). ',
has the mole Sri Vatsa on His chest; He has·,
as His inseparable Spouse, the goddess Lakshmi.'
He is invincible, eternal, immutable". And else.;
where we find in The B1,mayana the foll�wing:-

end�
ru

"All bis arrows of various · kinds and his
bow took human forms and followed· Rama".
,�-:

,.
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, "He· entered into the splendour that is Vishnu
with· his body and with all his followers".
In the Vishnu P.ttrana we find the

following:

"Ha.ri's form is, 0 king, one in which all these
great powers are found established. It is different
from all else and is beyond all measure".
"Hari is Brahman with a form; all Jivafl are
subservient to Him
The eternal mother of the
world, Lakshmi, is inseparable from Him".
"Just as Vishnu pervades everywhere, Lakshmi,
too, 0 best of Brahmins, pervades all. If Vishnu
assumes the form of a god, she, too, assumes a like
form. If He assumes the form of a human being, she,
too, assumes a human form; She makes her form
always be .in conformity with that of Vishnu".
"In His Supreme Abode, there are Yog-is ever
in contemplation of Brahm1tn, exclusive of all
other things, and the Snr-is are always gazing at it".
"'Divisions of time like kalc1, (a few seconds) and
muhoortha ( one and a half hours ) do not produce
a.ny change in that region of glory".
In the Mahabharata also it is said:•'The Supreme Abode
(Va-ikuntah) is a
celestial region, imperishable and incomprehensibly
magnificent; it cannot be seen by our senses or intel
Hgenoe ; it can be understood only from the Agamas;.
it e:xi�ts from the beginning. Go there, 0 Lord, and
in' every kalpa protect us that have sought refuge
. in
.
inoa.rnating in Thy divine form".
�ee

�r

'- . · "Time is itself subjeot to change there.
no sway iu tha.t region" .
; · · 'The, Butra,kara too says (in 1-1- 21):� ·.
f
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'

'
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"He who is seen within the sun and withut ·the
eye is Brahman, because (in this Upanisb&d)
attributes peculiar to Him are taught" ..
This Butra indicates that the Supreme Brahman
has a form. Its purport is as follows:- He who is
seen within the sphere or mandala of the sun is the
Supreme Being, the Supreme Brahman, Narayana.
He shines like a mountain of molten gold; He has
countless beams like the beams of a crore of suns;
He has long and clear eyes like the petals of a lotus
opened by the rays of th e sun, and standing on firm
stalks in deep water; He has beautiful eyebrows, a
beautiful forehead and a beautiful nose; His lips are
like coral and lit up with a smile. His cheeks are
tender and lovely; His neck is like the conch; His
well-formed ears are over his lofty shoulders; His
arms are robust, round and long. The palms of His
hands are charming and rosy with beautiful fingers;
He has a slender waist and a broad chest. The
members of His body are well-proportioned; the
divine build of His body defies all description;. His
complexion is attractive; His two feet are as l�:vely
as newly blossomed lotuses; He is dressed in 1eUow
raiment adapted to His greatness;· He wears
countless and wonderful ornaments of a, celestial
nature, such ai; ai brilliant crown, ear .. rings, neck
laces, the gem Kaustubha, armlets, bracelets, e.n,k•
lets and waistband; He is adorned with the oonob,
the discus (chakra); the olub (gada), the bow (sarng1il,1
the mole, Srivatsa, and the garland of wild flowerJ
(vanamala). · By His unsurpassed beauty,. He aliur�
all mind� and eyes; He fills all things moviQ.g
and non-moving, with the nectar of His loveliness;
His youthfulness· is eternal a.nd is wonderful· and
inoonoeivable; His smile is as charming as ai\ower:
by His holy fragra.noe, He. fillf all tbe ?quilters;

by his grandeur. He overwhelms the three world.sf
He blesses those that seek His protection with
His sweet glance full of compassion and love.
He has, for play, the creation, maintenance,
and dissolution of all the world; He is free from all
blemish; He is the treasurehouse of all auspicious
qualities and is absolutely different from all other
things.
The words, "Because attributes peculiar to Him
are taught", in the Bntra referred to above. find
their explanation in the following srut·is:- '·He rules
over all the world� and fulfils all desires and He
rises above all evil (ka1·ma). His attributes and
qualities' are brought out in the following srutis:
"He has all things under His sway"; "He is the
Lord of everything"; "He is free from the taint of sin.
He is not subject to old age (and the like)" The
sruti ends with satyasankalpak (i. e,) omnipotence.
Similarly, the srutis say, "He is superior to all
(sentient beings) in the Universe and is eternal.
He is the soul of all, He is Narayana and is called
also Hari''. "He is the Lord of the Universe and
is subject to no one above Him".
The Vakyakara has also conveyed all this
meaning as follows:- "The passage in the sruti
says, "A person radiant like gold is seen in the
sphere of the suo,. The person referred to in it is
the Wise One (Prajnah), the ,Inner Self of all, for
the sruti -teaches tha.t He is the Lord of the
world· and the Dispenser of all that is desired. So
e:lso , He · is described as being free from the
taint · of all sin". The Vakya,kara also deolares
that · "this form . of ·the Lord should not be
aonsi� as not being eterna,J.:- "It may be
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a.sked whether this form is one assumed by the Lord,
for the time being, to bless His devotees. The
Lord may be thought of as taking a form for showing
His gt"ace to His devotees." Having stated this prim1,
facie view, he refutes it by saying, "rhis form (of the
Lord) cannot be perceived by the senses; it can be
apprehended only by the mind that is pure: for that
is how it is described (in the sruti)". Just as jnMW.
and other qualities which define the nature of
Brahman are considered to be His essential
attributes and are, on that account, understood to
be eternal, so also, since this form is also spoken
of in the sru,ti as defining the nature of Brahman,
it should also be considered as eternal just like
the essential nature (.,varupa) of Brahman itself.
(Dramidacharya) the commentator (Bhashyakara) has
explained it as follows:- "This (form) of the Lord who
created the world in an instant is not merely e.n
illusory appearance; it cannot be seen with the eye
of the flesh; it is apprehended only by the pure mind
with the help of other aids; for the sruti says, "It is
not apprehended by the eye and can be apprehended
only by the pure mind". A deity without form would
not be taught by the sruti as having a form; the Bastra
teaches the truth about things just as they are. The.
srutis say:- '•His raiment is coloured with saffron".
"He shines radiant like the sun in a region beyond
tamas". The statements ma.de by the srutis in other
contexts are also evidences. "Having the colour of
the sun" (hiranmaya) means resemblance in radiance
and not "me.de of gold", as in the (phrase) "e. fa.oe
like the moon". So far the words of the Vakyakaro,;
itJ has bec.,n commented upon as follows::...... '•The
suffix ma;yat (in hiranmaya) does not signify 'made of''
beoa.use the Atman is not & thing made of any thing".
Just as from the sruti which declares that Brah matt
has countless qua.libies like jna/n,a,, we undersu.11� ··ttr. ·

Brahman has attributes in the form of innume
rable auspicious qualities, so also from the sruti:
s'He has a. form radiant like the sun"; we under
stand that Naraya.na, who is the Supreme Brahman
and Purushottama, has a form which is to His liking
and whioh is suit.ed to His nature,
Similarly from such srutis as "The Spouse of
Vishnu is the queen of the world, "The goddess of
the earth and the goddess Lakshmi are His
wives". "The suris are always gazing etc.,'' "beyond
tarnas" "dwelling in a region beyond rajas," we learn
that He has consorts, attendants, a place of abode
and the like. Thus says the Bhashyakara (Drami
dacharya):- •'The Sastra teaches things just as they
really are", To explain:- Just as from the statement
"Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, and Infiniteness", we
learn that Brahman is free from all trace of blemish
and is the abode of infinite bliss and has no limita
tions whatsoever and is therefore different from
all other thing:;, just as from the srutie, "He knows
all things; He knows all the characteristics of every
0
thing ; "He has various kinds of supreme power,
and the strength, knowledge and activity whioh
belong to His nature are also varied and supreme";
"While He shines, everything else shines and that
too only by His splendour"-just as from these we
have to understand that He has unsurpassed and
innumerable qualities which are different from those
of all others, so also from sru,tis like "He has a form
radiant like the sun", we have to understand than He
has a. .form, attendants, an abode and other things
different from those of others, unique and found
exclusively in Him and that their nature and charac
ter battle description.

If the Vedas are valid sources of knowledge,
.tJii,hil:0r seu.iieIU>es whioli en.join ,a1;1 aot;iwi�f:, manera1
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which sing the praises ·of deities and arthavadas
rites
which explain the performance of the
-and give reasons for the injunction, should
all be considered as valid souroes of knowledge, so
long as these ideas have not been already established
elsewhere and are not opposed to the other prarnana.s.
The authority of the Vedas is thus declared in the
Jairnin,i Sutra:- "The relation between the word and.its
meaning is something innate and eternal." (and nqt
conventional). In the same way as fire .is hot and
water cold by their very nature (svabhavika) -. in the
same way as the senses like sight have, by their very
nature, the power of giving rise to knowledge of a.
specific kind, even so, the power of a word to give
rise to a meaning is innate and natural. It connot
be maintained that the power of a word to convey a
meaning is based on convention (.<;anketa), just lik�
conventional gestures made with the hand. The
relation between the word and its meaning has
continued from time immemorial without any break.
Further, no one knows who established any such
convention between the word and its meaning.
Wherever there is a convention, the author of the
convention is (invariably) known directly or
indirectly. It cannot be stated that the relatiori
between the word and its meaning is conventional
as in the word "Devadatta" used as the name
of a person. In such words as "Deva.datta't, it
is known to be a convention directly or indirectly.
(We know who gave the person the name "Deva
datta" J. But in the case of words like "cow", though
the meaning has been conveyed by the word from
beginningless time, no one knows by who:r;n any such
convention as in "Devadatta" was .first established.
Therefore, the power of such words as "cow" to
convey their respective meanings should be con-·
�idered innate or eternal (and not conventional).
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:It:· is- �s · natural as the power of fire to
burn and · the power of the senses to generate
, perception.
It may be asked, "If the word has the power
of conveying a meaning by its very nature just like
the senses in giving -perceptual knowledge, why
,should a knowledge of the association (sambandha)
between the word and its meaning be necessary for
conveying the meaning?", The answer is ., As in the
. case of the reaso n (lin_qa) when an inference is
made". That is, in the same way as a knowledge of
the invariable association between smoke and fire is
necessary while making the inference, "Because there
is smoke here, there must be fire here", a knowledge
of the invariable association between the word and
its meaning is necessary for the conveyance of the
specific meaning. If so, it may be asked, "Would it
.not be a case of inference (annmana) when the
meaning is conveyed by the word?". We answer as
· follows:- "No. The association or relationship
between a word and its meaning is of one kind and
that between reason (hetu) and the knowledge deriv
ed from inference is of another kind. The resemb
lance is only in respect of knowledge arising out of
a knowledge of relationship or association. (In
(�numana) or inference, the relationship is that bet
ween cause (fire) and effect (smoke). Here in the
case of words, the relationship is that between the
idea conveyed and that which conveys it). Since
the power of. conveying a meaning is seen whenever
:.the.knowledge of the relationship (between the word
ancl its meaning} is present and since, in spite of
continuity, from beginningless time, of this power, no
one has known of any one who established any snob
'convention, we conclude that, in the word itself,
·there i& an innate ot. natural power.
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Similarly, when a number of words, each with a
meaning of its own, are employed to form what is
called a sentence, they express or convey a
meaning, when the mutual relationship between the
different words oomes to be known. When the way
in which the words are uttered in suooession depends
upon the intelligenoe of a man, these sentences are
said to be of human authorship. On the other ha.nd,
when the order in whioh the words are uttered
depends upon immemorial tradition, they are said to
be without human authorship and are called •'Vedas".
This is what is meant by saying that the Veda.s
are not of human authorship and that they
are eternal. The words in Vedic passages are uttered
in a certain order which is invariably followed by
a. remembrance of the traditional order existing
from time immemorial. This is wha.t constitutes
non-human authorship and eternal beiag. These
oollec.tions of words or syllables existing in a certain
order of succession are Vedas and they are four: Bik,
Yajus, Baman and Athari:an and ea.oh has innumerable
branches. These Veda� consisting of injunctions
(vidhis), mantras (hymns), and arthavadas ·or
explanatory comments teach us the essential nature
of Narayana, who is the Supreme Brahman, ·the
way of worshipping Him and the fruit of such
worship. The collections of words called •Vedas'
whio:ti, remind us of the Supreme Person, His
worship and the fruit of that worship a.re as
eternal as the Supreme Person Himself.
Since
the Vedas are boundless a.nd hard to understand,
some Maharishis directed by the Supreme Person
reminded themselves in every kaJ,pa, of the meaaing
of the Vedas and composed Dharmaaastraa. ltlviha,sas
and Puranas based on the injunctions, mantras .a,nd
a,rthavadas of the Vedas for the benefit of the
whole world. The words em:plo)UNI J.n .
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were also picked out from the Vedas and
have been employed in successive ages to denote
their respective meanings as before in the Vedas.
"If so", it may be asked, (i. e.) if all words with
their meanings have been taken from the Vedas,
why should a. distinction be ma.de between them
saying, "This is so in the Vedas" ana. "This is so
and so in ordinary language?" The answer is,
"These words used in the Vedic order of suooession
have a certain meaning. whereas the same words used
elsewhere in a different way have a different meaning.

IECAPITULATION

Thus, Narayana, who is the Supreme Brahman,
can be understood only from the Vedas with
their auxiliary treatises ( angas) as elucidated and
explained in Itihasas, Puranas and Dharmasastras.
He is opposed to all that is objectionable or
impure and is different from all el3e; His essential
nature is infinite knowledge and bliss and He
has, by His very nature, unsurpassed, wonderful
and innumerable auspicious qualities; all things,
sentient and non-sentient, owe their origin, their
oontinW1,nce and their varied activities to His
will. He has a region of supreme glory (nityavibhuti),
which is infinite in its nature and in its chara.cter.
So also He has, for the objects and instruments of
His play (Ula), this world constituted of countless
and varied beings, sentient and non-sentient.
In passages like the following:-

+

"All this is, indeed, Brahman", "All this has
Brahman for its soul". * "That thou a.rt, 0 Sveta
ke,u"; "Some oall Him Agni, some call Him Maruts,
t OhtmdogytJ Upanished (8-14-1)
• The reading in Manu Buriti in the Nirnaya•
s&gal'a edition is Ma.nu instead of, Marut$.

,t,

others call Him Praja.pa.ti (Brahma), some' J1.ga��:oa.U
Him Indra, others again call Him Pra.na,:•an<l., ,y�t
others call Him the eternal Brahman�'. "W);i'1,tever.
shining lights there are in this world, the thtee �9dds;
the three lords of these three worlds, the three Vedas
the three fires, the five kinds of offerings made in
the fire, all the gods-all these are only the son of
Devaki (i. e.) Sri Krishna". ·'Thou art the sacrifice,
Tliou the word v:i.shatkara, Thou art the syllable om,
Thou art the Vasz1, Ritudhama. Thou art Prajapa.thi
among the Vasus". "The whole Universe is�Thy body;
Thy firmness is the earth; Fire is Thy wrath and the
All the shining lights are
Moon Thy grace".
Vishnu; all the worlds are Vishnu; the mountains ,
the four quarters, the rivers, and the ocean-all these
are only Vishnu. He is, 0 best o f Brahmins, every·
thing that exists as perceived by the senses and so
also everything that is not perceived by the senses."
In all these sentences where there is grammatical
apposition or co-ordination (sarnanadhikaranya), it is
only Brahman that is denoted by all the words, as .He
has all things for His body and is in all modes
( prakara). This has been already stated. The
Supreme Brahman, who is o mnipotent, willed, of
His own accord, to become the many; He· himself
divided the Primal Element (Mahabhuta) which wa.s in
a subtle co ndition from the multitude of souls that lay
merged in Him; He then created.from the subtle·
Mahabhida ( Prakriti) the five primary elements (fire:1,
air, water, earth and ether) and caused. the
experiencing souls to enter into them as their 'souls,
He created ·the whole world out of :tbe'se ifive
elements mixed up with one another;
He .th·en'·
entered into all as the soul of everything and' stands
in manifold modes or prakaras, with all things as
His body. without giving up• His . n��ure , as · the
Sup:r:eµie Being. This Prima.l·.Ele_D:Je�t Cl4.a�huta)
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in its subtle form is what is called Prakriti. The
experiencing subjects are called Purushas; Prakriti
and P.urMsha are both the bodies of the Supreme
Being and are therefore His modes or prakaras•
The Supreme Being, who has them as His prakaras
or modes is denoted by the words Prakriti and
P,irusha. Everything that has been said so far is
stated clearly in the following sriiti:"He willed (saying)" *"I will become the many".
Having created it, He entered into it; having enterd
into it, He became sat, the sentient being, (which
remains the same always) and tyat, the non-sentient
thing (which is ever subject to change). He became
the sentient being which cannot be described (in
terms of genus or attributes) and the non-sentient
thing which can be so described. He became the
non-sentient thing which is supported by the sentient
being and also the sentient being which supports �he
non-sentient thing; He became the knowing self
and non-sentient matter. He became the sentient
being which is not subject to change or modification
and is therefore called "the true, (satyam)" and the
non-sentient thing subject to change and hence called
the unreal (asatya), In spite of His becoming
the unreal, He still remains the True (satya)."
• Taitt-iriya Upanisliad: Brahmananda - valli: 6
The means of attaining Brahman has already
been stated to be only bliakti (parabhakti) whioh
is of the nature of constant meditation so intense
as to become equal to vivid perception (pratya,kslui).
This supreme bhakti (parabhakti) results from
BhaktiiJoga promoted by the performance of the
duties and rites presoribed for one in aooordanoe
with one's varna and asramx with a knowledge
of the truths (tattva) obtained from the 8:lStras. The

»'1

word bhakti is used in the sense of a special form
of love (preeti) and love is only a form of jnana
or knowledge.

It may be stated by way of objection: "Pleasure
and love are synonymous terms and men of the world
say that pleasure is something different from jnana
or knowledge and that it is the effect of jnana and
not jnana itself." It is not so. The special or
particular kind of knowledge from which pleasure
is said to result is itself pleasure. To explain:
The knowledge of objects may be of the nature
of pleasure (snkha), pain ( dukkha) and that which
is neither pleasure nor pain. These acquire their
special character as pleasure or pain or that
which is neither pleasure nor pain from the nature
of the objects. That jnana or knowledge which is
characterised by a special object and which is
said to produce pleasure is itself plea.sure. There
is nothing other than that knowledge to be called
pleasure (su,kha). From this knowledge characterised
by a certain kind of object, we can explain what
ever is meant by the word 'pleasure' (and there
is no need to postulate an addtional entity or
category called ·pleasure').
This jnana which is of the nature of pleasure
(or sukha) is, in the case of objects other than
Brahman, limited and changeful. In the case of
Brahma.n, this ;jnana, which is of the nature of
pleasure, is boundless and constant. Therefore
does the ,�rnti say, "Brahman is bliss (Ananda)."
Jnana or knowledge is concerned with objects and
depends upon them. Therefore, Brahman which
is of the nature of aukham is ea.lied sukka. The
sruti says, *"He is indeed rasa (delight) and the
• Taiteiriyo. UpaniBhad: Bra,hmanandA, • VQJli : 7.
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self ( Jiva) having attained Him becomes blissful."
This means that since Brahman is sukham (delight),
the soul that has · attained
Brahman be
comes delighted or blissful. Brahman is in
Himself blissful and He becomes the
cause
of bliss in others as well. Since Brahman is . a
special form of delight or sukha, the person who
knows Brahman becomes delighted or blissful. The
Supreme Brahman is the abode of boundless,
unsurpassed, and innumerable, auspicious attributes;
He is free from all blemish; He owns endless and
supreme glory (vibhu,ti). He is the ocean, as it were,
of boundless and wonderful qualities like goodness,
beauty, and love. If He is meditated upon as one
for whose purposes the soul of the Jiva exists and with
the knowledge that the individual �elf exists for the
fulfilment of His purposes, the Supreme Brahman
himself, having become the object of boundless
and wonderful love, will lead the soul to Himself.
It may be asked here by way of objection, "What
has been said would mean that absolute dependerice
(upon the Lord) leads to boundless and unsurpassed
pleasure or bliss. But this is entirely opposed to all
worldly experience. For to all beings endowed with
intelligence, independence is most desirable and
dependence (upon others) is always painful, The
smriti, too, says;- "The state of dependence on
others is everywhere painful; independence of
others or self-sovereignty is al ways h,1,ppiness.
Service has been described as dog's life and
henoe it should be given up". This objection can
be raised only by those who think that the
soul is identical with the body and who have not
understood the essential nature of the soul as beiug
different from the body. To explain: The word 'body'
refers,to a mass (of flesh) characterised by a genus
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such as 'humans' and qualitiea suoh as belong to
'humans'. The man of the world who is in samsara,
finds the 'I' in his body. The objects that a man
considers desirable are in aocordanoe with his view
of what the soul is. The objects desired by the lion,
the tiger, the boar, the man, the yaksha, the
Rakshasa, the demon, the god, the asura, and man and
woman are suoh as depend on their respective
conception of what their soul is. The essential
nature of the
soul is different from that of
bodies such as tho�e of gods and is of the form
only of jnana. And this is characterised by entire
dependence on the Supreme Self. The Bmriti says,
''The soul is of the nature of jnana and is pure".
This shows that the soul is wholly of the form of
Jnana. There are hosts of Brntis like "He (Brahman)
is the Lord of the Universe", which show that the
soul exists only for the fulfilment of the Lord's
purposes (sesha). Therefore, we should understand
that this desire for independence is, like the identifi•
cation of the soul with bodies like those of the lion
and the tiger, due to past lcarma and false knowledge.
Therefore, the notion that things other than the
Supreme Being are objecbs of pleasure is due only
to past karma. That is why they are only pleasant
to a very limited extent and for a very short time.
Only the Supreme Being is, by His very nature, bliss.
Therefore, the bliss attained from Him is permanent
and boundless.
The Bruti says ..Brahman is aukham(kam)".

Everything else except Brahman is, by its
nature, not pleasant. That the pleasure arising from
objects is due to karma and is transient is stated as
follows by Bhagavan Para.Sara:-

"0 best of Brahmins, what are called Hell and
{Jvarga are du� respeotively to the demerits (papa)
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and merits (punya). The same (thing) causes pain
to one man, pleasure to another, jealousy to a third
and anger to yet another; how then could these be
called objects having permanent qualities like pleasure
or pain? This means:• These are not objects, as they
cause neither pleasure nor pain exclusively. When
they appear exclusively as pleasure or as pain, it is
due to the man's past karma, good or bad. Thus
having shown that among many persons, the same
object causes pleasure to one man and pain to
another, he (Pa.rasara) next proceeds to say that,
even in the same person, there is no certainty of an
object continuing to give pleasure or pain.
'·The same object having previously caused
pleasure, now, causes pain; later it may oause
anger and later still, peace of mind. Therefore,
there is no object that is exclusively pleasant
or exclusively painful.'' That is, an object is
pleasant or painful in accordance with past karma
and not by its own nature; as soon as that karma
is worked
out,
the pleasure
or the
pain
ceases.
The remark that dependence in any form is
painful is true only in the case of others and
not of the Supreme Brahman. Dependanoe on
beings other than the Supreme Person is, of
course, painful, because they are not seshis for
whose purposes we exist as seshas. The saying
that service is dog's life is true only of the
service of those who are unfit to be served. It
has been stated that He alone is to be worshipped
by all, whatever their asrama may be; (i. e.) by
all who understand the true nature of the soul,
the only person to be served is Purushotta.ma,
As Bhagavan Himself says:-
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"He who adores me exclusively by means of

bhakti yoga - he will pass beyond the gunas ( of
prakriti) and attain moksha." This adoration or
bhakti, which is a form of service, is expressed
by the word 'know' (oedana) in such texts as:"He who knows Brahman attains the Supreme."
"Having known Him in this way, he becomes
immortal."

This has already been explained.

In the sru,ti text: "He *whom this (Brahman)
chooses-by him alone can He be attained," from
the qualification it is evident that the person
should be capable of being chosen (or should
deserve being chosen). He who deserves to be
chosen should be dearest.
Dearest to Bhagavan
is he who has boundless and unsurpassed love
to Him. So Bhagavan says:"! am, indeed, dear to the jnani, the man
who has knowledge or wisdom and he too is dear
to me". Gita: 7-7.
Therefore, only that knowlege or veclana which
has reached the intensity of supreme devotion (or
parabhakti) is, in reality, the means of attaining
Bhagavan.
The same teaching is conveyed by Bhagava.n
Dvaipayana (Vyasa) in his Moksha Dharma, which
is, as it were, a commentary on all the Upanishads:His (Brahman's} form does not appear before
our sight and no one can see Him with his eyes. He
who has attained peace of mind by his firmness
( dhriti) sees Brahman, who is of the nature of jnr,,na
by his devotion (bhakti). The meaning is that he
who has attained mental peace by his firmness
• Mundaka Upaniaha,d: 8-8.

of disoipline (dhriti) will see Purushottama by his
bhakti or devotion. It means the same as the
sentenoe, "By exclusive devotion He can be attained."
As bhakti or devotion is only a form of knowledge,
all that has been said here is appropriate.
Note :-The first half of the sloka in Moksha Dha,,,.a (.\1ahal>ha,ala) ia
identical with a passage found in Kata Upanishid. The second
half of the sloha might, at first sight, appear to mean, "He who
has attained peace of mind by dhri'i and bhakli will see Brahman
who is of the nature of knowledge". But Sri Ramanuja has
interpreted it differently, because bh4kli alone is declared in the
Sast,as to be the means 1>£ attaining Brahman.

Concluding Bloka: There are some great men who
can distinguish between what is essential and what
is not, who are free from ranoour, and are guided
only by the pramanas. It is for them that this
Vedartlw, Sangraha has been written.

Appendix.
(See page 144)
The Anzwal.:a called "Uttara Narayananuvaka" and
the eight riks beginning with •Hiranya{larbha':From the waters and the essence of the earth
( pritkivi), all creation arose as the work of the
Creator of the Universe. The Ct·eator of the world
assigned to every (created) thing, its peculiar form
(and so also its attribt1tes) and pervaded all things.
Therefore, I knew, at the very beginning, that the
Universe was for the fulfilment of His purposes.
I know this Supreme Person ( Pnrnsha) who is
radiant in form like the sun and who dwells in the
region beyond tama:,; (i. e., the world of pra,kriti or
matter). He who knows Him to be of this nature
(as described in the anuv.1.kas) becomes immortal
even here (i, e.) enjoys the bliss of Bhagavan even
in this state of :,;amsara, There is no other way or
means of attaining Him (than that indicated here).
Prajapati moves about in the womb (of the
Universe). Though He is never born as the result
of karma (and is therefore changeless), He is born in
many forms (as al'atars); the wise have a comprehen
sive understanding of the cause of His being born.
The gods like Brahma and Rudra, whose bondu.ge
and release are dependent on His lila, aspire to the
a.bode of the Marichis (i. e.) the eternal Buris).
Note :-P,ajapati here refers not to Brahma but to the Supreme Being
Narayana.

I bow to that Splendour which is revealed in the
Vedas (and surrender myself and everything that is

mine to Him) - to Him who burns (the Asuras and
the Rakshasas ), for the sake of the devas, who ever
stands before them to remove their sufferings and to
reveal Himself, and who was born for the sake of the
gods (as avatars).
The Devas, who rose to a manifestation of
their real nature resembling the light of Brahman,
offered, of old, their adoration to Him (by saying
nam2s). The student of the Vedas who comes to
know of the potency of this adoration-to him,
( oven) tho gods (liko Brahma and Indra) become
subject.
(0 Lord) The goddess of the earth and
Lakshmi are Thy consorts.
Day and night are
Thy sides; Thy form or body is the stara and
the Asvins are Thy palates (upper and lower);
vouchsafe unto us whatever is desired (by usJ;
grant us this (Thy feet); give us everything.

The Eight Riks beginning with the word •Hiranyagarbha.'
1. Before (creation), Hiranyagarbha (He who
is in the womb or centre of the region beautiful
and resplendent like gold) existed (in His divine
abode). After creation, He became the sole L'lrd
of all created beings. He supported the earth
and the heavens and to that deity denoted by
the word K-im meaning Prajapati, let us make
our offerings (let us surrender ourselves to Him):
2. By His greatness, He became the sole
King and Saviour of all beings, those that breathe
(and move not), those (that orawlJ and wink (their
eyes) and those that move (from place to place), He
rulsd over the bipeds and the quadrupeds and to
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th�t · deity

denoted by the word Kim meaning
Prajapati, let us make our offerings (let us surrender
ourselves to Him),
3. He who gives Himself (to His devotees),
and the strength to enjoy that bliss), whose
oommand is obeyed with reverence by all beings and
even by the gods, whom the world of immortality
follows like His shadow, whose orders are executed
by Death-to that deity denoted by the word Kim
meaning Pra.iapati, let us make our offerings (lei.;
us surrender ourselves to Him).
4. They say that tho mountains covered with
snow and the ocean and the earth exist for Him by
virtue of His greatness. These directions or quarters
are (as it were) His arms - to that deity denoted
by the word Kim meaning Prajapati, let us make our
offerings (let us surrender ourselves to Him).
5. The earth and the heavens cry and look up
to Him for succour, (when threatened by the AsurasJ,
though they are radiant; since He is the ruler, the
sun rises and sets - to that deity denoted by the
word Kim meaning Prajapati, let us make our
offerings (let us surrender ourselves to Him).
6. By Him is the region of the heavens (inha
bited by the Gandharvas) fiery (and resplendent;)
by Him does the earth stand firm; the world of
Svarga was set firm by Hirn, the world of Brahma,
name]y, Naka, was rendered by Him free from all
unhappiness and sufferina; He dwells in the region
of the Supreme Ether or Akasa, whioh is beyond
rajas or the world of matter and He is beyond a.U
comprehension-to that deity denoted by the word
Kim meaning Prajapati, let us make our offerings
(let us sur1-ender ourselves to Him).
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7. The wide waters which generated Agni
(Brahma) and had in them the energy ·required
to create the world pervaded the Universe, Then
did He become the very life of the devas-to that
deity denoted by the word Kim meaning Prajapati,
let us make our offerings (let us surrend,er our�
selves to Him).
8 By His greatness, He saw to it that the
waters possessed of power created Agni. He is
the sole God of all gods-to Him denoted by the
word Kim •meaning Prajapati, let us make our
offerings (let us surrender ourselves to Him).
•Note:-Ka.sm1,1i devaya h1,1visha 11idhema; This refrain in the eight riks is
translated as follows by Prof. A. A Mac::lonnell: "To what god
should we pay worship with oblation?" His comment on the
word Kim from which the nominative singular form Ka is
derived may be of interest to the reader: "Ihis led to the
word A• 'who?" being used in the later Vedic literature as
an independent name, Ka, of the supreme god."
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